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ABSTRACT

Advancedcontrol rooms will use advancedhuman-systeminterface(HSI) technologies thatmay
have significant implicationsfor plant safety in that they will affect the operator's overall role in the
system, the methodof informationpresentation,and theways in whichoperatorsinteractwith the system.
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviews the HSI aspects of control rooms to ensure
that they are designed to good human factors engineeringprinciples and that operatorperformanceand
reliability are appropriatelysupportedto protect public health and safety. The principal guidance
availableto the NRC, however, was developed more than ten years ago, well beforethese technological
changes. Accordingly, the human factorsguidance needs to be updatedto serve as the basis for NRC
review of these advanceddesigns. The purposeof this project was to develop a general approachto
advanced HSI review and the human factors guidelines to support NRC safety reviews of advanced
systems. This two-volume report provides the results of the project. Volume 1 describes the
developmentof the Advanced HSI Design Review Guideline (DRG) including (1) its theoretical and
technical foundation,(2) a general model for the review of advancedHSIs, (3) guideline developmentin
both hard-copy and computer-basedversions, and (4) the testsandevaluationsperformedto d_,velopand
validate the DRG. Volume 1 also includes a discussion of the gaps in available guidance and a
methodology for addressingthem. Volume2 providesthe guidelines to be used for advancedHSI review
and the proceduresfor their use.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

Advanced controlroom (ACR) concepts arebeing developed in the commercialnuclearindustry
as part of future reactor designs and as improvementsto currentcontrol rooms. The ACRs will use
advanced human-system interface (HSI) technologies that may have significant implications for plant
safety in that they will affect the operator's general role (function) in the system, the method of
informationpresentation,the ways in which the operatorinteractswith the system, and the requirements
on the operator to understand and supervise an increasingly complex system. The U.S. Nuclear
RegulatoryCommission (NRC)reviews the HSI aspects of control rooms to verify that they are designed
to good human factors engineering(HFE) principles and that operatorperformanceand reliability are
appropriatelysupportedto ensure public health and safety. The principalreview guidance availableto
the NRC (NUREG-0700), however, was issued in 1981, well before manyof these technologicalchanges.
Accordingly, the human factors guidance needs to be updatedto serve as the basis for NRC review of
these advanceddesigns. The objectiveof the projectdescribed in this reportwas to develop an approach
for the evaluationof advancedHSIscalled the HumanFactorsEngineeringProgramReview Model (HFE
PRM) and an Advanced Human-SystemInterfaceDesign Review Guideline (DRG).

This summary addressesthe developmentand evaluationof the HFE PRM and the DRG.
q

HFE Program Review Model

In order to develop an approachfor the evaluationof HSIs, it was necessary to consider: (1)
standardizationof nuclear power plant (NPP) designs, (2) the trends in advanced NPP HSIs, (3) the
human factors issues associated with advancedtechnology, and (4) the state-of-the-artof humanfactors
guidelines for advanced HSIs. Consideringthese issues, itwas concludedthat safety reviews of the HFE
aspects of advanced reactor designs should: (1) be performed throughout the design of the plant; (2)
extend beyond checklist-based evaluations to include a variety of assessment techniques; and (3)
accommodatea broad rangeof CR "types" anda diversityof approachesto advancedHSI technology.

These factors have led to the development of the HFE PRM. It is largely based on applied
general systems theory andrepresentsa top-down approachto the review of HSIs. This approachstarts
with plant goals/functions andleads to the detailed design andvalidation. The HFE PRM is composed
of eight elements and is divided into four review phases: HFE programplanning, design analysis,
interfacedesign, and verification& validation. The review processallows the trackingof the designfrom
initialconception throughfinal design implementation.Within the context of the HFE PRM, the role of
DRG is to providethe review guidance for evaluationof advancedHSIs to assure their conformanceto
accepted human factors engineeringprinciples, standards,andguidelines.

DRG Development Methodology

Following a review of researchandindustryexperiencerelatedto the integrationof personnelinto
advanced systems, a set of "High-Level Design Review Principles" was developed. These principles
identifythe importantdesigngoals for maximizingprimarytask performance(i.e., the operator'sprocess
monitoring,decision-making,and controltasks); minimizingsecondarytask effects (i.e., the distracting
effects of tasks such as configuring a workstat!on) which are unrelated to the primary task; and
minimizinghumanerrorandmakingsystems moretolerantto humanerrorswhen they occur. Then more
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detailed review guidance was developed for specific HSI implementations(e.g., graphicdisplays, touch
screens, and expert systems).

The effort to develop detailedguidelinesbegan with an identificationof human factorsguidance
documents for advanced HSIs. Through a review of the human factors literatureand contact with
organizations thatsponsor such research,over 50 guideline efforts were identified. The next step was
to select those documentsthatwould serve _ the "primarysources" for the initial set of guidelines to be
incorporatedin the DRG. A high prioritywas given to establishingthe v',didityof the guidelines; i.e.,
assuring that they were based upon empirical research and/or accepted human engineering practice.
Validity was defined in termsof two aspectsof documentdevelopment. "Internal"validity was evaluated
by the degreeto which the individualguidelines withina documentwere based uponresearchand an audit
trail to the researchmaintained. "External"validity was evaluated as a functionof the degree to which
the guidelines were subjectedto independentpeer review. The peer review process was considereda
good method of screening guidelines for conformance to accepted human engineering practices.
Documents which hadstrongvalidity were consideredprimarysource documentsto serve as a basis for
the DRG.

The guidelines from the primary sources were edited to combine similar guidelines and to
transformthe materialinto a standardizedformat. Wherecompoundguidelineswere encountered(several
guidelines in a single statement)an effort was made to break them i_to logical units and representthe
units as separateguidelines. Conflict resolutionbetweenguidelines was handledon a case-by-case basis.

The guidelines were sorted into seven major sections described below. Some sections are
currentlyempty pending the completionof other NRC projectsthat are developing new guidelines in
those areas. Each of these sections containsa set of general guidelines and more detailed guidelines
addressing specific HSI applications.

The seven sections are:

• Information Display - This section deals primarilywith the formattingof visual displays, both
text-based and graphics-based. Following a section of general guidelines, guidance is provided
in top-down fashion beginning with display formats (such as mimic displays andtrendgraphs),
display format elements (such as labels, icons, symbols, color, text, coding, etc.), dataquality
and updaterate, anddisplaydevices (such as video displayterminals andlarge boarddisplays).

• User-System Interaction - This section addressesthe modes of interactionbetween the operator
and the HSI. Topics include dialog format, navigation, displaycontrols, enteringinformation,
system messages, prompts, and system response time. This section also contains guidelines
concerning methods for ensuring the integrity of data accessed through the user interface.
Guidance covers preventionof inadvertentchangeor deletion of data, minimizationof data loss
due to computerfailure, andprotectionof datasuch as setpoints from unauthorizedaccess.

• Process Control and Input Devices - This section addresses information entry, operator
dialogue, display control, informationmanipulation,andsystem responsetime. Considerations
of display-controlintegrationare also includedhere.

• Alarms - This section is a place holderfor the resultsof anotherNRC researchprojectto develop
review guidance in the area of advancedalarm systems.
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• Analysis and Decision Aids - This section addressesthe use of knowleOge-basedsystems.
i

!

• Inter-Personnel Communication -This section containsguidelinesfor activities relatedto speech
and computer-mediatedcommunicationbetween plant personnel, e.g., preparing, addressing,
transmittingandreceiving messages.

• Workplace Design - This section addresses the organizationof displays and controls within
individualworkstations,control room configuration, andenvironment.

In additionto a hard-copy document, the DRG has been developed as an interactive, computer-
based review aid. The interactive document will simplify guideline access and review, editing,
compilationof individual'guidelinesfor a specific review, and incorporationof new guidelines as they
become available. Availabilityof the DRG on a portablecomputerwill also facilitate on-site reviews.

The guidelines are stored in a databasecomposed of several primary fields: guideline number,
title, guidelinestatement, additionalinformation,and source (link to primary source document). Other
"reviewer-support"fields are also provided, e.g., a note pad for reviewers to appendcommentsrelated
to specific guidelines. The interactivereview aidprovides for many documentfunctionssuch as instant
table of contents(ToC) access, context index, glossary, andplacemarkers. Reviewerscan automatically
go to desired sections by clicking on the ToC or index entry. DRG evaluationsummary and reporting
functionsare also available.

DRG Test and Evaluation

The DRG has been evaluatedwith respect to its scope andtechnical content (i.e., adequacyfor
the review of advanced HSI technology), and usability (i.e., DRG presentation, interactivedocument
functionality, and user interfaces). The test and evaluation (T&E) program consisted of three
methodologies: Development Test, User Test, and Peer-Review Workshop. The Development Test
provided a preliminary evaluationof the DRG and an opportunityto correct interfaceproblems before
subsequenttesting. The User Test was a field test of the DRG in advanced control room environments
by experienced human factors reviewers. The third evaluation was a Peer-Review Workshop. The
workshopprovided a different type of evaluationthan the two testing tasks and addressed the broader
aspects of the DRG, such as the validity and technical basis for the DRG.

The general results supported the DRG's validity. The primary source documents were
considered an appropriatetechnical basis upon which to develop the DRG. However, several further
developmentswere recommendedincludinga reductionin the totalnumberof guidelines, the specification
of a review process or procedure to facilitate DRG usage by a review team, and development of
additionalguidelines for severaltopics thatwere not adequatelyaddressed(such as computer-basedalarm
processing systems).

i

With respect to the interactiveversion of the DRG, most interfacecharacteristicsthought to be
indicativeof usability(such as visual clarity,consistency, explicitness, ease of use, ease of learning,low
memory load, etc.) were rated highly. Some difficulties were encountered,mainly concerning input
devices, reporting andhelp functions.

Based upon the results of the T&E program,mollificationswere madeto address the identified
considerations.

.ss
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Final Version of the DRG

Based upon the results of the T&E program, modifications were made to the technical content
of the guidelines. These includedreducingthe numberof guidelines and "layering" the guidelines into
(1) general principles, (2) general guidelines in eacil of the major sections, and (3) more detailed
guidelines addressingspecific HSI implementations,techniques,andformats. The DRG was also revised
to eliminate redundancy and standardizeterminology to ensure consistency throughout the document.
Procedureswere developed for use of the DRG to evaluate (1) a plant-specific HSI guideline or design
specificationdocument and(2) an actualACR design.

Many modificationshave been madeto the interactivedocument. These includethe development
of a reviewplanningaid to supportthe identificationand selection of guidelinesfor a specific review and
improvementsin the review functionsto mitigatethe troublesomecharacteristicsof the interfaceidentified
in the evaluations. In addition, a maintenance function was developed to enable easy export of the
guidelines to a text file for editing and importof the revised guideline.

Conclusion

A general framework for the review of advancedHSI technology and design review guidelin_
was developed to supportNRC staff reviews of advancedHSI technology. The methodological approach
established for the development of advanced HSI design review guidance will support the further
refinementof the DRG to ensurethat the document is maintainedup-to-dateand with valid human factors
review guidance.

The report consists of two volumes. Volume 1 provides the technical basis for the guideline
development. Volume 2 provides the HFE guidelines and the proceduresfor their use.
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PREFACE

This reportwaspreparedfor theHumanFactorsBranch of the NuclearRegulatoryCommission's
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Project
Managerfor this effort is JerryWachtel. This documentis submittedas partof the work performedfor
the "Advanced Control Room Design Review Guideline"project (FIN L-1317).

The objective of the project was to develop an Advanced Human-System Design Review
Guideline (DRG). The results are reportedin a two-volume NUREG/CR. The contents of each are
briefly described below.

Volume 1: General Evaluation Model. Technical Develovment. and Guideline Descrlvtlon
Volume I provides an overview of the project. Section I outlinesthe tasksperformedas partof the DRG
development. Section 2 describes the general issues, regulatoryconsiderations,and theoretical factors
that provided the context for both general model and guideline development. Section 3 describes the
developmentof a generalmodel for the review of advancedNPP human factors. The model is called the
Human FactorsEngineering(HFE)ProgramReview Model (PRM). Section4 describesthe methodology
used to develop the design review guidelines for advancedHSIs that are available in the DRG. This
section also briefly describes the organizationalstructureof the guidelines, an overview of guideline
content, and procedures for DRG usage. Section 5 describes the development of the interactive,
computer-basedversionof the DRG and briefly explains itspresentfunctionsand user interfaces. Section
6 describes the tests and evaluationsperformed as partof DRG developmentand validation. Section 7
describes review needs and a methodology for the deveiopmentof additional guidance.

Volwne 2: Evaluation Procedure and Guidelines for Human Factors Eneineerin_ Reviews
Volume 2 contains the detailedguidelines and proceduresfor their use. It is divided into two technical
parts. Part 1 provides a brief backgroundto the use of the DRG within the context of the overall HFE
PRM, the intended use and limitationsof the DRG, and a description of the DRG's contents. Also
included in Part I are proceduresfor using the Guidelinefor the review of (1) a design-specific guideline
or detailed design specification, and (2) an HFE verificationof an implemented HSI design. Part2
contains the guidelines used to conduct reviews of advanced HSIs. In additionto a set of high-level
design review principles, the guidelines are divided into seven sections: (1) Information display, (2)
User-system interaction, (3) Process control and input devices, (4) Alarm systems, (5) Analysis and
decision aids, (7) Inter-personnelcommunication,and (7) Workplacedesign. Volume 2 also containsa
detailed glossary and inc!exto support DRG use.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

The importanceof a well-designed human-systeminterface(I-ISI)to reliablehumanperformance
and nuclearsafety is widely acknowledged. The NationalAcademyof Sciences (Morayand Huey, 1988)
reportedthatone of the first insightsfrom studiesof the ThreeMile Island (TMI) accidentwas that errors
caused by operatorsin the controlroom (CR)are a significantcontributingfactorto nuclearpower plant
(NPP) incidentsand accidents. The errorsat TMIwere due to several factors includinga poorly designed
CR and inadequateprovisions for monitoring the basic safety parameters of plant functioning. The
InternationalNuclearSafety AdvisoryGroup(INSAG, 1988)of the InternationalAtomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) in their basic safety principles indicatedthat "...one of the most importantlessons of abnormal
events, ranging from minor incidents to serious accidents is that they have so often been the result of
incorrecthumanaction"(page 19). Further, "...continued knowledge andunderstandingof the statusof
the plant on the part of operatingstaff is a vital componentof defense in depth." This conclusion led to
the safety principlethat:

Parameters to be monitored in the CR are selected, and their displays are arrangedto
ensure that operators have clear and unambiguous indications of the status of plant
conditions importantto safety, especially for the purposeof identifyingand diagnosing
the automaticactuationandoperationof a safety system or the degradationof defense in
depth (page 43).

In the United States (U.S.), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviews the human
factors engineering (lIFE) aspects of CRs to ensure that they reflect "state-of-the-art human factors
principles" (10 CFR 50.34/f/2/iii) and that the operator'sperformanceand reliabilityare appropriately
supported. In response to the investigationsfollowing TMI, the NRC developed an actionplan (U.S.
NRC, 1980a and 1980b) to addresssafety-significantdeficiencies in commercialNPPs. In addition, a
formal human factors programwas initiated in the NRC. There were two significantoutgrowthsof the
post-TMIplanningwith respect to HSI. First, all licensees and applicants for commercialNPP operating
licenses were required to conduct a detailed CR design review (DCRDR) includingreviews of remote
shutdown panels to identify and correct human-factorsdesign deficiencies. Extensive guidelines,
published in NUREG-0700, "Guidelines for ControlRoom Design Review" (U.S. NRC, 1981b), were
preparedin support of these evaluations. Second, all licensees and applicantswere requiredto installa
plant Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) to aid operatorsto rapidly and reliably determine the
safety status of the plant, something they were unable to do during the accident at TMI. The minimum
information required was reactivity control, reactor core cooling, and heat removal from the primary
system; reactor coolant system integrity;radioactivitycontrol; and containmentconditions. The NRC
provided guidance on SPDS design and implementation(U.S. NRC, 1980c, 1981a). Analogous
requirementsfor SPDS andhuman engineeringof CRs were establishedfor new plant designs in 10 CFR
50.34. In addition to requiring licensees to conduct DCRDRs and install SPDSs, the evaluation of
licensees' complianceon these issuesbecame partof the NRC's StandardReview Plan (SRP)(U.S. NRC,
1984a), Sections 18.1 and 18.2, respectively. The SRPdescribesthe review proceduresand acceptance
criteriathat the NRC uses for each area covered.

The DCRDRs produceda great deal of informationon humanengineeringdiscrepancies (HEDs)
that existed in NPPs. A study by the ElectricPower Research Institute(EPRI) evaluated 25 DCRDRs
from the 1980s to identify and categorizeproblemsbased upon the categorizationscheme in NUREG-



0700 (Seminara, 1988). A total of 4,345 HEDs were evaluatedby EPRI. Table 1.1 summarizesthe
HEDs within each category. There was a steady increase in the numberof HEDs per CR reported
between 1981 and 1986 as NUREG-0700 became increasinglyappliedto the DCRDRs. In general, the
HSI issues associated with NPPs are broad, and cover all aspects of CR design.

Table 1.1. Summaryof HumanError Deficiencies (HEDs) Found in 25 DCRDRs*
......

TOTAL AVERAGE
NURECr4)700SECTION HEDs PER PLANT

6.1 Workspace 641 26
6.2 Communications 160 6
6.3 Annunciators 488 20
6.4 Controls 558 22
6.5_Displays 1085 43
6.6 Labels 638 26
6.7 Computer 335 13
6.8 Panel Layout 328 13
6.9 C/D Integration 112 4

* From Seminara, 1988.

Problems also were reportedfollowing the review of SPDS interfaces(LinerandDeBor, 1987).
The main purpose of SPDS is to assist operators in detecting, interpreting, and tracking process
disturbancesby providinga concise displayof key parametersandgiving them the abilityto trackchanges
in real time. However, poor informationdisplays that confuse or mislead operators have led to poor
acceptance of these systems in some plants.

Following the completionof DCRDR- and SPDS-relatedreviews, attentionfocussed on research
areas for which there were insufficient scientific data to supportregulation. One such area was the
introductionof advanced, computer-basedHSI technology which was not used in TMl-era NPPs.

Advanced, computer-basedHSI designs are emerging in NPPs as a result of several factors
including: (1) incorporationof computer-basedsystems (such as SPDS), (2) upgradingof currentCRs
withnew control anddisplaytechnologies, when existing hardware is no longer supportedby equipment
vendors, and (3) development of advanced CR (ACR) concepts as part of new (evolutionary and
revolutionary)reactor designs. The first two activities result in a hybrid CR, reflecting a mix of
conventionalandadvanced technologies. ACRs will be developed primarilywith advanced instrumenta-
tion and controlsbasedupondigital technologyandwill substantiallydifferfrom conventionalandhybrid
CRs. These developmentsmay have significantimplicationsfor plantsafety in that they will affect the
operator's overall role (function) in the system, the method of informationpresentation, the ways in
which the operator interactswith the system, and the requirementsof the operatorto understandand
supervise an increasingly complex system.

To help assure that advancedtechnology is incorporated in both new andexisting CRs in a way
that emphasizesthe potentialsafety benefitsof the technologyand minimizes the potentialnegative effects
on performanceand plantsafety, the NRC reviews the design and implementationof significantchanges
to CRs and reviews the humanengineeringaspects of new CR designs. However, the principalguidance
(NUREG-0700; U.S. NRC, 1981b) availableto the NRC was developed more than ten years ago, well



before these technologicalchanges, and it was tailoredto the technologies used in "conventional" CRs.
Accordingly, the human factors guidance needs to be updated to serve as the basis for NRC review of
these advanceddesigns.

1,2 Proleet Ob|eetive and Overview-- v

The overall purpose of this project was to develop human factors guidelines for reviewing
advanced l-ISis in NPPs. Accordingly, several objectives were identified:

1. Evaluatethe factors that impactthe review of advanced HSIs and determineif/how they
are differentfrom those impactingreviews of conventionalHSIs (e.g, DCRDRs). From
this evaluation, if determinedto be appropriate,develop a general framework for the
regulatory review of advanced HSI. The framework developed is called the "Human
Factors EngineeringProgramReview Model" (HFE PRM).

2. Develop an AdvancedHSIDesign ReviewGuideline(DRG), includingreviewprocedures
andacceptancecriteria, based uponaccepted HFE principles, standards,and guidelines
to supportstaff reviews of advancedI-ISls.

3. Develop an interactive, computer-basedversion of the DRG to facilitate the use and
updateof the review guidance.

4. Test and evaluate the DRG to support its technical validity, scope, content, and
functionality.

5. Identify additional HFE review needs; i.e., areas that are important to reviewing
advanced NPP HSIs that are not adequatelyaddressed in the DRG.

6. Use the.results of this effort to support the NRC review of ACR designs. Althoughthis
objective has been accomplished, it will not be discussed in this report.

The projecthad five majortasks, each one correspondingto the first five objectiveslisted above:

s Task 1 - GeneralHFE PRM
• Task 2 - DRG Development
• Task 3 - InteractiveDocumentDevelopment
• Task 4 - Test, Evaluation, and DRG Modification
• Task 5 - New Guidance_Development

Figure 1.1 illustratesthese general tasks, and shows the revisionsto the DRG (shown in the bold-outlined
boxes) leading to the present document. A brief overview of these tasks follows (a more detailed
descriptionis contained in the remainingsections of this report).

The purposeof Task 1, GeneralHFE PRMDevelopment, was to evaluatethe issues that impact
the performance of HFE reviews of advancedtechnology. These issues includespecific factorsthataffect
the NRC's regulatory responsibility, as well as general issues related to the impact of advanced
technology on the operating crew's performance in high-reliabilityand complex supervisory-control
systems. From an analysis of these issues, a broad evaluationmodel was developed. The HFE PRM
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is expressed in fairly broadterms, andwas not fully developed in this project. Instead, one aspect of
the model was selected for detaileddevelopmentin Task 2, the DRG.
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Figure 1.1. DRG developmenttasks

As partof Task 2, DRG Development,a guidelinedevelopmentmethodology was establishedand
individualguidelines for the review of advanced HSIs were assembled into an organizational structure
and standardizedformat. In addition,a procedurewas developed to use the DRG.
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In Task 3, Interactive Document Development, the DRG was implemented as an interactive
document in an electronic database to support guideline access and to provide reviewer aids to support
preparation/planning, the conduct of evaluations, preparation of reports, and DRG maintenance.

In Task 4, Test and Evaluation, the scope and technical content of the DRG was evaluated. The
user interfaces and functionality of the computer version of the DRG were evaluated as well. Three
different evaluations were conducted and the DRG was modified based on the results. The DRG was

testedby theprojectstaff (DevelopmentTest) and a selected groupof volunteersfromfacilities employing
advanced HSIs (User Test). In addition, the DRG was evaluated in a peer-review workshop. Using the
resultsof the User Test and the Workshop, the present version of the DRG was developed.

Task 5, DRG Revision andUpdate Development Me,hodology, addressedthe development of new
guidance. Through DRG development, test, and evaluations, gaps in the guidelines were identified. A
methodologyto addressthe developmentand incorporationof new guidelines in the DRG was developed.

1.3 Organlzation of the Rfeor¢

The DRG is contained in two-volumes. The purpose and contentsof each are briefly described
below.

Volume 1: General Evaluation Model. Tet;htllcalDevelopment. and (.TuidelineDescription
I

The purpose of Volume 1 is to provide an overview of the technical development and basis of
the guidelines. This is accomplished in the following sections. Section 2 describes the general issues,
regulatory considerations, and theoretical factors that provided the context for both HFE PRM and
guideline development. Section 3 describes the development of the HFE PRM for the review of advanced
NPP human factors. Section 4 describes the methodology used to develop the design review guidelines
for advanced HSIs that are available in the DRG. This section also briefly describes the orgariizational
structure of the guidelines, an overview of guideline content, and procedures for DRG usage. Section
5 describes the development of the interactive, computer-based version of the DRG and briefly explains
its functions and user interfaces. Section 6 describes the tests and evaluations performed as part of DRG
development and validation. Section 7 describes the areas of guidance for which the DRG is weak and
a methodology for the development of additional guidance. Section 8 contains the refer,_nces.

Table 1.2 shows the relationship between the project objectives described in Section 1.2 above
and those sections of Volume 1 where these efforts are described. For some tasks, more detailed
information is available elsewhere, thus Table 1.2 also references these additional sources.

Volume 2: Evaluation Procedure and Guidelines for Hliman Factors Engineering Reviews

The purpose of Volume 2 is to provide the detailed guidelines and procedures for their use. The volume
is divided into two technical parts. Part 1 provides a brief background, the intended use and limitations
of the DRG, and a description of the DRG's contents. Also included in Part 1 are procedures for using
the Guideline for (1) the review of a design-specific guideline or detailed design specification, and (2)
an HFE verification of an implemented HSI design. Part 2 contains the guidelines used to conduct
reviews of advanced HSIs. In addition to a set of high-level design review principles, the guidelines are
divided into seven sections: (1) Information display, (2) User-system interaction, (3) Process control and



inputdevices, (4) Alarmsystems, (5) Analysisanddecisionaids, (6) Inter-personnelcommunication,and
(7) Workplacedesign. Volume2 also contains a detailedglossary and index to supportDRG use.

Table 1.2. ReportOrganizationand Sourcesof AdditionalProject Information
...........................................

OBJECTIVE AND TASK SECTION ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
l i i i i i i Hilll i i lllf i ii , la,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,i

BackgroundIssues 2

GeneralModel Development 3 O'Hara,Higgins, and Stubler, 1994

DRG Development 4 Volume 2 of this report

InteractiveDocument Development 5

Test and Evaluation 6 Various BNL Technical Reports
(referenced in Section 6)

DRG Weaknesses and Update Methodology 7
............



2. FACTORS AFFECTING THE REVIEWOF ADVANCED REACTOR HUMAN FACTORS
ENGINEERING

This section describes the general issues, regulatoryconsiderations,and theoretical factors that
provided the technicalbasis andcontextfor developingthe general modelandthe guidelines. To develop

an approachto reviewingthehumanfactorsengineering(HFE)of advancednuclearpowerplants (NPPs),
it was necessary to consider the factors thatcan be expected to impactsuch reviews. Several sources
of informationwere searchedto identify significantissues, including:

* CurrentNRC regulationsgoverning advancedreactorcertificationreviews,

• Research reports and publications on the advanced technology being developed for
human-systeminterfaces(I-ISis)in process control applications,

• Informationon advancedNPP control room (CR) designs,

• Advanced instrumentationand controls surveys conducted for the NRC (Carter and
Uhrig_1990), theIAEA (NeboyanandKossilov, 1990), andthe OECD (Kennedy, 1988),

• General publications on human information processing and the effects of advanced
technologyon humanperformance,and

• Existing literatureon human-factorsstandardsand guidelines for advanced HSI.

Fromthe above material, manyfactors were identifiedthathad implicationsfor the development
of an approachto review the HFE of advancedHSI. These factors are organized into four categories:
regulatory issues (Section 2.1), trends in NPP HSIs (Section 2.2), human informationprocessing and
performance factors (Section 2.3), and advancedHSI guidelines issues (Section 2.4). The implications
of these factors and issues for the HFE review are summarizedin Section 2.5.

2.1 ReEulatorv Considerations

Two factors are considered in this section:

• NRC review of standardizedplant designs under 10 CFR Part 52,

• Scope of humanfactors reviews.

2.1.1 NRC Review of Standardized Plant Designs Under 10 CFR Part 52

NRC reviews of CRs typicallyhave been directed towardexisting CRs or existing systems (such
as SPDS). However, the NRC and the commercialnuclearpower industryhave embarked on an effort
to improveand standardizefuture designs of commercialnuclearpower plants. The NRC issued 10 CFR
Part 52, entitled "Early site permits; standarddesign certifications; and combined licenses for nuclear
power plants," to encourage standardizationand to streamline the licensing process. Nuclear plant
designers and vendors have begun to design advancedstandardplants, that are being submittedto the
NRC for review and approval under Part 52. The General Electric (GE) Advanced Boiling Water



Reactor (ABWR), the CombustionEngineering (CE) System 80+ and the Westinghouse AP600 are
examples of designs undergoingsuch review.

The licensing process of Part 52 consists of a Final Design Approval by the NRC and the
Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) followed by a StandardDesign Certification that
is issued as an NRC Rule. The latter will requireformal rule-makingand include the opportunity for a
public hearing before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB). The certification would be valid
for 15 years, and wouldbe renewable. During its tenure, neither the NRC nor the designer can change
or impose new requirements on the standard design certification without a new rule-making. Utilities
would have the option of purchasing the standard design and using it as already approved by the NRC.

To ensure that a plant, as built, conformsto the standarddesign certification, inspections, tests,
analyses, and acceptancecriteria(ITAAC)must be specified as partof the standarddesign certification.
Then, the utility building the plant and the NRC will ensure that the ITAAC are performedandmet. A
utility desiring to license and operate a NPP underPart 52 will obtain a Combined OperatingLicense
(COL) that authorizesboth constructionandoperation in one step. The COL applicantmay propose a
new design or refer to an existing standarddesign certification. To obtaina standarddesign certification
under Part 52, a designer must submit a StandardSafety Analysis Report (SSAR) to the NRC. The
NRC's review of the SSAR is issued as a Final Safety EvaluationReport(FSER) which will form the
basis for the Final Design Approvaland the StandardDesign Certification.

A major issue to emerge from the initial CR reviews under the certification process was that
detailed HSI design information was not available for staff review as part of the design certification
evaluation. To address the lack of detail, the NRC made a review based partially on the preliminary
design (key features) and partially on a final design and implementation process plan that describes the
HFE program elements required to develop the key features into an acceptable, detailed, design
specification. Along with the design process, the NRC requires the applicant for design certification to
submit a form of ITAAC, called Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC), that ensures the design process is
properly executed by the COL applicant. The NRC specified that the design and implementation process
should contain descriptions of all required human factors activities that are necessary and sufficient to
develop and implement the HSIs. It also should include an identification of predetermined NRC
conformance review points, the DAC, and ITAAC for the conformance reviews.

This process is very different from the typical HSI reviews conducted by the NRC and is
unprecedented in the commercial nuclear power industry. The present NRC review criteria provided by
Chapter 18 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) and NUREG-0700 provide little information to the
reviewer for this type of evaluation; i.e., the criteria for review are not addressed by current regulations
and guidance documents. Thus, HFE guidance for advanced reactor reviews must support the review
of HSIs through the design and implementation process, and must be able to support the review of
proposed standardized designs, as well as modifications to existing CRs.

2.1.2 Scope of Human Factors Reviews

While the focus of NUREG-0700 reviews was the CR (including reference to remote shutdown
panels), the NRC also has been evaluating the human factors characteristics of local control stations
(LCSs) in connection with Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) reviews, Appendix R (Safe
Shutdown) reviews, and reviews of events occurring at low power/shutdown (which are more LCS-
intensive than full-power operations). Within the context of this report, a LCS is an operator interface



relatedto NPP process control that is not located in the main CR. This includes multi-functionpanels
as well u single-functionLCSs, such as controls(e.g., valves, switches, andbreakers)anddisplays (e.g.,
meters) that are operatedor consultedduringnormal, abnormal,or emergencyoperations. In addition,
the NRC is investigatingthe safety significanceof LCS design(Persinkoand Ramey-Smi_a,1986; O'Hara
et al., 1991; Brown et al., 1993). Since the results of these reviews and studies indicatethatLCSshave
safety significance and frequently significantHEDs, the review of advanced NPP human factors should
encompassthe HSIs outside as well as inside the main CR and at remoteshutdownstations.

2.2 Trgnds in Advanced NPPs

Two issues are considered in this section:

* Diversity of advanced reactor technology
e CR evolution and majortrendsin HSI technology

2.2.1 Diversity of Advanced Reactor Technology

The currentgenerationof commercialNPPs in the United States, consisting of over 100 plants,
is based uponlight waterreactor(LWR) technology. The LWR plantswere eitherboiling water reactors
(BWRs)or pressurizedwaterreactors (PWRs). There were two gas-cooled commercialreactors, Peach
Bottom-1 and Fort St. Vrain, but these are now shut down.

Advanced reactors are being developed with a broader technical basis include: LWRs, heavy
waterreactors (I-IWRs),liquid metalreactors(LMRs), and gas-cooled reactors, such as the modularhigh-
temperaturegas reactor (MHTGR). Each reactor type is envisioned as a standardplant design from
which a numberof reactors would be built. However, the diversity of reactortypes raises new issues
abouttheir design and operation. These issuesincludereactivitycontrol and other reactorphysics issues;
core thermalhydraulics; naturalcooling of the core; different types of safety systems andsafety system
control and operation;smaller plants and multiple units (as many as nine per site); different dominant
accident sequences; new hazards (e.g., sodium-water reactions and very high tritium levels); new
equipment(liquid sodiumpumps, gas circulators,and "passive" components);andadvancedinstrumenta-
tion and controls.

Thus, as these new types of reactors are designed and built, new and different systems are being
incorporated, and so many new features must be addressed, both from the standpoint of reactor physics

. apdplant engineering. A main objective in designing the next generation of reactors is to develop plants
which are simpler, safer, and more reliable than the current generation. One important initiative to
improve safety and reliability has been the move from active safety features toward more passive safety
fe_.*ures,some of which use natural physical processes such as convection flow, radiational cooling, and
gravity. If these designs are successful, there will be less opportunity for equipment failure or operator
error to create hazardous situations. However, the operator's role in such systems and the means by
which the operator will monitor and interact with such systems is not fully known.

The first advanced reactors to be proposed are extensions of current BWR and PWR technology
and thus, have been termed evolutionary advanced reactors (GE's ABWR and CE's System 80+ PWR).
These plants have incorporated technological improvements but still rely on primarily active safety
systems. Beyond these are reactor designs using "simplified passive" features (such as GE's simplified
BWR (SBWR) and Westinghouse's AP-600 PWR) that have eliminated active pumps for emergency



coolantinjectionbutstill have someactive components;i.e., valves. These designsuse pressurizedtanks
and gravity flow to inject the coolant, butthey still requirevariousvalves to actively cycle to permitthe
flows and to de,pressurize the reactor. Furtheralong the spectrumtoward fully passive design are the
"revolutionarydesigns" (such as the power reactorinherentlysafe module (PRISM)liquid metal reactor
and the passive inherentlyultimate safe (PIUS) LWR) which submerge the primaryreactor systems in
large pools of coolant that can provide naturalcirculation cooling in an accident. The containment
systems also are designed to provide natural circulation cooling to remove heat generated inside
containmentduringaccidents. The PlUS reactorhas gone even furthertoward passive design, with the

' reactor internalsdirectly in contactwith the emergencyshutdownand cooling pool and isolated only via
density differences. These density locks will immediatelybreak on any overheatingin the core.

These advancedpassivefeaturesintroducenew anddifferentsystems foroperators to control, test,
and monitor, and they requiredifferent types of instrumentation. There are questions as to how the
reliable functioningof these passive systems can be verified by the operatorsduringoperation. Also, the
role of the operatorduring transientsandaccidentschanges considerablywith these new passive systems.
Importanthigh-level questions include:

• How do operatorsverify that these systems are readyduring normaloperation?

• How can properoperationbe confirmedwhen the systems are called upon7

• Whatparametersshould be monitored7

s What is the proper operator's response when the passive systems do not function
properly?

These questions will result in different CRs, different roles and tasks for the operator, and different
operator-control interfaces. One implication of this diversity is that a prescriptive approach to reviewing
interface design based upon specific operator tasks is not possible in an NRC guidance document that
must support reviews of all designs and a great variety of operator functional roles in the syster_.

2.2.2 CR Evolution and Major Trends in HSI Technology

Several importanttrends emerged from the review of literature on developmentsin advanced HSI
in the nuclear industry:

• The greateruse of automationthat shifts the operator's role more toward that of a system
monitor, supervisor, and back up to automated systems.

• Greater centralization of controls and displays into "compact" digital workstations.

• Use of large-screen display panels that can be seen from anywhere in the CR to present
high-level information and critical parameters.

• Operator interface with the plantsystems mediated through a data management system
(DMS) with little direct interaction with components.
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s Use of data integrationandgraphicdisplays.

• Use of information-processingand decision-supportaids.

With increased applicationof digital control technology comes an enhancedability to automate
tasks traditionallyperformed by an operator. It is generallypresumedthat automationwill enhance the
overall reliabilityof the system by removing or reducing the need for human action. The operators'
interactionwith the system is believed to be improvedby freeing them from tasks which are routine, tedi-
ous,.physicallydemanding, or difficult. Thus, operatorscan betterconcentrateon supervisingthe overall
performanceand safety of the system.

The trendstoward using a CR composed of large-screen display panels, together with one or
more "compact,"computer-basedworkstations, is characteristicof many new designs. The large
overview display, designedto be seen anywhere in the CR,provides information,such ashigh-level plant
status, key parametervalues (such as SPDS), major alarms, and status of importantsafety equipment.
The operatoris located at a workstation that serves as the locus of CR operations. Typically, such
workstations includecentralizedand integratedcontrols and displays; color graphics; high levels of data
integration;displaydevices such as cathode raytubes (CRTs)and fiat panels; new inputdevices such as
the mouse and touch screen; multifunction("soft") controls; workstationflexibility; and an emphasis on
informationmanagementandsoftware-interfaceissues.

Intelligent operator-aids based on expert systems and other artificial intelligence-based
technologies are being applied to process control. These applications include aids for alarmprocessing,
diagnostics, accident management, plant monitoring, and procedure tracking. In fact, many recent
articles on advances in NPP CR technology specifically address intelligent operatoraids.

As these technologies are increasingly applied, the range of CR types will expand beyond that
with which the industryis familiar. CRs reflect an evolutionarycontinuum,but can generallybe thought
of as falling into four groups:

Conventional CR - A CR containing analog and primarilyhardwiredcontrols (e.g., switches,
knobs, handles) and displays (e.g., gauges, linear scales, indicatorlights).

Hybrid CR - A conventional CR that has introduced digital technology for new systems and to
replace selected analog systems. Thus, the CR represents a mixture of analog and digital
technology. Increasingly, CRs in U.S. NPPs are evolving to hybrid CRs.

Advanced CR - An ACR is based primarilyon digital technology and computer-based interfaces.
Some analog and hardwired interfaces may remain for safety critical or backup functions. Data
processing functions are available to assist the operator with processing of lower-level
information. Computer-based decision aids may be available to the operator, but will not be in
the control loop.

Intelligent CR - The generation of CRs to be developed beyond ACRs will include various
artificial intelligence (AI) and related capabilities to further automate the operators' supervisory
control, and decision-making futactions.
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Related to CR evolution is the wide range of technological approaches to implement HSI in
computer-based CRs. In part, this is due to the capability of software-driven interfaces to provide
alternativedatadisplay and control. The options for displayexpandthe hardwaremedia choices (e.g.,
computer-driven displays which mimic conventional gauges and meters, video display units, and
computer-drivenlarge screen displays). Further,the formats in which to display data are extremely
varied (e.g., lists, tables, flow charts,graphs, iconic graphics, speech). Operatorinputto the system has
seen similar expansion in diversity including, for example, conventionalcontrols, miniaturecontrols,
keyboards, touch screens, mice, joy sticks, light pens, and voice controls. With interactive graphic
displays, the traditionaldistinction between controls and displays becomes blurred. For example, an
operatormay open a valve or start a pump via computergraphic mimic of the system and touching the
icon of the desired component. In addition, dataprocessing andintegrationaremore significant in ACRs
providing the operatorwith higher-level displays.

The DRG must support the review of new CRs and modifications to existing CRs that reflect
these industrytrends.

2.3 The lgffeets of Advanced Teehnoloa_ on Human Performance and Reliability

The introduction of advanced instrumentationand control (I&C) and HSI technology promises
to improvethe safe operationof nuclearpower plants. The potentialadvantages of advancedtechnology
over conventionalCR technologies include:

. Supportfor data access and presentation,e.g.,

- Rapid, highly reliable, validateddatatransfer
- Large amounts of dataat the operator'sfingertips
- Precise digital datadisplays
- Use of color and graphic displays to facilitate the operator's assimilation of

importantinformation

• Supportfor the operator'sprocessing of information,e.g.,

- Data integration providing the operator with high-level, more meaningful
information

- Parameter trenddisplays
- Decision aids

• Supportfor process control, e.g.,

- Hierarchical levels of control
- Use of automationto reduce operatorworkload

• Workstationdesign, e.g.,

- HSI in a compact workstation
- Flexibility in control anddisplay operations
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While such advanced technology is generally considered to enhance system performance,
computer-basedoperator interfaces also have the potential to negatively impact human performance,
spawn new types of humanerrors, andreduce humanreliability (Coblentz, 1988; Rasmussen, Duncan,
and Leplat, 19117;and Wienerand Nagel, 1988; Woods et al., 1990). There have been many attempts
over the past 20 years to identifythe causes of error. The main conclusion from the work is that few
humanerrors representrandomevents; instead, most can be explainedon the basis of humancognitive
mechanisms (Reason, 1988; Rasmussen, 1986). Therefore, it is importantto understandhow operators
perform their tasks from an information=processingpointof view and how humaninformationprocessing
relates to HSI design and human error. However, because the contributorsto unreliability in an ACR
(such as function allocation and automation, supervisory control, and human-software-computer
interactions) differ from those that are familiar contributorsto human error in conventional CRs, they
are less obvious and generally less well understood(O'HaraandHall, 1990, 1991; Stubler et al., 1991).
Cognitive issues and human informationprocessing are emerging as more significant than the physical
and ergonomic considerationsthat dominatea the design of conventionalHSIs.

While these issues have been long recognized, their full implicationto humanperformanceand
system safety have only recently begun to be investigated, and there is not a long history of practical
operational experienceto drawupon. Thus, the NationalAcademyof Sciences identified areas, such as
automation, supervisorycontrol, and human-computerinterfaces, as high-priorityresearchareasfor the
human factors community in general (Pew et al., 1983) and for the commercial nuclear industryin
particular (Moray and Huey, 1988). More recently, issues that significantly impact the integrationof
human operators with advanced systems were identified as high priority researchtopics in an effort to
improvesafety in the civilian aviation industryby the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration(U.S. FAA)
in their "NationalPlan for AviationHuman Factors" (U.S. FAA, 1990). The plan represents a major
effort involving the U.S. FAA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), U.S.
Departmentof Defense (U.S. DoD), and industry.

Becauseof the rapidly increasinguse of these technologies in complex, high-reliability systems
such as NPPs and civilian aircraft, the knowledge base for understandingthe effects of advanced HSI
technologyon human performanceandsystemsafety is limited, andfurther informationis needed. Some
factors have been identified which are discussed in the next section. This section presents a general
framework for examining the effects 'of advanced HSI technology on human, system, and plant
performance.

2.3.1 Human Information Processing

In the remainder of this section, issues related to the effects of selected design features on human
performance and error are considered. These effects are discussed in terms of human cognitive
processes. Therefore, the discussion is preceded by a brief overview of information processing and
human error.

2.3.1.1 General Model

Human performance theories typically considererrors as one indicator of performance along with
other measures, such as time, accuracy, and workload. However, error has special significance in the
NPP domaindue to its incorporationandquantificationin risk models. Therefore, within the context of
the present discussion, human errors are distinguishedfrom other aspects of human performance. The
errorevent (whether omission or commission) is the end productof an informationprocessing sequence,
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i.e,, a resultof normal informationprocessing characteristicsthat, undercertaincircumstances, lead to
errorpredispositionby alteringinformationprocessingstrategies. This process is depicted in Figure2.1.
Also shown in the figure are significant characteristicsof each step in the process. These characteristics
will be discussed in the following discussion. The focus of HSI effects on humanperformancecan be
directed to both errors themselves (that are infrequentlyobserved in skilled operators) and to the
informationprocessingprecursorsthatgive rise to them(that aremore readilymeasurable). To identify
and interpretthe effects of advancedtechnology on humanerrorand performance,it is helpful to utilize
a model of information processing.

Information Cognitive Human Error
Processing Precursors Mechanisms

Characteristics _ _ For example,
For example, Forexample, • Datasampling
• Bidirectionalinformationflow • Highworkload • Hypothesisgeneration
• Automatic/controlled (Demandon workingmemory) • Confirmationbias
• Mentalmodel • Poorsituationawareness • Informationmissed/misinteqxeted

Figure 2.1. Human cognitive error mediators

Many models of information processing (IP) have been proposed (e.g., Broadbent, 1958;
Atkinsonand Shiffrin, 1968); they differ in specificity with respect to the aspects of IP they attemptto
explain, as well as the types of studies used for validation. A model frequently used in human
engineeringwas proposedby Wickens (1984). It is general in the sense that itborrows featuresthatare
commonto many models of humancognition that have good empirical support. Figure 2.2 presentsan
adaptationof Wickens' model to a supervisorycontrol task. The model is briefly reviewed below to
identify those aspects of cognitionthat are importantto HSI design andevaluationin supervisorycontrol
systems where an automaticcontrol system exerts an influence (generally the primary control) on the
system. The model in Figure 2.2 is simplified, andnot all interconnectionsbetween the elements are
shown. While it is depictedshowing the flow of informationthroughthe system from left to right, the
complex interactionbetween cognitive elementsis more complex, thus, the figure is a simplification.

During a typical monitoring task, informationabout the system is made available to the operator
through the HSI and through communications via the operator's sensory organs. Each sense has a
short-term storage capability, usually on the order of milliseconds, during which a large quantity of
information is represented. Some of this information is perceived, which implies (1) that a stimulus
pattern was associated with a meaningful pattern based on information stored in the knowledge base or
long-term memory (LTM) (see path from LTM to perception in Figure 2.2), or (2) the stimulus was so
intense (such as very loud noise or very bright flash) that attentional resources were drawn to it through
the "orienting response" (typical, measurable physiological changes such as a change in the electroenceph-
alogram pattern that occur when a person detects a change in the environment). The pattern recognition
process is quite robust in that to make a perceptual identification, a stimulus pattern need not be an exact
match in the knowledge base. Instead, knowledge is represented in prototypical or schematic form. The
specific information available to the operator is evaluated in terms of the probability that it represents an
exemplar of a known pattern in LTM. Pattern recognition becomes more difficult when the number of
dimensions that are required to make the recognition increases.
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Human- Automatic
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Interface System(s)

Alarms/Displays Controls

Attention
Processing
Resources

Sensory Perception/ Decision Aclionl
Register Recognition Making ResponseExecution

Long-Term Working
Memory(LTM) Memory(WM)

Figure 2.2. Simplified supervisory control information processing model
(Adapted from Wickens, 1984)

The knowledge base is relatively permanent, has a large capacity, and can process information
in parallel. There are many theories as to how information is stored in the knowledge base. One of the
most widely held is that information is stored in knowledge structures which have traditionally been called
schemas (Bartlett, 1932), and more recently, frames (Schank and Abelson, 1977). Classically, a schema
is an abstract representation containing the general properties, identifying characteristics, actions, and
rules associated with a group of related concepts or events (Bartlett, 1932). Schemas are themselves

organized by the meaning ascribed to them, and they constitute our understanding of the perceived events.
Schemas tend to organize actions and behavior either through their direct activation based on perceptual
data (skill-based action) or through their identification in the decision-making process (rule- and
knowledge-based process). When the schema are properly identified and actuated, the operator can be
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said to understandthe situationandits appropriategoals. The schema also defines the actions required
to achieve the goal andinitiatetheir execution.

A networkof schemasrelatedto skilled behaviormay be referredto as the "mental model" (the
operator's internal representationof the physical and functional characteristicsof the system and its
operation). The mental model is complex and contains a vast amount of technical informationand
experience. It is builtup throughformaleducation,systemspecific training,and operationalexperience.
An accuratementalmodel is consideredthe definingcharacteristicof skilled performancein general (e.g.,
Wickens, 1984) and for NPP operations in particular (e.g., Moray, et al., 1986; Bainbridge, 1986;
Rasmussen, 1983; Sheridan, 1976). The mentalmodel is thoughtto directlydrive skill-basedprocessing,
to controlrule-basedactivitythroughthe mediationof the operator'sconscious effort in workingmemory,
and to provide the substantive capability to reason and predict future plant states required of
knowledge-based processing (Rasmussen, 1983). Moray (1986) argued that a well-developed mental
model enables the operator's performance to become more "open-loop"and thus, system control to
become smoother. "Open-loop"in this contextmeans thatbehaviorbecomes less driven by feedbackand
more governed by the operatorspredictionof future systembehavior anddesired goal state. The mental
model allows predictionand expectancyto guide control responses;however, expectancycan also make
the detectionof subtlesystemfailuresdifficult OVickensand Kessel, 1981). Similarly, Bainbridge(1974)
stated that the operatorof a NPP uses the mentalmodel to predictthe near-termfuture stateof theplant
and then uses this inferenceto guide samplingof indicatorsto confirm the inference.

Informationis cognitivelymanipulatedin workingmemoryOVM)thathas a very limited capacity
relative to the knowledge base. Informationin WM remainsfor only a brief period and is processed
serially. An operator'scurrentinterpretationof a system's status, as representedin WM, may be referred
to as situationawareness (SA) (Fraker, 1988). SA is the degree of correlationbetween the operator's
understandingof the plant's conditionandits actual conditionat any given time. An operatorcan have
a good mental model (e.g., knowledge of how the plant functions) but poor situation awareness
(understandingof its currentstatus). SA has also been identified as the single most importantfactor in
improvingcrew effectiveness in complex systems (Endsley, 1988).

Undernormal conditions,monitoringis accomplishedby scanning the informationpresentedby
the HSI and comparing it to the mental model. If no discrepanciesare identified, monitoringcontinues.
The operator's SA represents the outcome of the comparisonrepresented in WM. SA of normal
conditions is the default condition if no discrepancy with the mental model is detected. For skilled
operators,this comparison is relativelyeffortlessand requireslittle attention. If no deviation is detected
from is expected, the operatormay not be awareof making the comparison.

Informationprocessingduringoff-normalconditionsis considerablymore complex. The first step
in detecting such conditions is to detect a discrepancy between the mental model of the information
pattern representingnormality and the informationpatterndetected on the HSI. In a NPP, this process
is facilitated by the alarm system that directs the operator'sattentionto an off-normal situation.

Monitoring has been described in terms of signal detection theory (SDT) (Green and Swets,
1988). The early stages of the operator's detection of alarms and off-normal situations are basically
issues of signal detection. Process control operators are in a monitoring environment that has been
described in SDT terms as an alerted-monitorsystem (Sorkinet al., 1985 and 1988). Such a system is
composedof an automatedmonitorand a humanmonitor. The automatedmonitor in a NPP is the alarm
system that monitors the system to detect off-normal conditions. When a plant parameterexceeds the
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criterionof the automatedmonitor, the human monitoris alerted and must then detect, analyze, and
interpretthe signal as a false alarm or q true indicationof a plant upset. The humanmonitoralso can
assess plantparametersindependentlyof the automatedmonitor(the alarm system). Both the humanand
automatedmonitors have their own specific signal-detectionparametervalues for sensitivity (d') and
response criterion. The response criterion refers to the amountof evidence that is needed before an
operatorwill concludethat a signalled event is actuallypresent; this is sometimes referredto as response
bias since it describes an operator's degree of conservatism. Sensitivity refers to the resolutionof the
system that determines the ease with which signals (represented as a statistical distribution)can be
distinguishedfrom signals and noise (also representedas a distribution).

SDT researchhas many implicationsforunderstandinghow operatorsprocess alarmsystemdata.
First, the response criterionis affected by expectancy; i.e., the expected probabilitythat an event will
occur and the payoff structure (rewards and penalties for making correct and incorrect detections,
respectively). Off-normal events in NPPs typically have a low probabilityof occurring, and therefore,
operatorshave low expectancyabouttheir actual occurrencewhich createsa conflict between the cost to
productivityfor falsely taking an actionthat shuts down the reactorversus the cost for failing to take a
warrantedaction. Since, in the real-worldsystem, disturbanceshave a low probability,operatorsrely
on redundantand supplemental informationto confirm the alarmed condition. Upon verification of
several confirmatoryindicators,the operatorcan accept the alarm informationas indicatingan actualoff-
normal condition (comparedwith a spurious condition).

Informationprocessing is typically a synthesisof both "top-down" processing (whatan operator
expects) and "bottom-up"processing (whatan operatorperceives from the environment)(Neisser, 1967).
For example, duringan off-normal situation, an operatormonitorsthe HSI andprocesses datafrom the
interfaceto determinewhat is wrong. This is bottom-upprocessing. At the same time, these data are
used to formulate hypotheses or expectations about the status of the plant. These hypotheses or
expectationsserve to structurethe perceptualprocess anddatagathering occurringat lower levels. This
is top-down processing. Both contribute to the operator's interpretationof the situation. While the
situationremainsnormal, muchof the operator's informationprocessing occurs automatically,i.e., with
very little attentionand conscious effort. As an off-normal situation is detected, informationprocessing
demands a great deal of attentional resources and effort. This is an important distinction which is
explainedbelow.

Once a situation is detectedandperceived, theoperatormustdecide whatto do by defining a goal

state and the transformationsrequiredto achieve thatstate. The goal state may be varied to identify the
properprocedure,to assess the statusof back-upsystems, or to diagnosea problem(Rasmussen, 1981).
Decision-makingis a burdenand drawsheavily uponWM, the knowledgebase, and attentionalresources.
Informationis consciously manipulatedin WM, and the abilityto do so is a direct functionof attentional
resources available. Data to be manipulatedmay come from sensory inputor informationrecalled from
long-termmemory, or some combinationof the two. As indicatedabove, WM has very limited capacity
and withoutsustained attentionalresources (or transferof the informationto LTM), informationdecays
rapidly. (A heuristic, as used in this report,meansan aid to informationprocessing developed through
experience and trial-and-errorratherthan systematic, formal analysis.) Informationcan be lost due to
(1) loss of attentionalresourcesto keep it active, (2) overloadof WM's limited capacity, (3) interference
from other informationin WM. If greaterattentionalresources are requiredby the operatorto interact
with the system, less will be availablefor decision-makingand situationanalysis in WM. To increase
the capacityof WM, operatorsuse memory heuristics, such as chunking, that enablesthem to organize
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variousbits of informationinto higher.levelmeaningfulunits. Oncethis is accomplished,the higher-level
units are stored in WM, not the individualelements.

For an experienced, well-trained operator,when the HSI can provide information to activate
appropriateschemas in the operator's mental model, the demands on WM and attention are greatly
reduced. To the extent that this is not the case, more WM and attention are required. Since the
processing capacityof WM and attenttonalresourcesare limited, itwill be very difficult to maintaingood
SA.

Attentionis currentlyviewed as a finite limited resource that is distributedacross the elements
of cognitionassociated with perceptualmechanisms, WM, decision making, andactionexecution of (see
Figure 2.2) which compete for this limited resource;any process thatrequiresa high amountof attention
will be executed at the expense of other processes. Attention also is generally associated with the
experience of mental effort (Kahneman, 1973) and is, therefore, frequently associated with cognitive
workload.

While attentiontends to be conceptualizedas a single resource (Kahneman,1973), researchon
divided attentiontasks (where operatorsperform more than one task at a time) suggests that this is not
the case (Navon and Gopher, 1979; Wickens, 1984, 1987). Wickens (1984) proposed a multiple-
resource model with attentionalprocessing resources divided along three dimensions: (1) Processing
Stage, i.e., perceptualandcentralprocessesrequiredifferentresourcesthanresponseprocesses; (2)Input
Modality, i.e., visual processes requiredifferentresources from auditoryprocesses; and (3) Information
Code Type, i.e., spatial and analog mental representationsrequire different resources from linguistic
information. A secondarytask competingfor the same resourcesas theprimary task will be performed
less well than one requiringseparateresources.

Secondary task approaches to cognitive workload assessment, for example, assume that the
primarytask and the secondarytaskdrawfromthe same attentionalresources, andthat if the performance
of the primarytask is maintained, the secondarytask is performed with the spareattentionalprocessing
capacity. The logic of the secondary task approachis simple. Assumethat total capacityis equalto one
and thatthe operator'sprimarytaskwill utilize "x"amountof the totalcapacity. The sparecapacity(I-x)
is left in reserveand can be appliedto the secondarytask. The capacitylimits of WM can be tiedlargely
to limitations in attentional resources since it is these resources that keep informationactive in WM.

Researchon selective attention(Moray, 1986;Wickens, 1987) suggests the following. First, two
tasks competing for the same resources will be performed less well than if they required separate
resources. Thus, for example, it is easier to drive a car and talk with a passenger than it is to drive and
manuallytunean analog radio. While both involve two simultaneoustasks, the formersituationinvolves
less competitionfor common processing resourcesthan the latter. Second, the allocationof attentional
resourcesto sampling data from the environmentis guided by the operator'smentalmodel that contains
expectations regarding the statistical properties of the environment; i.e., expected probability and
correlation. Third, as cognitive workload increases, capabilityto detect failures decreases (Ephrathand
Young, 1981).

During the early stages of an off-normal condition, the operator is likely to have poor SA; i.e.,
the operatorknowssomething is wrongbut may notknowwhat. The HSI is scannedto identify a pattern
of alarmsand displays that, as a result of training and experience, match a known failure pattern in the
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mentalmodel. Assuminga successful match is found, theactivatedschemawill provide the operatorwith
knowledge as to the appropriatecourse of action, and accurateSA will be established.

Executionof the responseis the carryingout of actionsthat guidedby either operatingprocedures
or an operator's plan to get from the currentplant state to the goal state. The results of actions are
monitored through feedback loops. In a slowly responding, supervisory control system, this is more
difficult than in direct, rapid-responsesystems such u aircraftwhere responses can be betterguided by
feedback, in a NPP, as in other slowly respondingsystems, the operator's abilityto predictfuturestates
can be more significantin controllingresponses than feedback.

Actionexecution also draws attentionalresourcesanddepends on informationcode types. When
the response demands are incompatible with information code types, operator performance can be
impaired. A good example of this problemcomes from research on telerobotics (humancontrol of
remote robotic manipulatorsystems). One of the most demandingaspects of telerobotoperationis the
simultaneouscontrolof manipulatorarmsandcameras in environments,such as space, where the entire
system may be operatedby a single person. Effortshave been made to use advances in computer-based
voice recognitionto enablean operatorto controlcamerasthroughvoice commandsratherthan manually;
thus, overall system performancewould be improvedby completingthe tasks faster with fewer errors.
However, research has indicatedthat time and errors increase when voice operations are introduced
(Bejczyet al., 1982; O'Hara, 1986; Bierschwale, et al., 1989). This findingcan be understoodin terms
of two aspects of the multiple resource theory. The first is competition for processing resources.
Operatorscannotmakejudgements aboutthe spatialdisplacementof manipulatorarms at the same time
as they make Judgementsaboutpositioningthe camera. Both tasksdrawon the samecognitiveprocessing
resources: perceptual/central processes of visual information requiring spatial/analog mental
representations. While it is true that the response modality is different, operatorsperform the tasks
serially. Second, the poor match between the demandsof the task and the response modality increased
the error rate. Voice commands are not well suited to continuousspatial control tasks. Controllinga
cameraby voice is like tryingto tell someone how to tie their shoes - easy to do manuallybut difficult
to do verbally. An excessive amountof language is requiredto accuratelyposition cameras,making the
executionworkloadveryhigh. Languageis muchbettersuitedto discreteratherthancontinuouscontrol.

Operatortasks should be structured to take into account the cognitive processing resources
required, and to assure that tasks expected to be performed in parallel have minimal competition for
common resources. The HSI should supportmaximumuse of cognitive processing resources.

2.3.1.2 HumanErrorMechanisms

As discussed initially, most human errors can be explained on the basis of a relatively small
number of cognitive mechanisms (Reason, 1988; Rasmussen, 1986). An identification of these
mechanisms can contributeto the specificationof design principles that will reduce the probabilityof
error and make the system more error-tolerant.

While error data can be collected in studies evaluatingthe effects of HSI on the performanceof
the operatingcrew, it is not practicalwithin the contextof any one experimentto collect enough datato
confidently estimate long-term, low-likelihood errors under the myriad of possible plant conditions.
However, the cognitive prerequisitesof humanerrorcan be measuredto determinewhether HSI design
characteristicsdiffer in errorlikelihood. Noteworthyin the specificationof humanerrormechanismshas
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been the work of Norman, Rasmussen, and Reason, which can be interpreted within the general
informationprocessing model describedabove.

Norman(1981, 1983) classifiederrorsintothree categories,based upon the cognitivemechanisms
involved. Descriptionerrors resultfrom the operator'scharacterizationof a situationat too high a level
of abstraction. This occurs because it takes less mental effort than constructinga detailed characteriza-
tion. At such tt high level of description, the operator may not have enough detail to select the
appropriateactions. Prematurediagnosis of a problemis an example of this type of error. The second
type is activationor trigger errors, thatoccur when an intentionleads to the activationof a schema, but
the operatordoes not keeptrackof the resultingactions, or the automatedsequenceis interruptedin favor
of anotheraction. Failureto restorea valve to its properposition aftermaintenancemay be an example
of this type of error. The third type is captureerrorsthatoccur when the environmentalcues are similar
to those associated with a well-developed schema which is inappropriatelyactivated. Changes in
equipmentor procedures in the CR make an operator susceptible to this type of error, if well-learned
responses in the old CR are inappropriatein the new one. Also, similarity in the display of information
patternsbetween two plant states can lead to captureerrors.

Like Norman, Rasmussen (1986) has noted thaterrorsare a function of the cognitive control of
behaviorand further,that they are manifestationsof the efficienthuman adaptationto system character-
istics. Four categories of error and their importancein system design were defined. The first category

, is the result of randomhumanvariability. However, these are few andusually they have lower safety
significance because they are single events, not correlated to other activities. The second category is
errors relatedto inadequateprocessing resources;this is most importantin knowledge-based processing
since it is the most resource-dependentmodeof processing. However, even rule-based activity requires
attentionalresources, and when there are insufficient resources available, errors become more likely.
Therefore, this category of error is related to workload. Workload's association with error has been
frequently noted in the literature (Sheridan, 1980; Wickens, 1987). The third category of error is
associated with interferencebetween internalcontrolstructuresor schemas. Thus, this category is similar
to the captureerrordescribedby Norman. The final category is related to human learningmechanisms
that reflect the operator's adaptation to the system and, Rasmussen argues, cannot be completely
eliminated. A majorpurpose for having operatorsin the system is to respond to unanticipatedevents
throughadaptationand innovation. Instead, HSI design should be madeerror-tolerant,i.e., the system
should make errors observable so their consequences can be mitigated by operator's (or system's)
intervention. The use of humanerrormodels to design interfaces thatminimize certaintypes of errors
and makethe systemtolerantto other types of errorswas recommendedby several researchers(HoUnagel
et al., 1986; Thompson, 1981).

Reason (1987 and 1988) presenteda fairly well-definedmodel of humanerrorthat, in its current
version, embodiesmost of the mainpointsof Norman'sand Rasmussen'swork. The central thesis is that
erroris predictableand based upon a tendencyto overutUizecognitive processes that serve to simplify
complex information tasks by applying previously established heuristics. Two heuristics (called
computationalprimitives)used by operatorsto retrieveinformationfromthe knowledge base are assumed
to exert a strong influence on human performance, and therefore, human errors. They are similarity
matching and frequency gambling. Operatorsuse these heuristics in situationsof high workload that
results from the demands on, and limitations of, WM and when dataare insufficient to clearly identify
appropriateschemas. Similarity matchingreflects the tendencyfor WM to attemptto match a perceived
informationpattern(such as a patternof indicators)with an alreadyexistingknowledge structure (schema)
in the knowledge base, The operator cognitively tries to establish a link with a stored knowledge
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structuresince it contains a previouslyidentifiedsuccessful actionsequence; this saves the operatorthe
effort of knowledge-basedreasoningthat is resource intensive. Whenthe perceived informationpartially
activatesmore thanone schema, the discrepancy is resolved by selection of the one most frequentlyused
in the past. This is the Frequency-gamblingheuristic.

According to Reason, these computational primitives cause basic error tendencies in human
performance which account for most human errors: (1) similarity bias - errors reflecting the undue
influenceof salient featuresof the currentsituation(resultingin prematureidentificationof the situation)
or the intention/expectationof the operator (resulting in a bias to see only confirmatorydata), (2)
Frequencybias - in ill-defined situations, the most frequently performed action will be selected, (3)
bounded rationality - the processing limitations of WM cause informationto be lost, (4) imperfect
rationality- IP will favorheuristicsover knowledge-based processing, (5) reluctantrationality - IP acts
to minimize cognitive effort andstrain, and(6) incomplete/incorrectknowledge - schemas rarelycontain
highly accuratemodels of the system.

Reason has developed a Generic Error Modelling System (GEMS)to account for performance
errors (1987, 1988, 1990). It is not given in detail herebecause it is structurallysimilar to the WM and
to knowledge-baseelements of the informationprocessing model presentedearlier. Reason postulates
thatthe searchto identifyandsolve problemsoccurs in parallel with automaticmatchingin the knowledge
base and conscious search in WM. The model varies somewhat, based upon the configurationof the
problem. The NPP operatoris confronted with what Reason refers to as a complex multiple-dynamic
configuration,that is, a situationwhere the configurationchanges as a resultof the operator'sactionsand
the system's own actions. This interactioncreates a great deal of variability in overall plant behavior.
This is the most difficult problem-solvingsituationand the one in which the IP system is most likely to
rely on heuristics. In a situationlike a NPP emergency, a typical problem-solvingsequence assumes the
following structure: (1) initial scanning is startedby signals from the alarm system, and the operator's
attentionis divided amonga varietyof data-gatheringactivities, (2) the operatorfocusses in on a specific
group of indicatorsandmakes an initial diagnosis, (3) the operatornow structuresattentionalresources
to seek dataconfirmingthe hypothesis, and (4) the operatorbecomes fixated on the hypothesis and can
fail to notice changes in the plant's state or new developments. The operatoreventually may become
aware of subsequentchanges, but the process is hampered by focal attentionbeing directed toward the
currenthypothesis and the overall processing limitationsof WM.

The model provided by Reason accounts for many of the error tendencies identified by other
researchers, such as cognitive tunnel vision (Sheridan, 1980), operator failure to effectively use
informationabout whathas not failed (Rouse, 1980), descriptionerrors (Norman, 1988), captureerrors
(Norman), activation (Norman)/interference(Rasmussen) errors, and inadequateprocessing-resources
errors (Rasmussen andWickens).

In summary, humanerrorsare not typically randombut are the result of basic characteristicsand
limitationsof the human informationprocessing system. Aspectsof IP that were identifiedas especially
significant are bidirectional information processing, attention, WM limitations, SA, and cognitive
workload. Many errorsreflect the system's responseto high information/highcomplexity situationsthat
result in high demandson attentionalresources and WM. The IP system attempts to handle these high
workload situations throughthe applicationof heuristics, such as those describedby Norman,Rasmussen,
and Reason, which reduceoverall load on the IP system but can also lead to error. The HSI shouldhelp
prevent heuristic-initiated errors which often reflect incomplete processing and tunnel vision. For
example, operatordecision-supportaids that indicatewhen (I) unexpected events (based upon the current
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pattern)occur, and (2) expected events (based upon the currentpattern) do not occur, would call the
operator'sattention to plant conditions which are likely to be missed due to the informationprocessing
bias towardcaptureerrors.

2.3.2 Design-Related Factor_ impacting Performance

In Section2.3.1, it was _Rated that knowledge aboutthe effects of advanced technology on human
performance was limited. While this is the case, many issues have been identified in the literature. In
this section, these issues are considered with respectto the model of human cognitive processes and error
discussed above:

• Automationand Allocationof Function
• System Complexity and OperatorSkills
• Display Design
• Data Management System (DMS) Design and Data Access
• WorkstationFlexibility and InterfaceManagement

AutomationandAllocation of Function

A majortrend in ACR design is to increase automationof those tasks traditionallyperformed by
the operator. Increases in automationshift the operator'sfunction fromthat of a direct manualcontroller
to a supervisorycontrollerand system monitor, largely removedfrom direct control. This type of role
change is typically viewed as positive from a reliability standpoint, because the human operator is consid-
ered one of the more unpredictablecomponents in the system. The operator's performance in the system
is believed to be improved by freedom from tasks that are routine, tedious, physically demanding, or
difficult. Thus, the operator can better concentrate on supervising the overall performanceand safety of
the system.

However, functions often are allocated to automated systems largely on the capability of the
technology to reliably and safely execute the function. This allocation strategydoes not consider whether
a function should be automated with respect to the human operator's ability to perform as part of the
overall plant, even though the human-factorsproblems associated with automation have been known for
some time (Edwards, 1977)and new types of human and system errorshave emerged(Wienerand Curry,
1980; Wiener, 1988). Wiener grouped these problems into six categories: (1) failures of automatic
equipment, such as autopilot; (2) automation-induced errors compounded by crew's error, such as an
errorfollowing the crew's attempt to recover from the failure of an automated system; (3) crew's error
in setting up automated systems, such as keying in the wrong information/data, (4) action taken by the
crew in response to a false alarm, (5) failure of the crew to pay attention to an automatic alarm, and (6)
failure to properly monitor the automatedsystem (Wiener and Curry, 1980). In civil aviation, Sexton
(1988) observed that if "...decisions are automaticallymade without providing the rationaleto the pilot,
the ability to stay ahead of the aircraftis lost. Complacency and inabilityto take timely and proper action
result." In general, increases in automation have been associated with loss of vigilance by the operator
and a corresponding increase in human errors(Warm and Parasuraman, 1987). Similar concerns have
been raised in the nuclear industry (IAEA, 1991).
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The problemswith operatorinterventionin an automated system have been associated with poor
SA (Kibble, 1988). Maintaining SA is difficult when the operator is largely removed from the control
loop; i.e,, shifting the operator's role from an active, in-the-loop, manual controllerto an out-of-the-loop
supervisor and monitor (Wickens and Kessell, 1981; Ephrath and Young, 1981).

The shift in roles has other significant effects on the operator, such as a shift fromhigh physical
to high cognitive wor',doad(ratherthan the expected reduction in overall workload), workload transition
effects when the situationshifts from normalto off-normal (i.e., going from low activity monitoring to
a highly active, more uncertaintime at the beginningof a process disturbance), andthe potential erosion
of the skillsneeded to performthe task if the auto,hatedsystem fails. Since many advancedNPP designs
still requirethe operator to assume con.tel if there is a severe transient andto act as one line of defense,
the consequencesof poor integrationof the operator in the plant design can be serious.

Generally, allocation of system functions should not be based on technological capability alone
but also on maintaining the degree of operator involvement in the functions required to support accurate
SA. Toward this end, it has been frequently argued that allocation of function need not be simply a
choice between operator and automated system. Rather, there are functions where a combination of
human and system task allocation best serve the overall productivity and safety of the system (Price et
al., 1985).

System Complexity and OveratorSkills
- -

There is a somewhat paradoxical relationship between the skills an operator requires to
successfully understand and supervise complex, technologically-advanced systems, and the day-to-day
monitoring tasks they are required to perform in a highly-automated plant. Monitoring is typically
considered very boring and not something people do particularly well (e.g., vigilance is difficult to
maintain). Yet the skills requiredof operatorsto evaluate the performanceof advanced systems, to know
their limitations, and to assume manual control when necessary requiresvery capable individuals and
extensive training. Operatorsstill will be required to understandreactorphysics and the functioning of
system hardware. The advanced reactor goal of simplifying the plant and system may help. However,
as plants become more automatedand increasinglyutilize intelligentsystems, operators will be required
to understandthe complex software routines (to be an effective supervisory controller). The selection
of operators and development of trainingprograms will have to reflect these demands. Yet, there is a
riskthat the carefully selected, highly trainedoperatorsmay be requiredto performa boring, monotonous
job.

Display Design

Humanperformanceand reliabilityare especially influencedby the design of the human-computer
interface and, in particular, the informationdisplays. For computer-basedinterfaces, "...even slight
changes in both the nature of the informationavailable and the manner in which it is representedmight
have serious effects on performance" (Patrick, 1987). Therefore, computer-basedHSI design requires
the specificationof cognitive requirementsand processingresourcesthat the operatormust use in perfor-
ming tasks; i.e., cognitive task analysis. The variety of ways that data/informationcan be processed and
displayed is vast. Information may be presented in processed form; i.e., raw data parameters are
processedand integrated into a higher level of information, thus potentially obscuring their meaning.
Poorlydesigned displays will be ignored or, worse, will misleadand/or confuse the operator. Thus, the
designof the interfacescan have verysignificant effects on humanperformance. These types of problems
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have been observed in reviews of SPDS interfaces(Liner andDeBor, 1987); in some cases, poor infor-
mationdisplays have led to poor operatoracceptance.

Data ManagementSystem Design andData Access

The operatorin an ACR typically has much more informationavailable in real time than in a
conventionalCR. Yet, not all data is significantto all situations, and identifyingthe relevant information
canbe verydifficult (Woods, 1986, 1991). Establishingcontextsensitivity to assist operatorsis a critical
aspect to data display in data-richsystems (Woods, 1984; Lupton et al., 1991). If the data are not
properlyorganized and presented, this can pose an excessively high cognitive workload,or worse, it can
be overwhelming. Information in an ACR will typically be resident in a computer system, rather than
in dedicated spatial locations spread out across control stations. The operatorhas only a glimpse of its
contents through a display device at any one time. This is sometimes referredto as the keyhole effect
(woods et al., 1990). A poorly designed interface can make it difficult to locate and navigate through
data.

WorkstationFlexibility and InterfaceManagement

The flexibility of software-driveninterfaces often allows informationto be displayed in a variety
of formats and locations. Sometimesthis flexibility is a positive feature, allowing operatorsto customize
the interface. However, it can also increasethe workloadin managing the interface, which competes with
the operator's primary task of monitoring and supervising the system for cognitive processing resources.
The interface management workload should be minimized in ACRs. Cook, Woods, and Howie (1990)
found that operatorsof a computer-basedinformationsystem in a surgical operating room often used the
flexibility of an interface to "convert the device to a static, spatially dedicated display."

Summarv v

While advanced technology may have the potential to improve operator's performance, the
literature indicates that numerousproblems have been observed in advanced systems associated with
failureto properly integrate operatorsintothe system and to provide interfaces'diatsupportperformance.
The majorissues include:

• Increase in the cognitive workload associated with informationmanagement
• Inability to use the type of well-learnedscanningpatternsassociated with analog displays
• Difficulty understandinghow a complex system works (poor mental model)
• Confusion over the meaning of high-level displays
• Loss of vigilance and boredom from prolonged monitoring
• Loss of situationawareness in supervisory control situations
• Workload transition when automated systems fail
• Loss of skill proficiency
• Emergence of heuristics and error mechanisms to cope with an overloaded system
• Increase in the secondary tasks associated with managing the HSI due to workstation

flexibility
• Navigation difficulties
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2.3.3 Implications for Design Support of Crew Performance

The literatureon the cognitive factorsunderlying crew errorsand their contributingfactors has
implicationsfor the design of systems. Hollnagel (1992) identifiedseveral generalsystem-design goals
to supporthuman performance in complex systems:

• Preventoverloadof the human IP system;

• Improveoperationalsupportby using design features, such as expertsystems, to present
intelligentinformation, to manage dialogues, and for diagnosis;

• Design and allocate tasksso humansperformones they are well suited for andnot those

for which they are not s_ited; and

• Makesystems fault tolerantby:

- providing automaticcounteractions,
- 'limiting the consequences of errors through design interlocks and automatic

shutdownmechanisms,
- providing for early error detection by improving feedback and lengthened

recovery periods, and
- providing multipleavenuesfor correctiveaction.

Reason (1990) offers a set of similar design principles for "minimizing erroraffordances" that
include:

• Insuringconsistencybetween the designer'smodel of the system and that of the user,

• Simplifying task structuresto minimize cognitive demands,

• Making availableto the user informationon the options and consequencesof actions,

• Anticipatingthat errorswill occur and designing methods to allow for recovery, and

• Employing standardization.

Reason (1990) and others have argued that an ecological approach is important to developing
interface designs that support crew's performance. Flach (1990) stated that "...there appearsto be a
convergence of opinions that an ecological approachis most appropriatefor the problems of human-
machine systems." The concept of an ecological approachto interface design can be traced back to
Gibson's theory of visual perception (1979). The central concept in Gibson's approachis that human
behavior cannotbe understoodas an entity independentfrom the environment;thus, knowledge of the
context within which behavior occurs is essential to understandinghumanperformance. Gibson called
this the ecological approachto behavioralanalysis (1979), and his conceptshave been influential in the
understandingof human errorand the research of Reason, Rasmussen, andNorman.
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Two aspects of Gibson's approachto perceptionare importantin designinghuman factors and
system interfaces: the conceptsof "affordances,"and of "directperception" (Flach, 1989). Affordances
are the features of an interfacethat suggest an interpretationor a response by the crew. They are a
productof the interactionbetween the crew and the interface within the contextof the ongoing tasks of
the crew. The concept of direct perceptionwithin the context of HSI design pertainsto the information
provided in a display that is immediatel_ "understood." This is an extension of what Gibsonmeant by
direct perceptionwhich refers to physical features of the perceptualenvironment.

!

The basis for using ecologicalperceptiontheory as an approachto interfacedesignwas described
in several papers(e.g., Flach, 1990; Vincente andRasmussen, 1990, 1992). Accordingto Vincente and
Rasmussen(1992), the general goal of ecological interfacedesign is to "...design interfacesthat do not
force cognitive control to a higher level than the demandsof the task require, but that also provide the
appropriatesupport for all three levels" (p. 598). Three generalprinciples, related to skill-, rule-, and
knowledge-basedbehavior, are proposed to achieve this goal:

• Skill-based' behavior: "To support interactionvia time-spacesignals, the operatorshouldbe able
to act directlyon the display, andthe structureof the displayed informationshouldbe isomorphic
to the part-whole structureof movements" (p. 598). This means that, as far as possible, the
interface should give the informationnecessary to allow for the appropriateuse of skill-based
behavior which is least cognitively demanding. Designs that use the natural tendencies of the
user support this objective (i.e., direct-manipulationinterfaces).

• Rule-based behavior: "Provide a consistent one-to-one mapping between the work domain
constraintsand the cues or signs providedby the interface" (p. 598). This principle is supported
by showing contextualinformationin a display, such as the limitationsof displayed information.
This allows operators to identify potential inadequacies of typical responses that may be
inappropriateto the currentsituation, thus avoiding procedural traps(Vincente, 1991).

* Knowledge-based behavior: "Represent the work domain in the form of an abstraction
hierarchy to serve as an externalizedmental model that will support knowledge-basedproblem
solving" (p. 599). This principleis supportedby providinginformationin layers andin familiar
representations(suchas displayingfunctionalrelationshipsand parameterinformationin the form
of piping and instrumentation-typedisplays (P&IDs)) (see Kieras 1992, for an example of the
characteristicsof diagrammaticdisplaysthatsupport performance).

With respect to NRC design reviews, this researchemphasizes the importanceof evaluating the
interface in terms of the joint interaction between the task's domain and the IP characteristics of the
operating crew.

2.4 A_ivR,ncedHSI GIjideline-Bascd Reviews

Woods (et al., 1992) observed that the value of guidelines "...lies in the degree to which the
guidance can be said to constitute a useful synthesis of the state of knowledge in the field, and in the
degree to which it assists in detectingand correctingflaws in the design of human-machinesystems."
Two importantaspects of guidelines are reflected in this statement: their technical basis and their
usefulness in the performanceof HSI reviews.

In general, there are several reasons for using HFE guidelines in safety reviews:
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1. HFE guidelines help assure that the design accommodatesgeneral human physiological and
cognitive capabilities(assuming the guidance accuratelysynthesizes existing knowledge, Woods
et al., 1992).

2. HFE guidelines generally represent knowledge concerning HSI characteristics that support
operating crew tasks, derived from a large array of systems developed over many years. HFE
guidelines captureyears of lessons learnedfrom system design and research.

s

3. HFE guideline reviewshighlight designcharacteristicsthan can detractfromhumanperformance.
When the review addresses a designer's preliminarydesign specification or prototype, these
characteristicscan be addressed in a timely fashion well before the design becomes fixed and
difficult to change.

4. HFE guideline reviews provide an evaluationwhich may be applicableto all uses of an HSI, as
contrastedwith integratedsystem validation whichwill generally be more limited dueto the time
and effort requiredto conduct crew-in-the-looptests.

5. HFE guideline reviews can benefit from a comparisonto HSIs in other systems standardizedto
the same set of design principles.

While HFE guideline reviews provide valuabledata to supportsafety determinations, this type
of evaluationhas its limitations(Karat, 1989;Potter et al., 1990;ReauxandWilliges, 1988;Smith, 1988,
Woods et al., 1990; Woods et al., 1992). It is essential that the strengths and weaknesses of HFE
guideline reviews be understood. Some of the general limitationsof guidance-basedsafety reviews are:

1. An HFE guideline review is a necessary, but not sufficient, basis to determine if the crew can
monitor and operate the HSI to adequatelyperformsystem functions.

2. HFE guidelines are not sensitive to the time requiredto performa task.

3. Because establishinga validatedset of guidelines requiresprofessionalconsensus from research
and industry, HFE guidelines always will be incomplete in scope and in their coverage of
advanced technology (where research and lessons learned from practical applications are too
limited to fully address all technological applications). •

4. HFE guidelines aregenerally insensitive to the interactive effects of multiple guidelines or their
tradeoffs, e.g., between requirementsfor consistency and flexibility.

When guidelines are used to review advanced HSIs, the following considerations must be
included:

• The technical basis for advanced-technologyguidelines,

s The degree of abstraction of advanced-technologyguidelines,

s The dependencyon thorough task descriptionsfor using review guidelines, and

s The new challenges to reviewers posed by advancedHSI reviews.
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HFE guidelines for "conventional"technology, such as NUREG-0700, are primarily concerned
with human interfaces for the hardware characteristic of conventional CRs. The development of
guidelines to review advanced and primarily computer-based, HSIs is not a straightforward extension of
those earlier guidelines. Further, the technical basis and knowledge needed for developing review
guidance is different for advanced technology applications. The design of conventional CRs was based
upon decades-old technology. When NUREG-0700 was developed, the human factors guidance (such
as MIL-STD-1472B) was long-standing, tested through many years of design experience. By contrast,
ACRs are based upon relatively new and rapidly changing technology. Consequently, the guidelines
available for advanced technology have a weaker technical basis and have not been validated through
many years of design application that provides valuable lessons learned. Thus, they are less firm and
typically stated with less definitive criteria.

The contrasts between guidelines for human-software interfaces when compared with human-
hardware interfaces were elaborated by Smith (1988). Hardware guidelines are generally based upon
human physiology, e.g., visual acuity, reach envelopes, while software guidelines are generally based
on cognition and information processing. Hardware design is limited by technology while software
design is mainly limited by human understanding of the tasks to be performed; thus, a thorough
knowledge of the task design is needed to apply these guidelines. Further, the cognitive task
requirements are less familiar to designers and reviewers (Karat, 1989; Woods et al., 1990). Since this
information is seldom known before a review of a specific system, human-software guidelines tend to be
stated in more general-abstract terms relative to human-hardware guidelines which are relatively clear and
specific. It was found that designers use abstractly worded guidelines less (Mosier and Smith, 1985)and
that a good system cannot be designed by guidelines alone (Gould, 1988).

The same guideline characteristics that present problems for designers can make the reviewers'
job more difficult. Reaux and Williges (1988) compared reviewers' ability to detect guideline violations
in a computer-display prototype as a function of their wording - concrete vs. abstract. Almost twice as
many violations in concrete guidelines were detected compared with abstract guidelines. Further,
reviewers were less confident in their evaluations using abstract guidelines. Potter et al., 1990, reached
a similar conclusion in evaluating a computer-based system using only abstract guidelines. Thus, ACR
evaluations need to be broader than an evaluation based solely on guidelines.

Software-based HSI designs are generally very flexible in terms of what and how information is
presented, while hardware is much less flexible. Finally, and perhaps most significant to the review of
human-software interface, is that the most important design features are often hidden (to the reviewer,
transparent to the operator), while important hardware design features are usually readily observable.
In a conventional CR, the design of the HSI is readily apparent from the physical layout of the controls
and displays. In an ACR, the physical layout of the video display units (VDUs) and computer input
devices is significantly less important than the design of the human-software interface; i.e., the
information management system and the methods by which information is displayed to the operator. This
information can be displayed in a complex network of hundreds, or even thousands, of computer displays
and flexible, operator-defined display formats. This difference in focus creates a whole new set of
problems in data access and navigation for the crew (O'Hara and Hall, 1990; Woods et al., 1990) and
for the reviewer. In addition, the computer display may be an end product of integration and processing
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of data into higher-level displays (in contrast to the single sensor/single display characteristic of
conventional CRs).

Thus, the review of ACRs based largely on human-software interfaces is more complex and
difficult than the review of hardwareinterfaces.
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3. HFE PROGRAM REVIEW MODEL

3.1 Considerations for the Review of Advanced HSIs

Consideration of the HFE and advanced reactor issues discussed in Section 2 led to the
identificationof the following issuesregardingthe safety reviewof HFE aspects of advancedHSI designs.

1. The HSI evaluation methodology should have broad applicationto review upgrades to existing
plants, as well as new HSI design concepts.

2. The methodology should encompass the review of a broad range of CR "designs" and the
diversity of approachesto advanced HSI technology. The DRG should focus heavily on the
human-software interfacebecause this is where the most significanthumanperformanceissues
reside, and where NRC review guidanceis most deficient.

3. The methodology should provide guidance for conductingreviews throughout the design life
cycle, i.e., proposed/conceptualdesign to final design. This is because:

• Advanced reactordesign certificationreviews may be basedon ACRs describedonly at
conceptuallevels of detail,

• Many significanthumanfactors issues arise early in design, e.g., initial goals/objectives
of the design andallocationof function.

4. Reviews of the final HSIs should extend beyond checklist-based, HFE guideline evaluations.
Reviews should include validations of the fully-integrated system under realistic, dynamic
conditions using experienced operatorswho performthe types of tasks for which the HSI was
designed (including various types of failures and transient conditions). The reasons for this
include:

• Studies have shown that a comparison of a final design against HFE guidelines alone is
not sufficient to ensure a safe, acceptable design (e.g., Potter et al., 1990).

• The state of knowledge about the effects of advancedtechnology on human performance,
especially under abnormal plant conditions, is limited; correspondingly, the technical
basis for developing complete, comprehensive, and valid guidelines is limited.

5. HFE review guidelines cannot be used in the abstract, i.e., a thorough knowledge of crew tasks
is required to properly interpret them.

6. Reviews of advancedHSIs place great burdens on the judgement of the reviewers and their ability
to adapt and interpret the guidelines in the context of a particular review. Thus, HSI reviews of
advanced systems will have to _e performed by experienced human factors evaluators. The
reasons for this include:

* Violations of human-software guidelines are more difficult to detect than violations of
hardware guidelines (e.g., Reaux and Williges, 1988).
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* Human factors guidelines for advanced HSI technology are more general and abstract
than those for conventional technology.

s Since the guidelines need to support reviews of diverse reactor designs and operators
tasks, it cannot be prescriptive.

These issues led to the conclusion that reviews of advanced HSI would be broader than those
traditionally conducted by the NRC, and that a broad review model will be required to achieve a safety
tinddingfor advanced HSIs. The HFE PRM was developed to serve as a framework for conducting
advanced HSI reviews. The remainderof this section provides a brief overview of the HFE PRM's
rationale, development, anddcontents. The reader is referred to the HFE PRM for a more detailed
discussion (O'Hara, Higgins, and Stubler, 1994).

3.2 _ PRM Overview

3.2.1 HFE PRM Rationale

The design review approachof the HFE PRM is analogous to the defense in depth approach.
Whenreviewing a design in orderto makea safety evaluation,evidence is collected and weighted toward
or against an acceptablefinding. The reviewer would like to collect as much informationas possible
from different sources in order to establish "convergentvalidity" (Campbelland Fisk, 1959); i.e., to
establisha consistentfindingacross differenttypes of informationeach with its own sources of bias and
error.

Reviews of the types of informationthat can provide assessments of HSI adequacyinclude:

s HFE planning (includingan HFE design team, programplans and procedures),

s Design analyses and studies (includingfunctionalrequirements analysis and allocation,
task analysis, technologyassessments, trade-offstudies, etc.),

• Design specifications and descriptions, and

• Verification and validation (V&V) analyses of the final design (e.g., compliance with
accepted HFE guidelinl_s and operation of the integrated system with operators
performingthe requiredtasks underactual (or simulated)conditions).

These types of informationall have their strengths and weaknesses. A reviewer can place the
greatest confidence in a finding that a design is acceptable(andassures plant safety) if the design has all
of the following characteristics: (1) it was developed by a qualifiedHFE design team includingall the
skills requiredusing an acceptableHFE programplan; (2) it resulted from appropriateHFE studiesand
analyses which provideaccurateand completeinputsto the designprocess andinputsto V&V assessment
criteria; (3) it was designed using proven technology based upon human performance and task
requirementsincorporatingacceptedHFE standardsandguidelines; and (4) it evaluatedwith a thorough
V&V test program.
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3.2.2 lIFE PRM Development

Since it was concluded that reviews should be based, in part, on the design process, it was
importantto identifywhich aspectsof the processwas requiredto assure thatHFE design goals in support
of safe plantoperationwere achieved and to identifythe review criteriaby which each elementcould be
assessed. The HFE PRM was developedto addressthis need. The specific objectives of the HFE PRM
developmenteffort were:

1. To develop a technical basis for the review of an applicant'sHFE design process and
final design implementation. The HFE PRM should be: (1) based upon currently
acceptedHFE practices, (2) well-defined, and(3) based on an approachwhich has been
validatedthroughits applicationto the developmentof complex, high-reliabilitysystems.

2. To identify the HFE elements in a plant/system development, design, and evaluation
process thatare necessary and sufficientrequisitesto successful integrationof thehuman
in complex systems.

3. To identify the components of each HFE element that are key to a safety evaluation.

4. To specify the review criteria by which HFE elementscan be evaluated.

A review of current HFE guidance and practices was conducted to identify importanthuman
factors programplan elements relevantto the technical basis of a design process review. Several types
of documentswere evaluated:

s Systems theory and engineering - general literatureprovidingthe theoretical basis for
systems engineering, e.g. Gagne andMelton, 1988.

• NPP regulation- the regulatorybasis for NPP review and relatedNRC literature,e.g.,
10CFRS0, 10CFR52, NUREG-0800, and NUREG-0700- Appendix B.

• GeneralHFE guidance- HFEguidancedevelopedto be generallyapplicable to thedesign
and evaluation of complex systems, e.g., Military handbook (MIL-H) 46855 (DoD,
1979).

• NPP HFE guidance - standards,guidance, and recommendedpractices developed in the
NPP industry, e.g., The Instituteof Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) STD
1023-1988 (IEEE, 1988), InternationalElectrotechnicalCommission (IEC) 964 (IEC,
1989), and EPRI Advanced Light Water Reactor Requirements (ALWR) Utility
RequirementsDocument (EPRI, 1990).

From this review an HSI development,design, andevaluationprocess was defined. Then key
HFE elements were identified and general criteriawere developed by which these elements could be
assessed. The general criteriawere based upona review of currentliteratureandaccepted practicesin
the field of humanfactorsengineering. The HFE PRM developmentwas basedlargely on appliedgeneral
systems theory (Bailey, 1982; DeGreen, 1970; Gagne, et al., 1988; Van Cott and Kinkade, 1972;
Woodson, 1981) and the DoD system developmentprocess which is rooted in systems theory (DoD,
1979, DoD, 1990a,b; Kockleret ai., 1990).
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Applied general systems theory provides a broadapproachto system design which is based on
a series of clearly defined developmentalsteps, each with defined goals, andwith specific management
processes to attainthem. System engineeringhas been defined as "...the managementfunction which
controls the total system developmenteffort for the purposeof achieving an optimumbalance of all
system elements. It is a process which transformsan operational need into a description of system
parametersandIntegratesthose parametersto optimize the overall system effectiveness"(Kookieret al.,
1990). DoD design requirementsreflect approach.Personnel are identified as a specific component of
the total system (DoD, 1990a) and all system components (hardware, software, personnel, support,
procedures,and training) are given detailedconsiderationin the design process. Since the militaryhas
been applyingHFE longer than industrial/commercialsystemdevelopers, the process is more formalized
andcontains detaileddesign process requirements.

Within the DoD system, the developmentof a complexsystembegins with the mission or purpose
of the system, and the capability requirements needed to satisfy mission objectives. The effective
integrationof HFE considerationsinto the design is accomplished by: (1) providing a structuredtop-
down approachto system developmentwhich is iterative, integrative,interdisciplinaryand requirements
driven, and (2) providinga managementstructurewhich details the HFE considerationsin each step of
the overall process. A structured top-downapproachto NPP HFE is consistentwith the approachto new
CR design described in AppendixB of NUREG-0700 (U.S. NRC, 1981b) and the more recent nuclear
industrystandards (IEC, 1989; IEEE, 1988) for advanced CR design. The approachis also consistent
with the recognition in the nuclearindustrythat human factors issues and problems emerge throughout
the NPP design and evaluation process and, therefore, humanfactors issues are best addressed with a
comprehensivetop-down program (for example, see Beattie and Malcolm, 1991; Stubler, Roth, and
Mumaw, 1991).

The applied general systems theory was expanded to develop an HFE PRM to be used for the
ACR design and implementationprocess review by the incorporation of applicable NRC HFE
requirements.

3.2.3 General Description

The HFE PRM is composed of 10 review elements:

s Element I - HFE ProgramManagement
• Element2 - OperatingExperienceReview
s Element 3 - FunctionalRequirementsAnalysis andAllocation
• Element 4 - Task Analysis
• Element 5 - Staffing
s Element 6 - HumanReliabilityAnalysis
• Element 7 - Human-SystemInterfaceDesign
s Element 8 - ProcedureDevelopment
• Element 9 - TrainingProgramDevelopment
• Element 10 - HumanFactors VerificationandValidation

This section summarizes the general purpose and objectives of the HFE PRM elements (see
O'Hara et al., 1994 for a completedescriptionand review criteria).
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Elmmtt 1. lIFE Pro_am Manuomont

The overall purposeof the humanfa_ors engineeringprogramreview is to assurethat:
t

• The applicanthu integratedHFE into plantdevelopmentanddesign.

s The applicant hag provided HSIs which make possible safe, efficient, and reliable
performanceof operation,maintenance, test, inspection, andsurveillance tasks.

s The HSI reflects "state-of-the-arthumanfactors principles"[10 CFR 50.34(f)(2)(iii)) as
requiredby 10 CFR 52.47(a)(1)(ii)] and satisfiesall specific regulatoryrequirementsas
stated in 10 CFR.

State-of-the-arthuman factors principles are defined as those principles currentlyaccepted by
human factors practitioners. 'Current" is defined with reference to the time at which a program
managementor implementationplan is prepared. "Accepted"is defined as a practice, method, or guide
which is (1) documented in the humanfactorsliteraturewithin a standardor guidance documentthathas
undergone a peer.review process or (2) justified throughscientific researchand/or industrypractices.

To accomplishthese programmaticobjectives, an adequateHFE programplan is requiredwhich
is carriedout by a qualified HFE design team. The objectiveof this review is to ensurethat the applicant
has an HFE design team with the responsibility, authority, placement within the organization, and
compositionto ensure that the designcommitmentto HFE is achieved. Also, the team shouldbe guided
by an HFE Program Planto assurethe properdevelopment,execution, oversight, anddocumentationof
the HFE program. This plan shoulddescribethe technicalprogram elements assuringthatall aspects of
HSI are developed, designed, and evaluated based upon a structuredtop-down systems analysis using
accepted HFE principles. Element 1 review topics include:

s General HFE ProgramGoals and Scope,
• HFE Team and Organization,
• HFE Process and Procedures,
• HFE Issues Tracking, and
• Technical Program.

Element 2 - Ot_rating Ex?erlence Review

The main purpose of the operatingexperience review (OER) is to identify HFE-relatedsafety
issues. The OERprovidesinformationregardingthe performanceof fully-integratedpredecessorsystems.
This approach is analogous to full-mission validation tests, which provide information about the
achievement of lIFE design goals in supportof safe plant operationfor the integrated system under
review. The issues and lessons learned frompreviousoperatingexperienceprovidea basis for improving
the plant design in a timely way; i.e., at the beginning of the design process.

The objective of this review is to assurethat the applicanthas identifiedand analyzed/liFE-related
problemsand issues encounteredin previous designs that are similar to the currentdesign under review.
In this way, negative features associated with predecessordesigns may be avoided in the currentdesign
while positive featuresare retained. The OER should address the predecessor systems upon which the
design is based, selected technological approaches(e.g., if touch screen interfacesare planned, lIFE
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issues associated with their use should be reviewed), and NPP HFE issues (e.g., those identified in
unresolved safety issues, generic safety issues, TMI Issues, and NRC Generic Letters and Information
Notices).

Element _, Functional Requirements Analysis and Allocation

Thiselementinvolvestwo distinctreviewactivities: functionalrequirementsanalysis andfunction
allocation. Functional requirementsanalysis is the identificationof those functions which must be
performedto satisfy plant safety objectives, i.e., to prevent or mitigate the consequencesof postulated
accidents that could cause undue risk to the healthand safety of the public. A functionalrequirements
analysis is conducted to: (I) determinethe objectives, performancerequirements,andconstraintsof the
design; (2) define the functions which must be accomplished to meet the objectives and required
performance, (3) define therelationshipsbetweenfunctionsand plantprocesses(e.g., plantco:_figurations
or success paths) responsiblefor performingthe function, and (4) providea frameworkfor understanding
the role of controllers (whetherpersonnelor system) for controllingplant processes.

Function allocation is the analysis of the requirements for plant control and the assignmentof
control functionsto (i)personnel (e.g., manualcontrol),(2)system elements(e.g., automaticcontroland
passive, self-controlling phenomena), and (3) combinationsof personnel and system elements (e.g.,
sharedcontrolandautomaticsystems with manual backup). Functionallocation seeks to enhance overall
plant safety and reliability by exploiting the strengths of personnel and system elements including
improvementsthatcan be achievedthroughthe assignmentof control to these elements with overlapping
and redundant responsibilities. Function allocation should be based upon HFE principles using a
structuredand well-documentedmethodologythatseeks to providepersonnelwith logical, coherent,and
meaningfultasks.

The objectiveof this review is to assure that theapplicanthas defined the plant's safety function
requirementsand that the function allocations take advantageof humanstrengths and avoid allocating
functionswhich would be negatively impactedby human limitations.

Element 4- Task Analysis

Plant personnelperform tasksto accomplishtheir functionalresponsibilities.Task analysis is the
evaluation of the performance demands on plant personnel to identify the task requirements for
accomplishingthe functionsallocatedto them (Drury et al., 1987). It is a very importantactivity since
it defines the HSI requirementsfor supportingpersonnel task accomplishment and, by exclusion, what
is not needed in the HSI.

The objectiveof the review is to assurethat the applicant's task analysis identifies the behavioral
requirementsof the tasks that the personnel subsystemis requiredto perform. The task analysis should:

• Provideone of thebases for makingdesigndecisions; e.g., determiningbefore hardware
fabrication,to the extent practicable,whethersystem performancerequirementscan be
met by combinationsof anticipatedequipment,software, and personnel,

• Assure that human performancerequirementsdo not exceed human capabilities,

• Be used as basic input for developing procedures,
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s Be used as basic information for developing staffing, training, and communication
requirementsof the plant, and

• Form the basis for specifying the requirementsfor the displays, data processing and
controlsneeded to carryout tasks.

Element $ - Staffir_

Plant staffing is an importantconsiderationthroughoutthe design process. Initial staffing levels f
maybe established as designgoals early in the design processbased on experiencewith previous plants,
customer requirements, initial analyses, and government regulations. However, staffing goals and
assumptionsshould be examined for acceptabilityas the design of the plant proceeds.

The objective of the staffingreview is to ensurethat the applicanthas analyzed the requirements
for the number and qualifications of personnel in a systematic manner that includes a thorough
understandingof task requirementsandapplicableregulatoryrequirements.

Element 6- Human Reliability Analysis
i

Human ReliabilityAnalysis (lIRA) seeks to evaluatethe potentialfor andmechanismsof human
error thatmay affect plantsafety. Thus, it is an essential element in the achievementof the HFE design
goal of providingoperatorinterfacesthatwill minimizeoperatorerrorandwill providefor errordetection
and recoverycapability. HRA has quantitativeand qualitativeaspects, both of which areuseful for HFE
purposes. HRA should be conducted as an integratedactivity in support of both HFE/HSI design
activitiesand probabilisticrisk assessment(PRA) activities.The PRA/HRA shouldbe initially performed
early in the design process to provide design insightsandguidance both for systems design andfor HFE
purposes. The quality of the HRA depends in large part on the analyst's understandingof personnel
tasks, the informationrelatedto those tasks, andthe factorswhich influencehumanperformanceof those
tasks. As a result, the HRA could be performediterativelyas the design progresses.

The development of informationto facilitatethe understandingof causes and modes of human
error is an importanthuman 'factorsactivity. The HRA analyses should make use of descriptionsand
analyses of operatorfunctions and tasks as well as the operationalcharacteristicsof HSI components.
HRA canprovidevaluableinsight intodesirablecharacteristicsof the HSIdesign. ConsequentlytheHFE
HSI design effort should provide special attentionto those plant scenarios, critical humanactions, and
HSI componentsthat have been identified by HRA/PRA analyses as being critical to plant safety and
reliability.

The objectives of the HRA review are to assure that:

• The applicant has analyzed the potential effects of human error on plant safety and
reliability in a manner that is consistent with current, accepted principles and practices
of HFE and ttRA/PRA andhas identifiedhuman actions that are important to plant risk.

• The applicanthas addressedhuman error mechanisms in the design of the plant HFE,
i.e., the HSIs, procedures, shift staffing, and trainingin orderto minimize the likelihood
of personnelerror andto provide for errordetectionandrecovery capability.
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s The HRA activityeffectively integratesthe HFE programactivities andPRA/riskanalysis
activities.

Element 7 - Human-System Interface Design

The selection of available HSIs and the design of new HSIs should be the result of a process
which considers function/taskrequirements,operationalconsiderations(e.g., the full-mission context
within which the HSI will be used), and the crew's personalsafety. The HSI should be designed using
a structuredmethodology. The methodology should guide designers in the identification of what
informationand controlsate required, the identificationand selection of candidateHSI approaches,and
final design of HSIs. It should address the developmentand use of HFE guidelines and standardsthat
ate specific to the HSI design and provide guidance for resolving differences between different HFE
guidelines. It should also address the use of analysis and evaluation methodologies for dealing with
design issues. The availability of an HSI design methodology will help ensure standardizationand
consistency in the applicationof HFE principles.

The objective of this review is to evaluate the process by which HSI design requirements are
developed and HSI designs are selected and refined. The review should assure that the applicant has
appropriately translated function and task requirements to the alarms, displays, controls, and aids that are
available to the crew. The applicant should have systematically applied HFE principles and criteria
(along with all other function/system/task design requirements) to the identification of HSI requirements,
the sdection and design of HSIs, and the resolution of HFE/HSI design problems and issues. The
process and the rationale for the HSI design (including the results of trade-off studies, other types of
analyses/evaluations, and the rationale for selection of design/evaluation tools) should be documented for
review.

_ement 8 - Procedure Development

While in the nuclear industry, procedure development has historic_.lly been considered the
responsibility of individual utilities, the rationale for including a procedure development element in the
HFE PRM is that procedures are considered an essential component of the HSI design and should be a
derivative of the same design process and analyses as the other components of the HSI (e.g., displays,
controls, operator aids) and subject to the same evaluation processes. In the current fleet of plants,
technically detailed, human-factored emergency operating procedures (EOPs) were an improvement after
the accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) to support safe operations. After TMI the NPP owners groups
developed generic technical guidance (GTG) and then utilities produced emergency procedures based on
the GTGs. Thus, procedure development programs were conducted by the individual utilities and have
not been part of HSI design activities. However, since procedures were developed after the plant HSI
(e.g., control room) design, they were essentially upgraded to suit the existing interface. Further, since
procedures were developed by individual utilities, there was great variation in their development and final
implementation. As a result, human factors problems existed and identification, access, interpretation,
and validation of procedures remained a problem for years in some plants (as indicated by the NRC
emergency operating procedure (EOP) inspection series) (Lapinsky, 1989; Galletti and Sutthoff, 1992).
In addition, inconsistencies between procedures and the HSI have been a source of difficulty for
operators.

For new plant designs and advanced reactors, these problems should clearly be addressed and
solved as part of the design process. To accomplish this objective, EPGs and, if possible, procedures
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shouldbe developedas partof the same design processas the other componentsof the HSI to assure their
full integrationas part of the HSI. The same human factors analyses, such as task analysis, should be
used to guide procedureas well as controlpanel development. The same humanfactors principles should
be applied to both aspects of the interface to assure complete integration and consistency. Further,
procedures should be evaluated in conjunction with the HSI; i.e., procedures are a significant aspect of
system verification and validation (Element 10).

The objective of this review is to assure that the applicant's proceduredevelopment programwill
result in procedures that support and guide human interaction with plant systems and control plant-related
events and activities. Human engineering principles and criteriashould be applied along with all other
design requirementsto develop procedures that are technically accurate, comprehensive, explicit, and
easy to utilize.

Element 9 - Training Program Development

Training of plant personnel is an important factor in assuring safe and reliableoperation of NPPs.
Advanced nuclear power plants may pose demandson the knowledge, skills, and abilities of operational
personnel that are different than those posed by traditionalplants. These demands stem from differences
in operator responsibilities resulting from advanced plant design features (e.g., passive systems and
increasedautomation)and differences in operatortask characteristicsdue to advances in HSI technologies.

A systems approach to the training, as defined in 10 CFR 55.4, is required of plant personnel
by 10 CFR 52.78 and 50.120. Training design is to be based on the systematic analysis of job and task
requirements. The HFE analyses associated with HSI design process provides a valuable understanding
of the task requirements of operations personnel. Therefore, the training development should be
coordinatedwith the other elements of the HFE design process.

The objective of this review is to assure that the applicant establishes an approach for the
developmentof personnel training that incorporatesthe elements of a systems approach to training, and"

)

* Evaluates the knowledge and skill requirements of personnel.
• Coordinates training program development with the other elements of the HFE design

process.
• Implements the training in an effective manner that is consistent with human factors

principles and practices.

Element 10 - Human Factors Verification and Validation

Verification and validation (V&V) evaluations seek to comprehensively determine that the design
conforms to HFE design l_rinciplesand that it enables plant personnel to successfully perform their tasks
to achieve plant safety and other operational goals.

This review involves five V&V evaluations, the objectives of which are to assure that:

• The HFE/HSI design provides all necessary alarms, displays, and controls to support
plant personnel tasks (HSI Task Support Verification),
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• The HFE/HSI designconformsto HFE principles,guidelines and standards(HFEDesign
Verification),

• The final HFE/HSI design includingprocedurescanbe effectivelyoperated by personnel
within all performancerequirements(IntegratedSystem Validation).

• The HFE/HSI design resolves all identified HFE issues in the tracking system (Human
FactorsIssue ResolutionVerification).

• The final product "asbuilt" conforms to the verified and validated design that resulted
from the HFE design process (Final Plant HFE/HSI Design Verification).

3.3 Relationshin Between the HFE PRM and the DRG--

The general application of the DRG to NRC HSI reviews is discussed in Section 4.1, DRG
Application and Technical Scope. The purpose of the following section is to describe the specific
relationshipof the DRG to the HFE PRM. HSI reviews that requirethe DRG aremainly associated with
three HFE PRM elements:

• Element 7 - Human-SystemInterfaceDesign,
• Element 8 - Procedure Development, and
• Element 10 - Human Factors Verification and Validation.

Element 7 - Human-System Interface Design addresses the selection of available HSIs and the
design of new HSIs using a structured methodology. One aspect of the methodology involves the
vendor/designer's development and use of HFE guidelines and standards to help ensure standardization
and consistency in the application of HFE principles. The DRG provides the criteria for performing a
review of such a document. The procedures for the use of the DRG for performing HFE Design
Verification are presented in Volume 2, Section 4 of this report. In addition, the NRC may perform
preliminary reviews of H$I design prototypes and mockups of design concepts. The DRG can be used
to support this type of review using HFE Design Verification methodology as discussed below. (Review
of the final design is addressed in Element 10 Verification and Validation.)

Element 8 -Procedure Developmentaddresses the information context andphysical representation
of plant procedures.

Element 10 - Human Factors Verification and Validation involves five V&V analyses each
addressing a different aspect of HFE. In HFE Design Verification the HSI design is evaluated for
conformance to HFE principles, guidelines and standards. The DRG provides the criteria for reviewing
many aspects of the HSI design. The reviewer should consult other NRC review guidance for aspects
of the design not addressed by the DRG, such as NUREG-0700 for conventional HSI technology. The
procedures for the use of the DRG for performing HFE Design Verification are presented in Volume 2,
Section 5 of this report.
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4. HSI DESIGN REVIEW GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT

4.1 DRG Annlication and Technical Scom_--

The purpose of the DRG is to provide the technical basis for HFE reviews of advanced HSI
designs to assure that they support safe plantoperation(thatthe controls, displays, and dataprocessing
supportprovided by the HSIare appropriateto the crew's tasks, anddesignedaccordingto acceptedHFE
guidelines, standards, andprinciples). Two generalapplicationsof the DRG include:

• NRC review of design-specific guidelinesand specifications
• NRC HFE verificationreview of preliminaryand final HSI designs

From thestrengths and limitationsof HFE guidelines-basedreviews (discussed in Section 2.1.4),
it is importantto recognize two issues when using HFE guidelines. First, design-specific discrepancies
from the guidelines are not necessarily problematic; their importance has to be considered within the
context of the individualreview. Second, other methods of evaluation (such as dynamicperformance
evaluation) should be considered in conjunctionwith guideline reviews as the foundationfor the safety
evaluations of detailed and detailed advanced HSI designs. This approachis consistent with the multi-
method approachto evaluationpresented in Section 3.

The technical scope of the DRG primarilyfoeusses on the review of advancedHSI, i.e., the
crew's interfacewith:

• Information/data,e.g., with the displays of system status and parameter trends;

• Software, e.g., with the plant control systems, data management systems, and interface
controls such as menus, windows, and navigation through display hierarchies; and

• Computer hardware devices, e.g., VDUs, mice, and touch screens.

Guidelinesfor "conventional"technology HSIs are covered in NUREG-0700. The guidelines pertain to
the HFE aspects of HSI design and do not addressI&C, software, and related issues.

With respect to the specific topic areas addressed by the DRG, it was deemed inappropriate to
restrict the types of technology and HSI design approaches that would be included in the DRG; therefore,
only in obvious cases were guidelines screened out as inapplicable to an NPP. As discussed in Section
2, the HSI designs and dialogue modes in advanced systems are very diverse. Also, there is diversity
in the types of tasks operators may be called upon to perform and in the ways those tasks may be carried
out. Thus, the guidelines in the DRG are broader than expected in a NPP review guideline. For
example, guidelines for reviewing text processing are included, although it may seem unlikely that text
processing would be a significant operator task in advanced plants. These guidelines were included in
the DRG to provide a basis for reviewing a particular application using this type of operator activity (such
as operator interface with knowledge-based systems or computer-based interaction with maintenance
crews). Guidelines that are inappropriate to a particular design review need not be used by the reviewer.
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4.2 GuidelineDevelonmentandDescriotion
i

4.2.1 Approach and General Principles

In Section 2, the human-performanceissues associated with advanced technology systems were
discussed. The HSI should be designed to support the operators' primary task of monitoring and
controllingthe process, without imposingan excessive secondaryworkload for interfacingwith the HSI
(window manipulation,display selection, and navigation, for example). The HSI also should support
recognition, tolerance, and recovery from human errors when they occur. Ideally, a design review
guideline would evolve directly from this research and generate guidelines to support reviews of how
these design goals have b,eenachieved. As an intermediarystepbetween researchon humanperformance
issues and detailed design review guidelines, a set of "high-level" design-review principles were
developed (see Figure 4.1). These principles were based, in part, on the literaturereviewed in Section
2, and also on HSI design guidance and evaluationliterature (Smith and Mosier, 1986; Ravden and
Johnson, 1989; Shneiderman, 1987; U.S. DoD, 1989). Thus, the principles representthe generic HSI
characteristicsnecessary to support the crew's performance.

The principles are not specific review guidelines, but are intended to be used to support the
interpretationof the significance of individualdiscrepancies in the guidelines and the identificationof
significant HSI issues (as is discussed in Volume2 this document). The principles are divided into four
categories (see Table 4.1):

* General Principles - These principles ensurethe HSI supportspersonnel safety and is
compatiblewith general cognitive and physiological capabilities.

s Primary Task Design - These principles support the operator'sprimary task of process
monitoring,decision-making,and control to maintainsafe operation of the plant.

* Secondary Task Control - These principles minimize secondary tasks, i.e., tasks the
operatormust performwhen interfacingwith the system but thatare not directed to the
primarytask. Examples include efforts the crew must expend managingthe interface,
such as navigationthroughdisplays, managingwindows, andaccessing data. Although
necessary, performanceof secondary tasks detracts from the crew's performance of
primarytasks, so their effects must be controlled.

* Task Support - These principlessupport the operator'suse of the HSI, such as providing
(I) HSI flexibility so taskscan be accomplishedin morethan one way, (2) user guidance,
and (3) errormitigation.

The individualprinciples within each categoryare described in the following pages.

General Princioles--

Personnel Safety -The designshould minimizethe potentialfor injuryandexposure to harmful materials.

Cognitive Compatibility - The operator'srole should have a level of workload that is not so high as to
negatively affect performance, but sufficient to maintainvigilance and familiarity by carrying out
purposefuland meaningfulactivities.
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Figure 4.1. Guideline developmentstrategy

Table 4.1. High-level Design Review Principles

CATEGORY PRINCIPLE

General Personnel Safety
Cognitive Compatibility
PhysiologicalCompatibility
Simplicityof Design
Consistency

PrimaryTask Design SituationAwareness
Task Compatibility
User Model Compatibility
Organizationof HSI Elements
Logical/Explicit Structure
Timeliness

Controls/Displays Compatibility
Feedback

Secondary Task Control Cognitive Workload
Response Workload

Task Support Flexibility
User Guidance and Support
Error Tolerance and Control
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Physiological Compatibility - The design of the interface should reflect consideration of human
physiological characteristicsincluding visual/auditory perception, biomechanics (reach and motion),
characteristicsof motorcontrol, and anthropometry.

Simplicity of Design - The HSI shouldrepresentthe simplest design consistent with functionalandtask
requirements.

Consistency - There should be a high degree of consistency between the HSI, the procedures, and the
training systems. The way the system functions and appearsto the operating crew always should be
consistent and reflect a high degree of standardizationand be fully consistent with procedures and
training.

Primary Task Desi2n Principles-- -

Situation Awareness - The informationpresented to the users by the HSI should be correct, rapidly
recognized, and easily understood (e.g., "direct perception"or "status at a glance" displays) and support
higher-level goals of user awareness of the statusof the system.

Task Compatibility - The system should meet the requirementsof users to performtheir tasks (including
operation,safe shutdown, inspection, maintenance,and repair).Data should be presented in forms and
formats appropriateto the task (including the need to access confirmatorydata or raw data in the case
of higher-level displays) andcontroloptions should encompass the rangeof potential actions;thereshould
be no unnecessaryinformation or control options.

User Model Compatibility - All aspects of the system shouldbe consistentwith the users' mentalmodels
(understandingand expectations about how the system behaves developed through training, use of
procedures, and experience) and consistentwith establishedconventions (i.e., expressed in customary,
commonplace,useful and functionalterms, ratherthan abstract,unusualor arbitraryforms, or in forms
requiringinterpretation).

Organization of H$1 Elements - The organization of all aspects of the HSI (from the elements in
individual displays, to individual workstations, to the entire control room) should be based on user
requirements and reflect the general principlesof organization by importance,frequency, and order of
use. Critical safety-function information should be available to the entire operating crew in dedicated
locations to ensure its recognition, and to minimize data search and response time.

Logical/F_licit Structure - All aspects of the system (formats, terminology, sequencing, grouping, and
operatordecision supportaids) should reflect an obvious logic based on task requirementsor some other
non-arbitraryrationale. The relationshipof each display, control, anddata processing aid to the overall
task/function should be clear. The structureof the interface and its associated navigationaids should
make it easy for users to recognize where they are in the data space andshould enable users to rapidly
access data not currently visible (e.g., on other display pages). The way the system works and is
structuredshould be clear to the user.

Timeliness - The system design should take into account users' cognitive processing capabilities as well
as process-relatedtime constraintsto ensurethat user tasks can be performed within the time required.
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Informationflow rates andcontrolperformance requirementsthat aretoo fast or too slow may diminish
performance.

ControlsDisplays Compatibility- The data entry and control requirementsshouldbe compatiblewith the
displays.

Feedback - The systemshouldprovideuseful informationon systemstatus,permissibleoperations,errors
and errorrecovery, dangerousoperations,and validity of data.

Secondary Task Control Princleles

Cognltiv_ Workload - The information presented by the system should be rapidly recognized and
understood;therefore, the system should minimize the cognitive capacities that the user must allocate
to making mental calculationsor transformationsand use of recall memory (recalling lengthy lists of
codes, complexcommand strings, informationfrom one displayto another, or lengthyactionsequences).
Raw data should be processed and presented in directly usable form (although raw data should be
accessible to the user for confirmation).

Response Workload - The system should requirethe minimumnumberof necessary actions required to
accomplish an action; e.g., single vs. command keying, menu selection vs. multiple command entry,
single input mode (keyboard, mouse) vs. mixed mode. In addition, the system should not require the
entry of redundant data, nor the re-entry of information already in the system, or information the system
can generate from already resident data.

Task Summrt Princitfles- _

Flexibility - The system should give the user multiple meansto carry out actions (and verify automatic
actions) and permit display/control to be formatted in a configuration most convenient for the task.
Flexibility should be limited to situations where it offers advantages in task performance (such as to
accommodate different levels of experience of the users); it should not be provided for its own sake
because there is a trade-off with consistency and the imposition of interface management workload (which
detracts from monitoring and operations tasks).

User Guidance and Support -The system should provide an effective "help" function. Informative, easy-
to-use, and relevant guidance should be provided on-line and off-line to help the user understand and
operate the system.

Error Tolerance and Control - A fail safe design should be provided wherever failure can cause damage
to equipment, injury to personnel or inadvertent operation of critical equipment. Therefore, the system
should generally be designed such that a user error will not have serious consequences. If an error is
made, its negative effects should be controlled and minimized. The system should offer simple,
comprehensible notification of the error, and provide simple, effective methods for recovery.

Since the principles are stated in general terms, they must be made more application-specific
through detailed design-review guidance. That is, the general principles must be translated into terms
that can be applied to specific reviews of advanced technology in NPPs, e.g., graphic displays, touch
screens, and expert systems. Detailed guidance can be developed from many sources (see Section 7),
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the most cost-effective meansbeingto adaptguidancealreadytested for similarcomplex, high-technology
systems.

While there is still much to be learned about the effects of advanced technology interfaceson
human performance, many governmental and professional groups (e.g., NASA, U.S. DoD, Human
Factors and Ergonomics Society (_"_ES)) have started developing design guidelines and evaluation
methodologies to incorporateadvancedtechnology into the HSI. Over the past ten years, the NRC has
sponsored several studies addressingthe evaluationof various aspects of ACR technologies (Gilmore,
1985; Rankinet al., 1985; U.S. NRC, 1984b). In addition, NRC has been a member of the Halden
Project that has been very active in testing and evaluating computer-based CR technology and in
developingevaluationcriteriafor it (see Kennedy, 1989, for an overview of this work). More recently,
the nuclearindustryhas been developing principles, guidelines, and standardsfor advancedtechnology
interfaces(e.g., IEC, 1989; EPRI, 1990; Mumaw, Woods, andEastman, 1992).

Several efforts to develop human factors guidance for advanced HSI were based on multi-year
studies incorporatingpeer review of guidelines. While the HSI requirementsin NPPs areunique in many
ways, a critical review and adaptation of relevant efforts in other fields will maximize the NRC's
guidance developmentefforts. Such an approachwill enable the available resources to be specifically
directed toward resolving those issues that are either unique to NPPs, or have not been adequately
addressed elsewhere. Further, there are many similarities between advanced HSIs in NPPs and other
advanced workstation applications, such'as telecommunications-networkcontrol centers, space-system
workstations, advanced aircraft cockpits, and military "command, control, communications and
intelligence" (C31)workstations. This trend toward increasing similarity of command and control
complexes for diverse applicationshas been referred to as "convergent evolution" (Wiener, 1988) and
is, in part, being brought about by digital technology; this commonality gives a basis for a technology
transfer strategy.

The guidelines described in this report reflect this development philosophy; details of the effort
are described in the rest of this section.

4.2.2 Guidance Documents Identification and Selection

The methodology used to identify human factors guidelines for advanced HSI technology was
based on the following methods:

t

• Searches were conductedof humanfactors literature includingjournal articles, conference
papers, special-interest-group newsletters, and announcements of recent book publica-
tions, as well as computerized databases.

• Direct contact was made with organizations (such as U.S. DoD, NASA, and HFES) who
sponsor such research as well as individuals in the advanced human factors technology
field.

No effort was made to identify documents developed before 1980 because: (1) significant guidelines from
this period were absorbed into more recent documents, and (2) HSI and computer technology changed
dram_tically during the 1980s so that many of the earlier guidelines are not applicable.
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The searchprocess resultedin manydocumentsthatwere then enteredinto a computerized"HFE
Source Document Database." New documentsare addedto the databaseas they become available. A
sampleof those is contained in Table 4.2.

Eachdocument is stored as a record with the following 10 fields:

1. First Author
2. OtherAuthors
3. PublicationDate
4. Document Title
5. Document Number
6. Publisher
7. SponsoringOrganization
8. PerformingOrganization
9. Class
10. Synopsis

The meanings of the first eight fields are self-explanatory. The Class field represents the
classificationwith respect to validity assessments discussed below. The Synopsis field containsa brief
description. An effort was made to include all key terms, table of contents items, and abstract
information that would enable a user to search on terms within the synopsis to locate potentially
applicabledocuments. However, some documentshave incompleteinformation.

Once advanced HSI documentswere identified, selection was madeof those documentsto serve
as thebasis for the guidelines to be incorporatedin theDRG. Althoughmany documentswere identified
andincluded in the database, no attemptwas madeto includeall of them in the developmentof the DRG
for two reasons. First, the sheervolume of documentswouldhave madetheir incorporationtoo resource-
intensive. Second, there was great diversity in the validity of individual documents. Therefore, a
strategywas developed to classify the documentsfor selection purposes, andis explainedbelow.

To select primary source documentsto serve as the technicalbasis for the DRG, a high priority
was given to theguidelines' validity. Validitywas not used here in the classic scientific sense (Cookand
Campbell, 1979). For this discussion, validity is defined in terms of two aspects of potential source
documentdevelopment: internaland external validity.

Internal validity was evaluatedby the degree to which the individualguidelines were based on
research, and where the ,researchwas referenced to provide a trail from each guideline back to the
original data. The availability of an audit trail makes it possible to evaluate the source documents'
appropriatenesswithin the context of a particularreview. A document based on referencedempirical
literaturewas consideredto have good internalvalidity.

External validity was evaluatedby thedegreeto whicha documenthadbeenpeer reviewed,which
was considereda good methodto screenguidelines' conformityto acceptedhumanengineeringpractices.
A document that had undergonethoroughpeer review was consideredto have good external validity.
Internal and external validity were evaluated at the document level, not at the level of individual
guidelines. Note that the evaluationof internaland external validity are somewhatjudgmental; that is,
both dimensions are continuums.
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Table 4.2 Sample of Database Contents
(Page 1 of 2)

i,

AUTHOR DATE .DOC. NUMBER TITLE
i i

Apple Computer 1987 ISBN: 0-201-17753-6 Human-lnterface Guidelines- The Apple Desktop Interface
Banks, W. 1983 NUREG/CR-3003 HE Design Considerations for CRT-Generated Displays (Vo111)
Banks, W. 1982 NURECdCR-2496 Human Eng. Design Considerations for CRT-Generated Displays
Berson, B.L 1981 DOT/FAA/RD-81/38,II Aircraft Alerting Systems Standardization Study - Volume IT
Blackman, H. 1984 NUREG/CR-3767 Interactive Simulator Evaluation for CRT-Generated Displays
Blackman, H. 1983 NUREG/CR-3556 Non-interactive Simulation Evaluation for CRT-Generated Displays
Blackman, H. 1983 NUREG/CR-3557 C.RT Display Evaluation: The Checklist EvaL of CRT-Generated
Boff, K.R. 1990 Engineering Data Compendium: Human Perception and Performanc_
Brown, C. 1988 ISBN: 0-89391-332-4 HC Interface Design Guidelines
Brown, C. 1983 LMSC-D877141 Human Factors Engineering Standards for Info. Proc. Systems
Coats, R. 1987 ISBN: 0-632-01542-X Man-Computer Interfaces: An Introduction to Software Design
Denchak, M. 1981 NUREG/CR-1994 Techniques for Displaying Multivariate Data on CRTs
DoD 1990 DOD-HDBK-761A Human Engineering Guidelines for Management Inform. Systems
DoD 1990 MIL-STD-1800A Human Engineering Performance Requirements for Systems -
DoD 1989 MIL-STD-1472D Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment.
DoD 1987 MIL-STD-1801 User/Computer Interface
DoD 1985 CSC-STD-002-85 Department of Defense Password Management Guideline
DoD 1981 MIL-STEbl2D Abbreviations for Use on Drawings, and in Specs., Standards,4_

oo Dumas, J. 1988 ISBN: 0-13-201971-X Designing User Interfaces for Software
Fuey, P. 1984 EPRI NP-3701 VI Computer Generated Display System Guidelines - Volume I
Galitz, W. 1985 ISBN: 0-89435-119-2 Handbook of Screen Format Design (2nd Edition)
Gertman, D. 1982 NUREG/CR-2942 CRT Evaluation: The Multidimensional Rating of CRT-Generated
Gilmore, W. 1989 Book The User-Computer Interface in Process Control: A Human Factors
Gilmore, W. 1985 NUREG/CR-4227 Human Engineering Guidelines for the Evaluation & Assessment of VDUs
Helander, M. 1988 ISBN: 0-444-70536-8 Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction
Hendler, J.A. 1988 ISBN 0-89391-429-0 Expert Systems: The User Interface
HIS. N/A HC1 Standards Efforts
IEC 1989 IEC 964 International Standard

ISO WG N/A ISO II 064 Ergonomic Design of Control Centers
Ivergard, T. 1989 ISBN 0-85066454-3 Handbook of Control Room Design and Ergonomics
Keane, J. 1992 ADA 253 475 Human Computer Interface Style Guide (Version 1.0)
Kinkade, R.G. 1984 EPRI NP-3659 Human Factors Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Development
Lapinsky, G. 1989 NUREG-1342 A Status Report Regarding Industry Implementation of SPDS
Lewis, J. 1984 NUREG/CR-3621 Safety System Status Monitoring
Liner, R. 1987 NURECdCR-4797 Progress Reviews of Six Safety Parameter Display Systems
McCauley, A. 1991 ISA S18.1 Annunciator Sequences and Specifications
Mosier, JaN. 1986 N/A Application of Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software
NASA 1988 USE 1000, V 2.1 Space Station Freedom H-C Interface Guide (Version 2.1)
NASA 1987 NASA-STD-3000 Man-Systems Integration Standards
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Table 4.2 Sample of Database Contents
(Page 2 of 2)

ii i Hill

AUTHOR DATE DOC, NUMBER TITLE

NRC Staff 1984 NUREG-0800 Human Factms Review
NRC Staff 1981 NUREG-O700 Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews
Norman, D.A. 1986 ISBN 0-89859-781-1 User CenteredSystem Design
Pankrantz,D. 1986 EPR[ NP-4874 GraphicDisplay Development Methodology Volume I: Theory
Pa_n, R.D. 1982 CAA Paper82017 Guidelines for Auditory Warning Systems on Civil Aircraft
Perlman, G. 1989 The Checklist Method of Applying Guidelines to Deign andEvaluation
Peterson, R. 1982 NURECdCR-2916 An Empirical Examination of Evaluation Methods for ComputerGenerated Displays
Rankin, W. 1985 NUREG/L-_-3987 Computerized AnnunciatorSystems
Rouse, W. 1984 EPR[ NP-3701 VII Computer_ted Display System Guidelines - Volume II
Rupp, B. 1984 Human Factorsof Workstations with Visual Displays
Salvendy, G. 1987 ISBN: 0-471-88015-9 Handbook of Human Factors
Schneiderman, B. 1987 ISBN: 0-201-16505-8 Designing the User Interface:Strategies for Effective Human
Shields, N. 1980 MSFC-PROC-711A Spacelab Display Design andCommand Usage Guidelines
Sidorsky, R. 1984 NTIS No. AD A153 231 Design Guidelines for User Transactionswith Banlefield Automation
Smith, S. 1986 ESD-TR-86-278 Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software
Smith, S. 1984 ESD-TR-84-358 A Design Evaluation _ for Interface Software
Snyder,H.L. 1988 ANSI/HFS 100-1988 AmericanNationalStandardforHmnan FactorsEngineeringof

• , Williges, B. 1984 Dialogue Design Conskierations for Interactive Computer Systems_o
Wise, J.A. 1987 EL-4960 Display Design for Dispatch Control Centers in Eleclric Utifities: H.__ndlxx_k
Woods, D. 1982 EPR[ NP-2239 Evaluation of Safety ParameterDisplay Concepts (UI)
N/A N/A DIN 66234 (Part8) Principles of Dialog Design
N/A 1981 ISO 6385 Ergonomic Principles in theDesign of Work Systems First Edition
N/A 1983 $5.3 GraphicSymbols for DistributedControFSharedDisplay

Instrumentation,Logic, andComputer Systems
N/A 1985 DIN 33414 PT 1 Ergonomic Design of ContxoiRooms; Seated Work Stations,

Terms and Det'mitions, Principles, Dimensions
N/A 1985 ISA S5.5 Graphic Symbols for Process Displays
N/A 1987 MIL-STD- 1801 User/Computer Interface
N/A 1988 DIN 66234 PT 8 VDU Work Stations: Principles of Ergonomic Dialogue Design
N/A 1988 MIL-STD-1280 Notice KeyboardArrangements
N/A 1990 ISO DIS 9241-3.2 VDTs Used for Office Tasks - Ergonomic Requirments - Part3: Visual Display Requirements
N/A 1991 DD 202 ISO 6385 1991AMD O Ergonomic Principles in the Design of Work SYstems(L)
N/A 1991 MIL-STD-1478 Task Performance Analysis
N/A 1992 ISO DIS 9241 PT 1 Ergonomic Requirements for Office Work with Visual Display Terminals (VDTs) - Part 1
N/A 1992 ISO DIS 9241 FF 2 Ergonomic Requirements for Office Work with Visual Display Terminals (VDTs) - Part2
N/A 1992 MIL-HDBK-759B HFEDesignfor Army Materiel (Metric)



Internaland externalvalidity were used to sort documents into three classes (see Table 4.3). In
general, documents that had both good internaland external validity were considered primarysource
documents. If they had either internalor externalvalidity (but notboth), they were consideredsecondary
sources. Documents thathad neither internalor externalvalidity were classified as tertiarysources. This
classificationwasused to specify documentsin the guidelinescompilationprocess. While internalvalidity
andexternalvalidity are importantfactors,there are additionalfactors thataffect a particulardocument's
evaluation comparedto others. A documentwas consideredbetterbased on:

* _ - if it was developed by a panel of experts under the auspices of a recognized
imtitution(such as the Human Factors & ErgonomicsSociety).

* Recency - if it was developed recently(1985-present).

* Indust_ - if it was developed for the nuclear industry.

These factors were used to prioritize documentsand to facilitate resolution of conflicting guidance.

The primary source documents used as a basis for DRG development are listed in Table 4.4.
Many are generalhuman factors guidelines that are the productsof U.S. government-sponsoredwork or
the activities of standardsorganizations. The Gilmore text and the NASA document had a slightly
different background. Gilmore et al. (1989) was based, in part, upon work performed at the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory(INEL) for the NRC and reported in NUREG/CR-4227 (Gilmore,
1985). The work is significantbecauseit: (1) is specificallydirected towardprocess controlapplications,
(2) provides an excellent researchbasis for the guidelines presented, and(3) drawsheavily from source
materialdeveloped in the nuclear industry.

Table4.3. Document Classification

VALIDITY
DOCUMENT

CLASS Internal External
H , ,,, , , HH, ,

Primary Yes Yes

Secondary Yes No

Secondary No Yes
, , ,, , , ,

Tertiary No No

The Space Station Freedom Human-Computer Interface Guide (NASA-HCIG-1000)was
developed for a specific application and was much more prescriptive than the other documents. This
source was used, however, because ithad an excellent researchbase and extensive, recent, peer review.
For the DRG, these guidelines were modified to present general principles rather than an equipment-
specific requirement. NASA's Man-SystemsIntegrationStandard(NASA-STD-3000) was also identified
as a primarysource document, but it is not listed in the table because no guidelines were actually included
in the DRG.
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4.2.3 Guideline Organlational Structure

The organizational structureof the primary source documents was reviewed. Typically, these
documents used a generic function-based approach; that is, the guidelines were organized by high-level
functions the operator performs with the system, such as data entry, data display, dialogue, communica-
tion, and data protection. In addition, a section on integration of these functional elements was usually
provided. Several of these documents address the human interface issues peculiar to computer systems.
The more general documents, such as MIL-STD-1472D, also include guidelines for hardware required
for computer functions (e.g., keyboards, CRTs). NUREG-0700 follows a similar approach', the list of
interface guidelines is orgtmi:red into the following sections: Control Room Workspace, Communications,
Annunciator Warning Systenu, Controls, Visual Displays, Labels and Location Aids, Process Computers,
Panel Layout, and Control-Display Integration.

Table 4.4. DRG Source Documents
............. i ll,l Ill I l ll,ll llllll,I ,,m ,_ _1 l , , Ill,

LTR CODE* AUTHOR DOC. NUMBER YEAR TITLE

A U.S. DoD DoD-HDBK-761A 1990 HumanEngineeringGuideline
for ManagementInformationSys-

' tems
i ,| H ,., ii i i ,

, B Gilmore et al. ISBN 0-12-283965-X 1989 User-ComputerInterface in
Process Control

i i ii i iii i ii i i i ii _ i i ii r iiil|mll i

C U.S. DoD MIL-STD-1472D 1989 HumanEngineeringDesign
Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment,& Facilities

i , ..1 , ,|, , ,., j,.,m , . ,,., H, ,i,, , , ,., , ,, , , ,

D NASA USE-HCIG-1000 1988 Space StationFreedom Human-
ComputerInterfaceGuide

E U.S. DoD ESD-TR-86-278 1986 Guidelines for Designing User
InterfaceSoftware

F HFS ANSI/HFS-IO0-1988 1988 AmericanNational Standardfor
HumanFactors Engineering of
Visual Display Terminal
Workstations

L , , , H , , ,, , ,, , ,,, , .,,.,

G U.S. NRC NUREG-0800 1984 StandardReview Plan

]_$2 DoD = United States Departmentof Defense
NASA = National Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministration
HFS = Human Factors Society (now called the HumanFactors and Ergonomics Society)
U.S. NRC - United States Nuclear RegulatoryCommission

* Each DRG sourcedocumentwas given a lettercode. For each individualguideline, these lettercodes were
used to identify the source documents fromwhich the guidelinewas developed, where applicable.
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The DRG's structure is organized into three "layers." The first layer is the set of high-level
designreview principlesdiscussed in Section 4.2.1 above. The second and third layersareorganizedinto
HSIfunctionalareas (see Table4.5): a set of generalguidelines, such as for displays (layer2), andmore
detailed guidelines for deSign-specificimplementations,such as graphs, labels, color coding, and touch
screens (layer 3). The DRG's structurealso contains a few selected "placeholders"that do not currently
containguidelines. Those were included to provide the following:

• Placeholders for ongoing NRC research projects that are currently developing guidelines to
eventually be integratedwith the DRG.

• A reference in a location where a reviewer may logically expect the information, but where the
, relevant guidelines are contained elsewhere. Thus, the section provides a cross-reference to

anothersection. For example, underVolume2, Pan 2, Section 1.5, Display Devices, a reviewer
might expect to find guidelines for the review of audio display devices. However, a cross-
reference is provided to indicatethat these guidelines are located in Section 6.2, Speech-Based
Communication.

• Internalcompletenesswithin a section. For example, inputformats, such as commandanddirect
manipulationdialogue modes, are addressedin Volume 2, Part 2, Section 2.1. While speech is
a potentialmodeof user inputto the system, no guidelines were available. Section 2.2.7, Natural
Language, was addedfor completeness.

For the remainder of Section 4.2.3, all references are to the sections that contain the actual
guidelines in Volume 2, Pan 2.

Section O - High-Levgl HSI Design Evaluation Princi_ules

This section contains the 18general design review principles that were described in Section 4.2.1.

Section I - Informotion Display

This section deals primarily with the visual displays review, both text- and graphics-based.
Guidance is provided in top-down fashion beginning with general display guidelines (Section 1.1), and
then proceeding to finer levels of display details. Section 1.2, Display Formats, addresses review
guidelines for common display forms such as continuous text, mimics/P&IDs, trend graphs, and
flowcharts. If novel formats are encountered in a review, they can be evaluated using the general display
guidelines and the guidelines in Section 1.3, Display Elements. Any display format can be decomposed
into a set of basic elements such as alphanumeric characters, icons, symbols, color, highlighting,
abbreviations, labels, coding, and presentation of numeric data, as shown in Section 1.3, Display
Elements. Guidelines for the review of data quality and display update rate are contained in Section 1.4.
Section 1.5, Display Devices, addresses the hardware aspects of displays. Review guidelines for display
devices, such as video display units, large panel displays, and hardcopy display devices (printers and
plotters) are provided. Section 1.5, Audio Display Devices, is included for cross-reference purposes to
Section 6.2, Speech-Based Communication that contains guidelines for these devices.
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Table 4.5 DRG Organizational Structure

1.0 INFORMATION DISPLAY 2.0 USER-SYSTEM INTERACTION 3.0 PROCESS CONTROL & INPtJT DEVICES
1.1 General Display Guidelines 2.1 General User Interaction Guidelines 3.1 General Control Guidelines
1.2 Display Formats 2.2 User Input Formats 3.2 Input Devices

1.2.1 ConUnuousText Displays 2.2.1 Commend Language 3.2.1 Alphanumeric Keyboards
1.2.2 Tables and Lists 2.2.2 Menu Selection 3.2.2 Function Keys
1.2.3 Data Forms and Fields 2.2.3 Function Keys 3.2.3 Trackballs,Joysticks, and Mice
1.2.4 Bar Charts and Histograms 2.2.4 Macros/Programmable Function Keys 3.2.4 Touch Screens, Light Pens, and
1.2.5 Graphs 2.2.5 Forms Graphics Tablets
1.2.6 Pie Charts 2.2.6 Direct Manipulation 3.2.5 Speech Input Devices
1.2.7 Flowcharts 2.2.7 Natural Language
1.2.8 Mimics and Diagrams 2.2.8 Query Language
1.2.9 Maps 2.2.9 Question and Answer
1.2.10 Graphic Instrument Panels 2.2.10 Speech
1.2.11 Speech Displays 2.3 Cursors 4.0 ALARM SYSTEMS

1.3 Display Elements 2.3.1 Appearance
1.3.1 Alphanumeric Characters 2.3.2 Controls
1.3.2 Abbreviations and Acronyms 2.3.3 Movement
1.3.3 Labels 2.3.4 Multiple Cursors
1.3.4 Icons and Symbols 2.3.5 Pointing Cursors
1.3.5 Numeric Data 2.3.6 Text Enid/Cursors 5.0 ANALYSIS AND DECISION AIDS
1.3.6 Scales, Axes, and Grids 2.4 System Response 5.1 Knowledge-Based Systems
1.3.7 Borders, Lines, and Arrows 2.4.1 General _
1.3.8 Color 2.4.2 Prompts
1.3.9 Size, Shape, and Pattern Coding 2.4.3 Feedback

t._ 1.3.10 Highlighting by BrighVmss and Flashi_ 2.4.4 Cautions and Warnings
_-_ 1.3.11 Auditory Coding 2.4.5 Error Messages 6.0 INTER-PERSONNELCOMMUNICATION

1.4 Data Quality and Update Rate 2.4.6 User Guidance/Help 6.1 General Communication Guidelines
1.5 Display Devices 2.4.7 System Response Time 6.2 Speech-Based Communication

1.5.1 Video Display Units 2.5 Managing Displays 6.3 Computer-Based Communication
1.5.2 Large Screen Displays 2.5.1 Display Selection & Navigation 6.3.1 General
1.5.3 Printers and Plotters 2.5.2 Display Control 6.3.2 Preparing Messages
1.5.4 Audio Display Devices 2.5.3 Display Update/Freeze 6.3.3 Sending Messages

2.5.4 Display Suppression 6.3.4 Receiving Messages
2.5.5 Scrolling and Paging
2.5.6 Windows

2.6 Managing Information
2.6.1 Editing Documents
2.6.2 Saving Files
2.6.3 Temporary Editing Buffer 7.0 WORKPLACE DESIGN
2.6.4 Excerpt File 7.1 WorkstationConfiguration

2.7 Prevention/Detection/correction of Errors 7.2 Control Room Configuration
2.7.1 Validating User Input 7.3 Environment
2.7.2 CorrecUng Information/Command Entries
2.7.3 Confirming Enldes
2.7.4 Protecting Data

2.8 System Security
2.8.1 User IdentificaUon
2.8.2 Information Access



Section 2 - User-System Interaction-

Section 2 is the largest andmost diverse section of the DRG, composed of eight subsections on
various approachesto user interactionwith the HSI. Section 2.1 provides generalreview guidelines for
user-system interactionwith an emphasis on user inputs to the HSI. Section 2.2 provides review
guidelines for user input and dialogue formats such as menus, direct manipulation, and command
language, that address the issue of sequence control commands to the system. Sequence control refers
to operator input that initiates or interruptstransactions(i.e., system functions). Such command inputs
are madevia the transactiondialogue. A poorly-designedoperatordialoguewill inhibit operatorsfrom
movingefficiently from one task to the next and from interactingeffectively with the system by imposing
unnecessaryconstraintson selecting or sequencingactions. Input format types addressedare:

Command Language - A command language dialogue requires the operator to specify the functions to be
performed without prompting; the operator is assumed to be aware of the available options, the proper
command syntax, etc.. A command language dialogue is appropriate when a great deal of flexibility is
required regarding the sequencing and content of operator inputs, and the operator is very familiar with
the system.

Menus - A menu dialogue presents the operator with a numberof options from which the desired action
is chosen (e.g., by positioning the cursor, entering a keystroke code, etc.). This style of dialogue is
appropriate when the number of options is limited and speed and accuracy are critical.

Function Keys - Function keys are dedicated to a single option or action and are, therefore, best used to
select from among a small number of frequently-used options that are available at any point in the
operator/system interaction (i.e., functions that are available only in certain modes of system operation
are typically not assigned to function keys).

MacrosProgrammable Function Keys - Macros are user-defined strings (or chains) of commands which
are executed upon a single user command. Often macros are assigned to programmable function keys
which execute the command string upon a single key press.

Form - A form-filling dialogue requires the operator to enter data in predefined fields presented on the
display. This style of interaction is, therefore, appropriate to situations in which the categories of data
to be input can be specified, but flexibility is required with respect to the data to be input. It is an
appropriate method for entry of information into a computer system when that information already exists
in hardcopy forms.

Direct Manipulation - A direct manipulation or graphic interface typically displays pictographic icons to
represent control actions and options; actions and options not easily represented in pictographic form are
presented in menus. Icons or menu items are "selected" by positioning a cursor, usually by means of
a pointing device (i.e., a mouse or trackball).

Natural Language - A natural language interface allows instructions or requests to be entered through the
keyboard using "everyday" vocabulary with few requirements as to syntax.

Query Language - Query language is a specialized type of command language used to retrieve information
from a system.
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Question and Answer - In a question and answer dialogue, the system poses questions for the operator
to answer. This style of interaction is appropriate when the types of information to be input are specified,
and the order in which the data are to be input is predefined.

Speech - A speech interface allows users to input informationand commands through voice rather than
through some manual input as in natural language, query and question/answer dialog formats. The
system utilizes a speech-recognition system to parse and understand the speech input from the user.

Section 2.3, Cursors, provides review guidelines for this aspect of the HSI. When interacting
with a computer-based system, the appearance and behavior of the on-screen cursor (or more generally,
the follower, the on-screen image that tracks the user's input) can significantly affect performance.

Section 2.4, System Response Review Guidelines, addresses prompts (including routine
messages), operator guidance (feedback and on-line help), and decision aids (i.e., expert systems). Well-
designed prompts indicate not only that input is expected, but also the proper format and means of
performing the entry. Useful error messages clearly convey the nature of the problem and facilitate its
correction. The overall goal of prompting and user guidance is to ensure that operators, at any point in
the interaction, are aware of what type of action is appropriate, what their options are, how they should
proceed, and how they can request help. Also covered in this section are response time guidelines, which
address the necessity of the system to respond promptly.

Section 2.5, ManagingDisplays, containsguidelines of a variety of display interactions and modes
(e.g., selection, freezing, updating, paging, scrolling) and windows. The objective of the design of
display control functions is to allow the operator to access the specific information required for the task
at hand while maintaining awareness of the ongoing process and the display/control context.

Section 2.6, Managing Information, addressesmanipulation of data in the system, including the
processing of text.

Section 2.7, Protection/Detection/Correction of Errors, contains guidelines of methods to ensure
data integrity. Guidance covers prevention of inadvertent change or deletion of data, minimization of data
loss due to computer failure, and protection of data, such as setpoints from unauthorized access.
Measures taken to protect data will usually involve trade-offs between security and ease-of-use.

Section 2.8, Systems Security, contains guidelines for the review of safeguards to prevent
unauthorized users from gaining access to system information, data, and controls.

Section 3. Process Controls and Input Devices

This section provides review guidelines for general control guidelines in Section 3.1, and for
input devices in Section 3.2. Section 3.2, is focused on computer-input devices: keyboard devices
(including special and variable function keys); direct manipulation controllers (including trackballs,
joysticks, and mice); and pointing devices (including touch screens, light pens, and graphics tablets). The
final section addresses speech input devices and provides a cross reference to Section 6.2, Speech-Based
Communication, containing guidelines for these devices.
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Section 4. Alarm Systems

At present, no guidelinesareincludedin this section; it is a placeholderfor the resultsof an NRC
researchproject to develop review guidance in the areaof advancedalarmsystems.

Section S. Analysis and Decision Aids

This section addresses the aids provided to the operator for situation analysis and decision
making. Guidelinesfor knowledge-basedaids are provided. These address the functionalrequirements
of such systems, such as explanationand simulationfacilities, and the desirablecharacteristicsof their
user interfaces.

Section 6. Inter-Personnel Communication

Section6.1, GeneralCommunicationGuidelines,containsgeneralguidelines for communications
between plant personnel. Detailed guidelines areprovidedfor speech-based(Section6.2) andcomputer-
mediated (Section6.3) communicationamongplantpersonnel, e.g., preparing,addressing, sending, and
receiving messages. Speech-basedcommunicationguidelines addressthe characteristicsof speech input
and output devices. Computer-mediatedcommunicationguidelines minimize the demands placed on
system operatorswhile providingflexibility.

Section 7, Workolace Design

Section 7 is a placeholderpending further development. At present, limited review guidance is
presented in Sections 7.1, Workstation Configuration, and 7.3, Environment. Section 7.1 addresses
workstation configuration, i.e., the integration of individual control and display devices into a console
(such as VDU viewing distance, viewing angle, and glare). Section 7.2, Control Room Configuration,
is empty, but will address the integration of individual workstations, supervisors' consoles, and large-
screen displays into an integrated CR. Section 7.3, Environment, is also limited and only addresses
illuminationin the workstation area.

4.2.4 Individual Guideline Formulation

There was considerable overlap in the guidelines contained in the primary source documents.
Where appropriate, similar guidelines were combined into a single guideline. Where compound
guidelines were found (several guidelines together in a single statement), an effort was made to
decompose the guideline into logical units, representing individual guidelines. The objective was to make
each individual guideline a clear and distinct criterion. Thus, it would be easier for a reviewer to use,
by reducing ambiguity if an interface was acceptable with respect to one aspect of a guideline, but
discrepant with another. The primary source document from which each guideline was derived was
recorded to maintain an audit trail. Occasionally, primary source documents differed in the guidance
recommended. Confliqt resolution was handled case-by-case using the factors previously discussed. In
those instances where conflicts still existed between guidelines, the more conservative guideline was used.

The guidelines were standardized into the format shown below.
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::'L_M':'__mi' _ti_St_' anduser input andeo_ entry. _Display formatsshouldbe consistent

The components of the standardformatare describedbelow:

• Guideline Number - Within sections/subsections, individualguidelines are numbered
consecutively from 1 to n. Each guideline has a unique number that reflects its
section/subsectionlocation followed by a dash and its unique number. For example, in
Guideline1.1-1, Display ScreenPartitioningfor HSIFunctions, "1.1" reflects its location
in Section 1.1, GeneralDisplay Principles, and "-1" indicates it is the first guideline in
the section.

• Guideline Title - Eachguideline has a brief uniquetitle.

• Guideline Statement- Each guideline contains a concise statement of the criterion/
characteristicthe HSI should embody.

• Additional Information - For many guidelines, additional information is provided such
as clarifications, examples, exceptions, detailsregardingmeasurement,figures, or tables.
This informationsupportsthe reviewer's interpretationor applicationof the guideline.

• Source - The primary source document(s) from which the guideline was developed is
shown in superscripts. To conserve space, the source documents are indicated using
letter codes. Table 4.4 provides the reference for each letter code.

4.3 Procedures for Gnideline Usage

The procedures for conducting an HSI safety review are as important as the guidelines
themselves. As discussed in Section 4.1, there are two general applications of the DRG in NRC safety
reviews: review of design specific guidelines/specifications and HSI design reviews. Procedures for both
types of reviews were developed. Since these procedures are described in detail in Volume 2 of this
document, they will not be discussed here. The reader is referred to Volume 2, Part 1, Sections 4
and 5.
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S. INTERACTIVE COMPUTER-BASED DRG DEVELOPMENT

The purposeof this section is to describethe interactive,computer-basedversion of the DRG in
termsof: rationale(Section5.1), design objectives analysis (Section5.2), and development prototyping
(Section 5.3). A descriptionof the prototype'sdatastructure,functions, and interfacescan be found in
AppendixA.

!

There is a trendin the human factors communityto make HFE guidelines available in computer-
based form. The U.S. military's primaryhuman factors guideline (lVIIL-STD-1472D)and Smith and
Mosier's (1986) human-software interface guidelines, for example, are available in hypertext-type
databases,and NASA's Man-System IntegrationStandard(NASA-STD-3000) is availablein a relational
database. The U.S. Air Force has a programto providethe Human EngineeringCompendiumand HSI
guidelines in computer-basedform. Computerizationprovidesthe flexibilityrequiredto handle advanced
HSI guidelines. Thus, in addition to a hard copy of the DRG, the guidelines are available in an
interactiveelectronicformat. The interactiveversion of the DRG was developed to facilitate:

• access and review of guidelines for review planning,
• compilationof individual guidelines to assemble the subset of guidelines appropriate for

a specific review,
• reportpreparation and review audit trail aid to a reviewer conducting human factors

auditsOfACR technology, and
• guideline updatesand maintenance.

The detailed purposes and objectives of interactivedocument developmentare provided in the
next section.

5.2 DesiLmObiectives Analysis

An analysis of the HSI review task and the variety of ways the DRG would be used was
performed to identifythe desirablecharacteristicsof an interactivedocument. They were organized into
four categories: review task objectives, generalusability objectives, electronicdocument functionality
objectives, and general hardwareobjectivesto supportprototypedevelopmentof the system (summarized
below).

5.2.1 Review Task Requirements Objectives

Based upon an analysis of an NRCreviewer's activities, the following objectiveswere identified.

• Support All Review Phases - the document should support all phases of HSI review
including:

Preparation (such as the review of general details of the plant, specific HSI
informationand procedures,record of earlier evaluations, activity preparation,
and customization of guidelines so that reviewers can prepare a subset of
guidelines in advance of an audit).
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- On-Site Review (such as interview support; review of plant documentation;
equipmentinventory;comparisonof interfaceswith guidelines; issue identifica-
tion).

- Report Writing and Issuance (such as documentationof all areas reviewed,
personscontacted, specific findings,and organizationof informationinto canned
formats).

s Support Several "Document UtilizationModes," such as:

- Emulate DRG - The capability to provide a high-fidelity emulation of the
hardcopydocument, includingnavigationaids (i.e., table of contentsand index),
glossary, andstandardpage layout (reviewersees "rawdocument"that is similar
to the hard copy version to facilitatefamiliaritywith the content).

- Perform Review - Reviewer sees only those aspectsof the documentneeded for
the various phases of review, butcan easily access others; the abilityto proceed
through guidelines without secondary data such as Comment, Source, and
Classificationfields. These should be accessiblethrough "pushbuttons"or menu
options.

- EditGuidelines- For documentupdating,availableonly to authorizedindividuals
so that the document's contentcan be controlled.

$.2.2 Usability Objectives

Severalhigh-level usabilityobjectiveshavebeen identifiedfor the interactivedocument that were
derived from the types of high-level guidance discussed in Section 4.

• Fast learning - minimize the time it takes the reviewers to learn to use the interactive
document, regardless of computer experience.

• Minimize reviewer errors - reduce the number of possible errors the reviewers might
make.

• Good retention - maximize document use retention when it is used on an intermittent
basis.

• Minimal memory load- memorizecommands, modes, key sequences or other actions not
inherent in the inspection process.

• Minimal reviewer input - permit the reviewer to access the guidelines with a minimum
of inputs, such as typing, accomplishedwith pull-downmenus of keywords, "pointand
click" access to the table of contents and glossary, and "point and click" search term
entry.
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• On-line help - provideguidanceto reviewerson how to use the system. The on-line help
should be accessible from anywhere within the document and have some measure of
context sensitivity.

• Meaningful errorfeedback - providemeaningfulfeedbackto the reviewer in the event of
a reviewer error, includinga descriptionandaction requiredto correct it.

• High satisfaction - reviewers should be satisfied with the interface.

5.2.3 Electronic DocOment Functional Objectives

The following functions were deemed highly desirable based on a consideration of how the
documentwill be used:

• Graphics support - capabilityto display graphicimages (e.g., figures, illustrations).

• Automatic "goto" - cross-referenced,indexed, and table of contents materials activated
uponreviewer request.

• Rapid search initiation - ability to "point and click" at a word to designate it as the
current search term, and initiate a search for the first instance of that term minimizing
the amount of typing to access the guidelines.

• RestrictedfieM search - enables the reviewer to search for words restricted to a single
field. For example, the reviewer requests a search for the term "vision" only in the
"Sub-area" field.

• Exact and approximate word search - capabilityto select whether the function will search
' for an exact or approximate match. For example, in an exact match, if the reviewer

entered "display" as the search term, "displays," "displayed," and "displaying" would not
be selected. These terms, however, would all be considered "hits" for an approximate
match.

• Keyword list - a given keyword list with the capability for the reviewer to develop,
access, and modify an individualized keyword list for his/her own use for frequently used
terms and phrases.

• Browse - a mechanism to allow the reviewer to page through the document by
sequentially accessing other related guidelines based on reviewer-specified terms and
phrases.

• Location landmarks - running heads on each page to identify guideline content areas; i.e.,
Section: Information Display; Sub-section: Information Format; Area: Graphics; and
Sub-area: Flowcharts.

• Placemarker - a book-mark type feature to allow the reviewer to mark one or more
guidelines for future access.
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• Evaluation function - on-screenrecordof whetherthe itemunderevaluationpasses, fails,
or is not applicable(N/A) to the currentguideline.

• Note taking - capabilityfor the reviewer to appendhis/her own comments to individual
guidelines.

$.2.4 Hardware Objectives

The first hardwareconsiderationis memory capacity. The total estimatedstorage requirement
forthe presentversion of the interactivedocumentis approximatelyeightmegabytes. Reviewers will also
requireaccess to project-relatedfiles (e.g., copies of previous review reports, project-relatedmemos,
review plans) and other basic applications (e.g., word processing software). Thus, the storage
requirementsexceed what can be reasonablyhandledby floppydrives, andthe host computerwill require
a hard disk of at least 20 megabytes.

One of the main purposes of the electronic version of the DRG is to supportHSI reviews in
NPPs. The host computershould be portablein size and weight. In addition, reviewers may use the
DRG throughout a plant; thus, alternatingcurrent (AC) may not always be available. Under other
circumstances, laying a power cord across a work area would create unacceptablepersonnelhazards.
Therefore, the computer needs to be capable of batteryoperationfor the entire work day. However,
since computer batteries typically last from two to five hours (depending on model and usage), the
computermust be capableof batteryreplacement.

Finally, the displayscreenshouldsupportviewing of test andgraphicsmaterialundernon-optimal
lighting conditions, thus the screen must be self illuminating. A keyboard and some type of direct
manipulationdevice (e.g., mouse, trackball, etc.) will be needed to support the types of usability
objectives identified above. The design of the display and input devices should support prolonged
reviewer inputandmeet the human factors guidelines.

These hardware objectives were considered easy to achieve since many laptop computers
acceptablymeet these objectives.

5.3 Interactive Document Prototype

The design objectives analysis provided a basis for selection of hardwareandsoftware for DRG
documentprototyping and initial development. An Apple Macintosh" computer was selected and the
guidelines databasewas implementedin HyperCard"software.

HyperCardsatisfies the functionalrequirementsof the DRG. It has the capabilityto display text
in multiple, scrolling fields that can be simultaneouslydisplayed on the screen. This provides reviewers
with a high degree of control over the access, manipulation,and displayof information. HyperCardalso
can implementsuch featuresasbookmarksand an embeddednotebook. It supportsnote links, wherethe
reviewer can access notes pertaining to a specific topic or field. Graphics support is included where
nontextual, bit-mapped images can be displayed in association with the text. In addition, HyperCard
offers a powerful help facility, allowing reviewers to seek context-sensitive help such as clarification on
a document navigation problem, or more detailed information pertaining to a specific area or field of the
DRG.
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Among the program's most positive features are adaptabilityand extendibility. HyperCard
contains its own object-orientedprogramr,ing language, "HyperTalk"," that permits essentially total
control over the look andfeel of the interfaceandthe abilityto rapidlyprototypeHSIs. This capability
enabled the project staff to easily design _,nterfaceconcepts, present the HSI to potentialreviewers, and
incorporatereviewer comments into the final design.

The initial DRG software was developed for an Apple Macintosh with the following hardware
andsoftware:

• a minimumof 4 megabytesof RAM,
• Macintoshsystem software 6.0.5 or later (includingSystem 7),
• Hard disk drive with at least 8 megabytesof free space,
• a Superdrive(1.4 megabyte floppy drive),
• a 640 by 480-pixel resolutiondisplay, and
• HypercardVersion 2.1.

The prototype interactivedocument was implementedon a Macintosh laptop computer. For a more
detailed description of the prototype, see Appendix A. The prototype was used in the tests and
evaluations described in the next section. While a Macintosh was used for prototype developmentand
testing, the final version of the interactivedocumentwill be implemented in a DOS-based system to be
compatiblewith the NRC's general computingenvironment.
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6. GUIDELINE TES'r AND EVALUATION

This section describes the DRG test and evaluation_&E) program. Section 6.1 outlines the
general objectives. Three separate evaluationswere performed: Test, User Test, and Peer-Review
Workshop. The tests are described in Sections 6.2, 6.3, and6.4, respectively. Section 6.5 summarizes
the general conclusionsfrom the overall T&E program. This section provides a summary of the T&E
program. The readeris referred to various BrookhavenNational Laboratory(BNL) technical reports,
where appropriate,for the detailed test descriptions.

6.1 General Oblectlvm

The primarypurposeof theT&E programwas to assess the DRG in termsof its technical merit
for achieving the NRC goal to develop a tool for the human factors review of ACR technology. A
second purpose was to evaluate the general usability of the document implementationas an aid to
reviewers for meeting the primaryobjective. The specific objectives in each category are elaborated
below (see O'Hara, 1991a, for more detail).

6.1.1 Technical Merit Objectives

Technical Basis- Validity

• To determine if the technicalbasis of the guidelines is valid, i.e., based upon empirical
research and/or consistentwith currenthuman engineeringpractice.

Guideline Scope

• To determine if the guidelines cover all aspects of advanced controls and displays
required for the evaluation of ACRs and/or advanced technology upgrades in existing
plants.

• To determine if the review areas have been identified for which available guidance is
deficient or missing.

Guideline Content

• To determineif the topical organization is appropriatefor conductinga review.

• To determineif the guidelines presented in each section are adequatefor the evaluation
of HSIs in the areas covered.

• To determine if the information availablefor each guideline is sufficient to provide a
basis for evaluation.

• To determinewhether the informationis presentedat an appropriatelevel of resolution
(e.g., enough detailto supporta review but not overly prescriptive).

• To determine if there are any internalconflicts or contradictionsin the DRG.
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6.1.2 Usability Objectives

Desl&nObjectives

• To determine if the DRG achieves the design objectives as identified in the design
objectives analysis (see Section 4.2).

• To determineif the design objectivesare appropriate(areany specified design objectives
unnecessary or do any requiremodification).

s To determine if the design objectives are sufficient or whether additional design
objectives should be specified.

• Where appropriate,to determineif the design objectives are adequatelyimplemented.

General User Interface Design

s To determine if the interactivedocumentconformsto HFE guidelines for HSI design.

Interactive Document Functionality

• To determine if the HSI supports the primary task-related functions for HSI design
review.

• To determine if the documentfunctions (such as table of contents, glossary, index) are
necessary andsufficient.

s To determine if the landmarkfeatures (such as section headers)and navigationfunctions
(suchas thebrowsingfunctionsand navigationfeaturesof the table of contentsandindex)
are necessary and sufficient.

• To determine if the search functions are necessary andsufficient.

• To determine if the evaluation, note-taking, andreporting functions are necessary and
sufficient.

Interactive Document Usability

• To determine if the document is easy to use (i.e., is its usage easy to learn, intuitive, and
unobtrusive to the primary task of evaluation).

• To qualitatively evaluate the benefits and limitations of conducting evaluations with an
interactive, computer-based document when compared with a hard-copy document.

The specific test objectives, methodology, and results of the Development Test, User Test, and Workshop
are described in the following sections.
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6.2 Develo?mmLTest

The Development Test provided a preliminary evaluation of the untested prototype DRG
(Revision 1) andan opportunityto correctinterfaceproblemspriorto subsequenttesting. The DRG was
evaluated by the project staff using a variety of review methodologies in order to assess the DRG
implementation objectives, especially the design analysis and generaluser interface design objectives.
The DevelopmentTest includeda limited field evaluation, also conductedby the project staff. The field
test was the first time the DRG was used to assess a NPP HSI, and its purpose was to provide (1)
experience in the document's intendeduse to the project staff, (2) a preliminaryand partialassessment
of the DRG Technical Contentobjective, and(3) a pilot test of the procedures _nd evaluationmethods
to be used in the User Test. A complete descriptionof the DevelopmentTest can be found in O'Hara,
1991b and 1991c.

6.2.1 Objectives

The project-relatedobjectives for the DevelopmentTest were:

s Limited GuidelineContentEvaluation
• Design Objectives Evaluation
s GeneralUser InterfaceDesign Evaluation
s Document FunctionalityEvaluation
* Usability as a Review Aid Evaluation

Two additionalobjectives were to:

s Develop recommendations for modifications tO the DRG to improve its use as a
evaluationtool for the User Test, and

* Provide a pilot test of the test methodology andmeasures so they could be improvedfor
the User Test.

6.2.2 Methodology

6.2.2.1 Overview

The Development Test consisted of three types of evaluations: a Function Implementation
Review, an HFE Review and a Limited Field Test. The Function ImplementationEvaluation was
designed to evaluatehow easily novice usersunderstandthe interfaceanduse its functions. For the HFE
review, the project staff evaluatedthe humanfactors design of the interactivedocument using the DRG
itself. The Field Test was designed so that the Project team could evaluatethe DRG technical content
and its HSI for conducting an evaluation in a CR environment. The design objectives, general user
interface design, document functionality, and usability as a review aid objectives were also assessed
following the interfaceevaluation.

In the next section, the evaluation instrumentsand measures are discussed; then, each of the
developmenttest evaluationmethodologies is presented.
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6.2.2.2 Evaluation Instruments and Measures

A variety of evaluationandassessmenttechniquesare employedin usabilitytests (Herring, 1990;
Karat, 1988) includingtask performanceassessments, checklists, subjective ratingscales, verbalprotocol
analyses, interviews, and observations by the project team. Based upon a considerationof available
methods, the following evaluationinstrumentsand measures were used.

Operations Sequence Accomplishment Checklist (OSAC), Participant Comments, and Test Conductor's
Observation

The OSAC was used by the test condu¢:torto record the outcome (successful or no0 for each
instructionin the OperationsSequenceList. It recorded the Test Conductor's Observations(TCO) and
ParticipantComments(PC), suchas problemsobserved and comments/explanationsfor each item. These
commentswere content analyzed to identify areas for potential modification.

User Interface Rating Scale (UIRS)

The UIRS was adapted from the scales developed by Ravden and Johnson (1989) for the
evaluation of human-computer interface usability. The UIRS was completed after an interface was used.
The development of scale items was based upon the usability and evaluation work of Clegg et al. (1988),
Smith and Mosier (1986), Gardner and Christie (1987), and Shneiderman (1987).

The UIRS consists of ninesections based on individualcriteria that a well-designeduser interface
should meet. The interface is evaluated on items pertaining to:

Visual Clarity - Information displayed on the screen should be clear, well-organized,
unambiguous, and easy to read.

Consistency - The way the system looks and works should be consistent at all times.

Compatibility- The way the system looks andworks should be compatible with user conventions
and expectations.

Informative Feedback - Users should be given clear, informative feedback on where they are in
the system, what actions they have taken, whether these actions have been successful, and what
actions should be taken next.

Explicitness - The way the system works and is structured should be clear to the user.

Appropriate Functionality - The system should meet the needs and requirements of users when
carrying out tasks.

Flexibility and Control - The interface should be sufficiently flexible in structure, in the way
information is presented and in terms of what the user can do, to suit the needs and requirements
of all users, and to allow them to feel in control of the system.
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Error Prevention ar.d Correction - The system shouldbe designedto minimize the possibilityof
user error,with facilities for detectingandhandling those that do occur; users shouldbe able to
check their inputand to correcterrors,or potentialerrorsituationsbefore the inputis processed.

User Guidance and Support - Informative,easy-to-use, and relevantguidanceand supportshould
be provided, both on the computer(via an on-line help facility) andin hard-copydocumentform
to help the user understandanduse the system.

t

For these sections, a four-pointLikert-scale is employed, with available ratings of "Always,"
"Mostof the Time," "Someof the Time," and "Never." An overall ratingof criteriaaccomplishment
is also obtained using a five-point ratingof "Very Satisfactory," "ModeratelySatisfactory," "Neutral,"
"ModeratelyUnsatisfactory," and "Very Unsatisfactory." A tenth section is concerned with usability
problems encountered,and employs a three-pointLikert-Scale with ratingsof "No Problems," "Minor
Problems," and "MajorProblems."

HSI Review Guideline Ratings

The individual guidelines contained in the DRG were used to evaluate the interactive document.
Applicable guidelines were scored in OK/Discrepancy form, along with comments and explanations
included in the DRG's Reviewer Comments field. Discrepancies were tabulated, along with their
associated comments, and served as input to interface design modifications.

Requirements Analysis Rating Scale (RARS)

The PARS was an evaluation performed by the test participant following use of the interactive
document. The scale was specifically tailored to assess how well the interactive document satisfied the
design objectives. The scales were divided into four sections: technical content (evaluation of level of
detail), capabilities/functions (evaluation of usefulness and ease of use), screen design (evaluation of ease
of use and readability), and general usability (evaluation of user satisfaction). The evaluations were made
using a four-point scale.

t

Debriefing Questionnaire (DO.)

The DQ was a structured questionnaire administered to each test participant, addressing the
DRG's technical content, usefulness in supporting the review process, usability, and interface design.

Debriefing Interview (DI)

A DI was conducted with each test participant to obtain comments in a less structured, more
interactive manner. The DI occurred following all other data collection.

t

6.2.2.3 Function Implementation Evaluation Methodology

Test Site

The Function Implementation Evaluation portion of the Development Test took place independent-
ly at two locations: BNL in Upton, New York, and Carlow International, Inc. (CII) in Falls Church,
Virginia.
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Test Participants

Participantsincludedone person each from BNL and CII who were not directly involved in the
development of the interactive implementationof the DRG. Neither was familiar with the use of
HyperCardand one had only a slight familiarity with the Macintoshoperatingsystem.

Procedures

In the Function ImplementationEvaluation, the participant'sinteractionwith Revision 1 of the
DRG was governedby the OperationsSequenceList. This task list exercisedall functions and operations
of the interactive document. A member of the project team served as the test conductorand read
individual instructionsfrom the OperationsSequence List. The participantattemptedto carryout that
operation. The participant was asked to use a talk-throughtechnique, verbalizing his thoughts while
carryingout each operationandnotingfavorable, unexpected,anddifficultaspectsof the interfacedesign.
These comments were recorded. The test conductormade note of similar observations. This procedure
continueduntil all elements of the Operations SequenceList were completed. At the conclusion of the
OperationsSequence List exercise, the participantscompleted the UIRS andRARS, discussed below•

Data Collection

The OSAC, TCO, PC, and DI were used. Due to the participants'limited experience with the
DRG, the more detailedratingscales andquestionnaireswere not used.

i

6.2.2.4 HFE Evaluation Methodology

Test Site

The formal HFE Review was conductedat BNL in Upton, New York.

Test Participant

The participantwas a memberof the ProjectTeam. This BNL participantalso took part in the
Function ImplementationEvaluationTest priorto performingthe HFE evaluation.

Procedures

In the HFE Review Procedure, Revision 1 of the DRG was evaluated with the guidelines
contained in the DRG. The DRG was implemented on a Macintosh II fx computer having eight
megabytes RAM and a 80-megabyte hard drive. The computerhad a 13-inch, high-resolution, color
monitorand an extendedkeyboard with a mouse.

Comments on favorable, unexpected, and difficult aspects of the interface design were noted.
Following the evaluation, the UIRS and RARS were completedby the participant.

Data Collection

The evaluation instrumentsandmeasures used were:
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• TCO
• PC
• DRG
• UIRS
• RARS
• DQ
• DI

6.2.2.5 Field Test Methodology

Test Site

The Field Test was conducted at the NRC's Technical Training Center in Chattanooga,
Tennessee. The SPDS in the BWR simulator(based on the BlackFox CR) served as the CR HSI under
review. The SPDS was selected because it utilized a graphicdisplay, CRT-basedinterfacesimilar to the
type of interfacefor which the DRG was developed.

Test Participants

Participants were two membersof the projectstaff.

Procedures

The participantsalternated roles as the User/Reviewer and the test conductor. The Reviewer
performed the interface evaluation using the interactive document and talked through the evaluation
processfor testing purposes. The Reviewer's verbalizationsand Test Conductor'snotes/comments were
recorded. Selected portionsof the evaluationwere videotaped. Revision 1 of the DRG was implemented
on a MacintoshPortable computerwith 4 MB RAM and a 40 MBhard drive. The computer had a 13-
inch, black-and-white, supertwist LCD screen, and a keyboardwith a trackball.

At the conclusionof the evaluation, the participantscompletedthe ratingscales andquestionnaire.

Data Collection

The evaluation instrumentsand measures used were:

• TCO
• PC
• UIRS
• PARS
• DQ
• DI

6.2.3 Results

The general findings pertainingto the DRG's technical content and DRG interface design are
summarizedbelow (for a detailed discussion, see O'Hara, 1991b). The results representa compilation
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of data from several sources: UIRS, PARS, debriefing, PC, and TCO. These results were used to
define modifications to the DRG (see Section 6.2.4).

6.2.3.1 Guideline Technical Content

Participant comments on technical content and recommendationsfor problem resolution are
summarizedbelow.

• No contradictionsin guideline contentwere noted during the tests. t

• No technical content areas were identifiedas missing during the tests.

• There were many abstract guidelines that were difficult to apply as review criteria.
Further clarification of their content was warranted.

• Apparent duplicationor redundancywas found in the guidelines.

• Some of the guidelines required measurementsthat test participantsindicatedmay notbe
practicaltin a field review environment. It was recommendedthat, where possible,
individualguidelines should be based upon simple observationwith the specification of
detailed measurementsreserved for those guidelines where a measurementis essential,
and for those cases where, based on observation, whether the guideline is violatedor not.
Measurementinformationshould not be discarded but should be put in the "Additional
Information"section of the guideline.

• Some terms were not used consistently across guidelines, thus, their meanings were
unclear.

t

• Some reorganizationof the material within individualsections was recommended.

• Several questionableguidelines (i.e., excessively specific or prescriptive)were encoun-
tered. It was recommendedthat these guidelines be further evaluated to determinetheir
applicabilityto the NPP domain.

• Poor titles were identified for several guidelines.

6.2.3.2 Guideline Interface Design

Overall Usability

As part of the Function Implementation Evaluation methodology, two participants completed the
Operations Sequence List. In neither case were difficulties encountered in properly executing operational
functions; i.e., in no case was the user unable to perform an available function. No step required more
than a few seconds to determine and complete the required action. Very few errors were observed and
when an error was made, such as navigating to the wrong guideline, the error was readily identified and
corrected. It should be noted that neither participant was familiar with HyperCard and only one was
minimally familiar with a Macintosh operating system. Further, little briefing on the system or the DRG
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was provided. Thus, these findings indicatethat the objective of developing a self-evident interface was
largely achieved.

Overall usabilityof the DRG was evaluatedusing the UIRS andPARS. Onthe UIRS, the DRG
was evaluated accordingto visual clarity, consistency, compatibility,informativefeedback, explicitness,
appropriatefunctionality, flexibility and control, error prevention and correction, and user guid-
ance/support. While each area containedmany questions to be rated, the averageratingin each category
is given in Table 6.1. The DRG was ratedhighly (3) on all usability categories except user guidance.
Test participantscomments indicatedthat the on-line help was weak and the lack of a hard-copymanual
contributedto concerns in this area.

Table 6.1. AverageUsability Ratings as a Function of UIRS Category_

USABILITY CATEGORY NO. ITEMS AVG. RATING_

Visual clarity 15 3.6

Consistency 13 3.5

Compatibility 15 3.1

Informativefeedback 15 3.3

Explicitness 13 3.5

Appropriatefunctionality I I 3.1

Flexibility/control 15 3.5
. i m i .,. ,, ,,., ,, , , ,

Error prevention/correction 14 3.1

User guidance/support 05 2.6

l Based on UIRS evaluations (N = 3).
2 Always (4, best rating) - Never (1, worst rating).

General system characteristicswere also evaluated on the UIRS as presenting "no," "minor," or
"major"usability problems. Only one of the 25 characteristicswas rated by one participant as presenting
majorproblems - the use of the trackball for entering evaluation and navigation information. Most other
characteristicswere ratedas presenting "no" problems. Those presenting minor problems are discussed
furtherbelow.

On the PARS, ten usability characteristics were rated on four-point scales, and the results are
presented in Table 6.2. Since most of the ratings are high (> 3), the DRG can be said to have achieved
the goal of providing an intuitive, user-friendly interface. The only moderate score was on User
Satisfaction. Comments indicated that this lower rating was attributed to some difficulty encountered with
the abstract nature of the technical content of some of the guidelines (as discussed), thus, making them
difficult to use with respect to participant comments noted above.
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Table 6.2. Average Ratingsas a Functionof Usability Characteristicsi

CHARACTERISTIC SCALE (4-1) AVG. RATING
iii i i , i ,

Overall ease of use Easy-Difficult 3
ii

Ease of learning Easy-Difficult 4

Efficient use of time Efficient-lnefficient 3.5
i i i

Minimize errors Good-Bad 4
ii i i i ii

Ease of remembering Easy-Difficult 4
i

Minimize needless inputs Good-Bad 4
ii

Meaningfulnessof feedback Good-Bad 4

Quality of system help Good-Bad 3
ii

Satisfaction Satisfied-Dissatisfied 2.5

Response time Fast-Slow 3

1 Based on RARS evaluations(N - 3).

General Screen Design and Organization

Onthe RARS, the four principalDRG screendesigns were ratedon four-pointscales of Ease of
Use andReadability. The results of these evaluations are presentedin Table 6.3.

Table 6.3. Average Usability Ratingsas a Functionof UIRS Category1

SCREEN EASE OF USE2 READABILITY3

Presentationscreen 3.5 4

EvaluationSummary Screen 4 4

ContextIndex Screen 2.5 3
i

Glossary Screen 4 4
,,

1 Based on RARS evaluations (N = 3).
2 Ease of Use: Very Easy (4) - Very Difficult (1).
3 Readability: Very Easy (4) - Very Difficult (1).

Again, most of the ratingsare high (> 3), indicatingthatwhile improvementscan be made, the
screen designs are acceptable. The only moderate score was for the ease of use of the context index
screen. Commentsindicatedthis was attributedto perceptionof high informationdensity.
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GeneralFunctionsandControls

The PARS was used to obtain ratings of the interactive document functionalityon four-point
scales of Usefulness andEase of Use. These results havebeen compiled in Table 6.4, although the data
will be discussed here as well as in subsequent sections addressing the specific areas of document
functionality(such as Table of Contents).

Table6.4. Average Usability Ratings as a Function of UIRS Category1

FUNCTION USEFULNESS2 EASE OF USE3
| i m ,, i, ,,, , i, ,,,,,

Table of contents 3.5 3

Glossary function 2.5 3.5i ll,i, ,

Index function 4 3

Evaluationfunction 3 2

Reviewer remarksfunction 4 3
,,,, ,

Reporting function 3 1

Searchfunctions 3.5 3

Navigation functions N/A 3.5

Edit N/A 4
,i

Input information N/A 1.5

l Based on UIRS evaluations (N - 3).
_ Usefulness: Very Useful (4) - Useless (1).
3 Ease of Use: Very Easy (4) - Very Difficult (1).

The general ratingsof the usefulness of most system characteristics were high (_ 3), with the
exceptionof the glossary function. With respect to ease of use of the functions, the ratings were not as
high. This indicated that although the functionswere generally considereduseful, their implementation
in the interactivedocument needed improvement. The input of informationwas rated low. Comments
indicatedthat this was dueto the complete relianceon trackball/mouseinputfor evaluationand navigation
functions. The use of direct manipuL_tiontechniques for input of evaluation (such as "pass") and some
navigationfunctions (such as "next" guideline) was found to be cumbersome.

Keyboardcommandoptionsfor all majorevaluationand navigationfunctionswere recommended.

Another comment indicated that initial selection of the guidelines appropriate for review is
cumbersome. A review plannerwas recommendedfor up-frontguideline selection.
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Table of Contents

As indicatedin Table 6.4, the Table of Contentswas ratedhigh on both usefulness andease of
use, although some minor difficulties were noted. When the "Tableof Contents" buttonwas activated,
a message appearedindicatingthatthe mouse buttonmust be held down. However, the message did not
appearlong enough to be readeasily. Further,this requirementwas inconsistentwith the point andclick
characteristicof the rest of the interface.

Glossary

As indicated in Table 6.4, the glossary was ratedhigh on ease of use butnot on usefulness. This
was principallydue to its poor correlationwi_ the contentof the gv,ideline. It shouldbe noted thatwhile
a glossary function was built into the DRG, at the time of the DevelopmentTest, little effort was spent
developing definitions of words specific to the area of human-computerinterface and advanced HSI
technology.

Co_e_t I_

The context index function was ratedhigh on both usefulness andease of use.

Evaluation Functions

The evaluation functions were rated high on usefulness but difficulties in ease of use were
encountered. Participantcomments indicatedthat this was mainly due to the need to enter evaluations
with the mouse/trackballand the use of keyboardinputsto simplifyentryof these datawas recommended.
Also partof the evaluationfunction was the capabilityfor comments into the interactivedocument. This
is listed separately on Table 6.4. This function was ratedhigh on bothusefulness andease of use. Minor
difficulties were noted, including the need for an evaluationoption to returnto a guideline. A reviewer
couldspecify that a guideline is applicable,butthatadditionalinformationto evaluateit is required. Such
an option should be linked to a reason for returning, e.g., need operatorinput, measuring instrument,
clarification, anddocumentation.

Report Functions

As indicated in Table 6.4, the reportingfunctions were ratedhigh on usefulness, butdifficulties
in ease of use were encountered. Comments indicatedthat this was mainly due to problems in the
reportingprocess and time requiredto generatereports.

Location Functions

No specific ratingscales were includedto evaluatethe participant'ssense of location in the DRG.
However, comments on this topic indicatedthat the transitionfrom one section of the DRG to the next
occurs withoutany cue and that this was somethingdisorienting.

Navi&attonFunctions

As indicated in Table6.4, thenavigationfunctions were ratedhigh on ease of use. Recommend-
ed improvementsincluded:
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s A "next section" button, so the reviewer would not have to go back to the Table of
Contents or page through the individualguidelinesto switch sections,

s A button for retracingthe previous steps through the document, and

. A placemarkerso that the reviewercould returnto the locationwhere the guidelines were
exited.

Search Functions

As indicated in Table 6.4, the search functions were rated high on both usefulness and ease of
use. However, the search function was not sufficientlyintuitive, i.e., it was not clear exactly how the
searchfunction worked. Further,inadvertentclicks in fields invoked a jumpto the currentsearch term.
This was problematicsince there was no meansof backtrackingto the previous location.

Edit Functions

As indicatedin Table6.4, the edit functionswere ratedhigh on ease of use. However, it should
be noted that only very minor editing was attemptedusing the HyperCardtext edit capability. More
extensive editing would be accomplished with word processing applications rather than from within
HyperCard.

HelpFeedbackGuidance

Ratingscales for help, feedback,and generaluserguidance were includedin Table6.1 (see "User
guidance/support")and Table 6.2 (see "Meaningfulnessof feedback" and "Quality of system help").
While help andfeedback were rated high on ease of use, reviewer guidance was found to be lacking.
In general, some waiting stateswere poorly indicatedandstatus messages were not always informative
as to what the system was doing.

6.2.4 Development Test Conclusions

While the technical contentreceived only a limited evaluation,one general conclusionto emerge
was that the contentof many guidelines was sufficientlyabstractto makeguidelineinterpretationdifficult.
This problem is, in part, indicative of generally recognized limitation of guidelines in the area of
advanced technology HSI and of human-computerinterfaceguidelines in particular. There are many
reasons for this, includinglimitationsin the technicalbasis for guidance developmentdue to deficiencies
in scientific knowledge and industryexperience with advanced technology (see Section 2 for more
discussion). Inconsistentwording also contributedto participants'difficulty with some guidelines.

General DRG usability was found to be good. On both the UIRS and RARS, most interface
characteristicsindicativeof usability (such as visual clarity, consistency, explicitness, ease of use, ease
of learningandremembering,and responsetime) were ratedhighly. Somedifficulties were encountered,
mainly in the areas of input devices, reporting, and help functions. It should be noted that the two
participantsin the FunctionalImplementationEvaluationhadlittle difficultyexercising system functions.

Based on these results, modificationsaddressing the noted concerns were made, including:
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s Redesignof the review screen.
• Additionof an evaluationoption for returningto the presentguideline.
• Improvementof the Table of Contents functionto make it easier to use.
• Improvementin location/navigationfunctions.
• Improvementto searchfunctions.
• Improvementin the reportingfunction to make it more reliable.
• Improvementof the consistency across screens.
• Provision for inputof evaluation andnavigationfunctions via keyboard.

The DRG was also modified to improveits technical content. The guidelines were reviewed to eliminate
redundancy, revise technical terminologyto ensure better consistency throughoutthe document, and
ensurebetterconsistencybetween the titles and contentsof each section. Severalhundredguidelineswere
eliminated.

The modifications resulted in Revision 2 of the DRG used in the User Test and Workshop
evaluations.

6.3 User Test

The User Test was a field test of the DRG in environmentsof greater fidelity to an ACR and
encompassinga greaterdiversityof ACR technologiesthan the DevelopmentTest. Independentvolunteer
reviewers conductedevaluationsusing theDRG. Therefore, the User Test was a simulationof the actual
DRG utilization. A complete descriptionof the User Test can be found in O'Hara, 1992a.

6.3.1 Objectives

Both Technical Contentand GuidelineImplementationobjectives were assessed. With respect
to Technical Content, the objectives of guideline scope and guideline content were evaluated. Issues
relatedto technical basis andvaliditywere addressedin the Peer-Review Workshop(see Section6.4) and
not in this test. Since the test participantswere unfamiliarwith the use of the interactivedocument, the
user test was well-suited for evaluation of the Guideline Implementationobjectives. Specifically, the
objectives of design objectives analysis evaluation, interactivedocument functionality, and usability as
an inspection aid were evaluated.

6.3.2 Methodology

6.3.2.1 Test Participants

The goal of the test was to obtain results from volunteer participantswho were experienced
human factors professionals. Complete test materialswere sent to five experienced individuals who
agreedto participate. Problems occurred obtainingaccess to CR simulators at two facilities within the
time available. Thus, the results described below are based on three reviews. The participating
organizationswere:

• General Physics,
• Science Applications International, Corp. (SAIC), and
• Oak Ridge National Laboratory(ORNL).
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6.3.2.2 Test Sites

Participantsused the DRG for HSI reviews of:

• An ACR prototype at a national laboratoryemploying a large overview display and
several workstations,each utilizing windowdisplays andkeyboard/n,ouseinputdevices,

• A commercial fossil power plant having a computerizedCR, and

• A highly-automatedNIP in Europeemploying advancedI&C technology.

6.3.2.3 Procedures

The testprocedurecan be dividedinto four components:Familiarization,DRG Utilization, Data
Collection, andDebriefing, as described below.

Familiarization

Each participantwas contacted by telephone to solicit their assistance in the study. A general
overview of the projectwas provided. In addition,an explanationas to what was expected of participants
in terms of DRG utilization and data collection were provided, and they were assured confidentiality.
Once participantsagreedto take part in the study, they were sent a formal familiarizationpackage and
a copy of the guidelines. All received a hardcopyof the DRG (Revision 2), and those with Macintosh
capability received an interactive version. Two of the participants used the interactiveversion of the
DRG and one the hardcopy. The familiarizationpackage contained:

• DRG developmentdescription,
• DRG technical contentdescription,
• Interactivedocumentfunctionalitydescription,
• Interactivedocument functionality familiarization exercise, and
• Interactivedocument installationinstructions.

Guideline UtUization

Following familiarization, the DRG was used to evaluate part of the identified HSI. The
participants selected the appropriatesections of the DRG for their evaluation and proceeded with the
review.

Data Collection

The principalmethodof datacollection was through the evaluationpackage. While the package
contained several checklists and open-endedquestions, only one of the participantsfilled out the data
forms in their entirety. The other two participantspreferred to provide their evaluations in narrative
form.

Debriefing

All participantswere debriefedby telephone following the study.
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6,3.3 Results

The test objectiveswere relatedto the DRO's technicalcontent(overallscope, organization,and
level of detail) and implementation(interactivedocument functionality and usability for conducting
reviews). The results of the user tests were consolidatedand organizedby these objective areas.

6.3.3.1 Technical Content

The DRG was evaluated as generally comprehensivein scope with most topics addressed;no
contradictionsor inconsistencies were identified. Some review areas were found incomplete, including
large screen displays, group displays, displays with integratedcontrols, and guidelines for automated
systems and functionallocation. To some extent, thisfinding reflects the fact thatgeneral HFE guidance
is weak in these areas. In addition, the DRG did not includeguidance from NUREG-0700, which was
intentionallyleft out. Thus, the DRG was weak in the area of conventionaltechnology and general CR
configuration.

Consistentwith results of the Development Test, the participantsfound some guidelines vague
and difficult to apply. It was recommendedthatadditionaltables, figures, and illustrationsbe included
to facilitate an understandingof abstractguidelines.

6.3.3.2 Guideline Implementation

Review Preparation

With respect to review preparation:
!

s One reviewerindicatedthatthe taskof evaluatingan entire CR wouldrequirethe review
of too many displays. A method to sample displays should be developed to enable
reviewers to identify a subset of the entire CR display.

• All participantsindicated that some form of review planning assistance was needed to
facilitate the selection of guidelines relevant to the review.

Guideline Organization

To optimizea reviewer's timespentin a CR and other review activities, itwas recommendedthat
the guidelines be organized into five categoriesbased on DRGs that:

• should be addressedonly once,
' • need many reviews (e.g., on all displays),

• can be reviewed against a documenteddesign specification (rather than the actual CR),
• requirean observationof (or interview with) operatorsbased uponperformanceusing the

display, and
• are not used for a specific review.
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Guideline Functio_

The functions evaluated included the table of contents function, context functions, glossary
function, navigation functions, search functions, evaluationfunctions, reviewer comments function, and
reportingfunctions. All functions with the exception of reportingwere rated highly on both usefulness
andease of use. The reporting function was problematicbecause too much time was required. Long
response time was also mentioned as an occasional issue for navigationfunctions.

Ona summary of usabilitytestingdimensions, the DRG was ratedon a five-point scale fromVery
Unsatisfactory(1) to Very Satisfactory(5). The results areprovided in Table 6.5. Note that the actual
ratings come from only one participant. The other two participantswere queriedin debriefings as to
these topic areas. One did not use the interactivedocument, and could not comment. The other
participant'scomments regardingusability were generally favorable and consistent with the results in
Table 6.5.

Table 6.5. Usability Ratingsas a Function1 of UIRS Category
....... __ ..... ,, Hi, , i,, i i ,,

USABILITY CATEGORY RATING S
iH, H i i ,i i,,,, , ,,,wll, ,,

Visual clarity 5
ill ii i i ii i i , ll,| ,,ll i , ,

Consistency 5
, ,,,, H ,, , ,, , ,,, ,,,,

Compatibility 4
=,,a,H , ,|,, ,,,,,

Informative feedback 4

Explicitness 4

Appropriatefunctionality 4

Flexibility/control 3

Errorprevention/correction 4
, ,, , ,, ,, ,,, ,,,, ,,,,,,,, ,,,,,

User guidance/support 5

l Based on UIRS evaluations (N - 1).
2 Always (5, best rating) - Never (1, worst rating).

It was clear from comments received that the participants were not fully aware of all the
interactive document's functional capabilities. For example, one participant commented that keyboard
entry for evaluationfunctions would have been useful apparently unawarethat the capability to accept
single key-stroke evaluation entry was available. (Participantsreceived only a familiarizationpackage
since no user's manualwas available.)

Screen Design

The main review screenof the interactivedocumentwas also evaluated. It was ratedhighly for
readabilityandease of use.
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6.3.4 Usa' Test Conclusions

The main conclusionsof the User Test were that:

1. The technical contentof the DRG was generally comprehensive in scope andfree of contradic-
tions and inconsistencies. (Some areasof weaknesswere identified.)

2. Additionalsupportwas requiredfor review planningand guidelineselection for specific reviews.

3. The interactiveDRG's functions and screen designs were rated highly in terms of usefulness,
ease of use, andgeneraldimensions of usability evaluation. The majordifficulties encountered
were relatedto speed of function execution, especially the reportingfunction.

6.4 Peer-Review Workshoe

The Workshopmethodsand resultsare summarized in this section. A completedescription can
be found in O'Hara, 1992b.

6.4.1 Objective

The purposeof the Workshop was to assess the DRG in terms of its technicalmerit to achieve
the NRC goal of developing a tool to support human factors reviews of ACR technology. The overall
objective of the Workshop can be divided into three categories: technical basis/validity, scope, and
content. The specific objectives in each categoryare elaboratedbelow.

• Technical Basis/Validity

- To determine if the technical basis of the DRG is valid, i.e., based upon
empiricalresearchand/or consistentwith currenthumanengineeringpractice.

• Scope

- Within the current scope of computer-basedcontrols and displays, to determine
if the DRG covers all aspectsof advanced controls and displaysrequiredfor the
evaluationof ACRs and/or advanced technology upgradesin existing plants.

- To identifyHSI technology areas for which availablereview guidance is deficient
or missing.

• Content

- To determine if the topical organization is appropriatefor conducting HFE
reviews.

- To determine if the guidelines presented in each section are adequate for the
evaluationof HSIs in the areas covered.

- To determine if the information available for each guideline is sufficient to
provide a basis for evaluation.
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- To determinewhether the informationis presented at an appropriate level of
resolution(e.g., enough detail but not overly prescriptive).

- To determineif there are any internalconflicts or contradictionsin the DRG.

6.4.2 Methodology

6.4.2.1 Partidlmnts

Thirteen individualswere invited by BNL to participateas subjectmatterexperts (SMEs). The
SMEs were selected based upon their expertisewith one or more of the following: (1) human factors
evaluations of advanced systems, (2) inspections of NPP CRs, (3) NRC regulatory reviews, and (4)
advanced NPP CR technology. Several additional observers were present from BNL, the NRC,
workshop organizers, and others. Two of the SMEs were unable to attend the workshop but provided
commentsfollowing the protocol establishedfor all attendees. A list of theorganizationsrepresentedby
these individuals is presentedbelow:

* OECD - Halden ReactorProject,
* ElectricPower Research Institute,
• ToshibaCorporation- (ABWRProgram),
• Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd. (AECL),
• Tennessee Valley Authority,
• Electricite de France(EDF),
• OntarioHydro,
• WestinghouseElectric Corporation,
• General Physics, !

• Science ApplicationsInternational,Corp. (SAIC),
• U.S. Air Force - Wright PattersonAir Force Base (AFB), and
• NASA, LyndonB. Johnson (LBJ) Space Center.

In the remainderof this section, the term "reviewer"refers to the eventualusers of the DRG to
conductNRC HSI safety reviews.

6.4.2.2 Location

The workshopwas held atthe SheridanResearchParkConferenceCenter in Mississauga,Ontario
(a suburbof Toronto), on June 16-18, 1992.

6.4.2.3 DRG Materials Reviewed

The principalmaterials subjectto peer review were:

• AdvancedHuman-SystemInterfaceDesign Review Guideline (Revision 2): Volume 1 -
Technical Development (BNL TechnicalReportL1317-2_5/92).

• Advanced Human-SystemInterfaceDesign Review Guideline(Revision 2): Volume2 -
HFE Guidelines (BNL Technical ReportL1317-2-5/92).

Interactiveversions of the DRG were availableduringthe Workshop.
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6.4.2.4 Workshop Structure

The workshop includedthree activities: preparation,conduct, andpost-workshopfollow-up.

Preparation

, All SMEs were sent the DRG materialsdescribed above approximatelytwo weeks prior to the
workshop. In addition, several SMEs received the interactive, computer-basedversion of the DRG.
They were also sent a list of suggested review topics rangingfrom high-level questions such as "What
are the key human factorsissues that may impactsafety in an advancednuclearpower plant?,"to specific
and detailed questions regardingthe DRG's breadth, organization, source documents, and utility as a
review aid.

Meeting

The workshop was structuredin three phases: orientation,working groups, and closing plenary
session. In the orientation session, on the first day, an overview of the DRG's basis and technical
developmentwas provided. Revision 2 of the DRG was describedand a demonstrationof the interactive
document was given. The orientationphase was concluded with a visit to the control center of the
DarlingtonNuclear Power Station for the purposeof providingan example of a CR utilizing the types
of technologyaddressed by the DRG.

On the second day of the workshop, the SMEs were divided into three working groups. In
addition to SMEs, each working group had a chairpersonwho acted as a facilitator and secretary to
record comments and prepareworking group minutes. The working groups were guided by a review
agenda.

The closing plenary session was held on the third day. A summaryof the results of each working
group was presented by the chairpersons. Afterward, the floor was opened to general discussion.

FoUow-up

Following the workshop, additionaldiscussions were held with several SMEs to providefurther
evaluation and clarification. Telephonediscussions were held with the two SMEs unableto attendthe
workshopto obtain their comments.

6.4.3 Results and Discussion

This section is organized by the mainobjectives of the workshop; i.e., asseso:aent of the DRG
with respect to technical basis/validity, scope, andcontent. In addition, the issue of review procedures
is addressed.

6.4.3.1 Technical Basis/Validity

One principalobjective of the workshopwas to determineif the technical basis of the DRG was
valid, i.e., based upon empirical research and/or consistent with currenthuman engineeringpractice.
$ME comments supported the technical basis on which the guidelines were developed. The primary
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source documents were considered appropriate. It was suggested that the list of primary source
documentsbe expanded.

6.4.&2 Scope

The mainobjectives of this areawere to determine(1) if the DRG covers all aspects of advanced
controls and displays required for the evaluationof ACRs and/or advanced technology upgrades in
existingplants within itspresentscope and (2) if the review areas havebeen identifiedfor which available
guidance is deficient or missing.

SME comments on the first point generally addressedissues beyondthe scope of the DRG. For
example, while the DRG's scope was computer-basedinterfaces, it was noted thatguidance is lacking
in the area of the conventional technology. Other scope-expansion comments addressed the need for
attentionto areas such as functionallocation andtask analysis which were not addressedin the DRG.

With regard to review areas for which availableguidance is deficient or missing, several new
topics were identified and confirmatorycomments were provided for those topics already defined as
weak. Additionalareas in need of guidance developmentidentified were:

• Large screen displays,
• Ambientlighting systems,
• SoR controlsand integratedcontrols,
• Use of video,
• Maintenance,
• Display customization (operatorcapabilityto format displays),
• Noise, and
• Advanced operatoraids other than expertsystems.

6.4.3.3 Content

Several objectives relating to contentwere addressedas identified above. In general, the HFE
PRM was consideredan appropriatereview schemefor advanced reactors. The guidelines were evaluated
to be technicallyvalid andappropriatefor applicationin safety reviews. However, several improvements
were recommended,whichcan be dividedintotwo maincategories: prioritizationand level of resolution.

Prioritizatton

The SMEs expressed concern that the numberof guidelines (approximately 1,900) was large
enough to make the DRG's use as a practical review tool somewhat cumbersome. The SMEs
recommended the development of further prioritizationto identify a smaller set of key guidelines that
would principally guide the NRC review.

Level of Resolution

Relatedto the issue of priority is the issue of level of resolution. Concernwas expressedabout
the differential level of resolution of individual guidelines. Some are relatively general and may be
subjectto differentinterpretationsby reviewers. Otherguidelines were thought to addressdetailsof HSI
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design that may not be of concern to reviewers. Few specific recommendationswere made concerning
how to address these two issues.

The appropriatelevel of resolutionof HFE guidelines is a difficult issue which depends, in part,
on a document's intendeduse. The DRG must be capableof supportingreviews of diverse HSI designs.
Judgingthe level of resolutionthat is appropriatefor a review documentinvolves balancingthe generality
required to support breadth of coverage and the specificity to support ease of use and reliability of
reviewer judgements. This represents a tradeoff because increasing generality increases breadthof
coverage butdecreases ease of use. As specificity increases, the guideline becomes easier to use with
greaterinter-raterreliability,but (1) its breadthof coverage decreases, (2) the guidelines become more
prescriptive, and O) increasinglytend to precludedesign options.

Makinggeneral guidelines more specific can be inappropriatefor a review guidance document
thatwill be used for manydifferent CRdesigns. Typically, guidelines areworded in general terms when
they representa general principalwhich is not amenableto more specific definition in the absence of a
specific application. For example, the guideline presented below cannot be made more specific if it is
to be used by NRC reviewers to evaluate a wide range of CR designs. Instead, the guideline must be
interpretedwithin the context of a specific CR review and the operatortasks that the display is intended
to support.

III I I I II I I

The presenceof guidelinesthat are toodetailedposes a different problem. The implication is that
some guidelines are not importantenough to impactoperator. It is difficult, given the state-of-the-art
concerning our understandingof the effects of individual design factors on human performance, to
confidentlyjudge that a given guideline will be unimportantin each and every review context. At the
Workshop, the guideline below was used as an example of a guideline that was too detailed:

I I III I

_i _d__n_i:UsinguPP erandlOWer:caseeh_ters :... : " .:!: :i_:: .::.i:
::_::iii_ililiCO_:i!!i_i!!ii_ng::::text.::.is:I_easier__d :"faster:When::capitai_tion: is used.converiiionallyr:to:: ::i

i i!i_ _i i_d::_:ii!iddieatepro_r nouns:andacronyms,: _ere-. areiseve_l..::e_ceptionS:,::::
:iiii_i:: _!_:|i_:d_ toi_ctthe user'sattention;:isUch:_.a::la_l:Or:title;.might:_:.::_::.

i:_ii:!i:i::i
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In CR designs where little text-based information is presented, this guideline would be
inapplicableor of very low priority. However, if the CR design incorporatedcomputer-basedEOPs,
computer-basedalarm response procedures, or some other more "text-intensive" VDU displays, then
supportingthe readabilityof text becomes quite important. This is especially true consideringresearch
that text readability is diminished when presented on VDUs as compared with conventional paper
presentations. This guideline was consideredto be importantenoughto appearin three of the primary
sources.

The importanceof individualguidelines is a functionof the review context. In general, therefore,
it may be more appropriateto addressguidelines judged to be of lesser importancewithin the contextof
prioritization(as discussed above) rather than by eliminating them. Thus, the determinationthat an
individual guideline is importantor not should be made by the NRC reviewer based upon the
requirementsof each individualreview.

Additionalspecific commentswere received relativeto individualguidelines andorganizationnot
individuallyaddressedhere. (Each such commentwas evaluatedas partof the developmentof the current
version of the DRG.)

6.4.3.4 Review Procedure

The SMEs identifiedthe need for a procedure for DRG use. Recommendationsincluded:

• Specification and organization of prerequisite information(like operatortask informa-
tion),

• Algorithm for selection of HSI characteristicsto be evaluated (e.g., individualdisplays
to be reviewed),

• Selection of appropriateguidelines for a specific HSI review,
• Requiredreview team skills,
• Use and interpretationof evaluationresults, and
• Integrationwith other aspects of a review.

6.4.4 Workshop Conclusions

The primarypurposeof the Workshopwas to assess the DRG in terms of its technical merit for
achievingthe NRC goal of developinga tool to supporthuman factorsreviews of ACR technology. The
overall objective was dividedfurther into three categories: technical basis/validity, scope, and content.
The Workshop successfully provided peer review in each of these areas.

The HFE PRM was considered an appropriatereview scheme for advanced reactors. SMEs
supported the technical basis on which the guidelines were developed. The primary source documents
were considered an appropriateand valid source of guidance. With respect to scope, several areas of
weakness were identified. These guidelines were evaluated to be appropriatefor application in safety
reviews, however, severalfurtherdevelopmentswere recommendedbefore the DRG is put to use in NRC
reviews.
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6.$ Overall Conclusions from the Test and Evaluation program

6.5.1 Technical Merit

The T&E program resultedin several general conclusions regardingthe technical merit of the
DR(].

1. The HFE PRM was found comprehensive and appropriateto the review of advanced HSIs in
NPPs, although several aspects of the model not developed in detail would need further
specification(see Section 7).

2. The technical basis of the guidelines was evaluated as valid. It was recommended that the
numberof guidelines be reduced (there were more than 1,900 guidelines in Revision 2) and
layeredto better identifykey guidelines in each section.

3. Review guidance in some areas to advancedHSI was weak or absent.

4. A procedure for DR(] use was needed (Revision 2 did not have an explicit procedure).

6.5.2 Modifications to the Guideline

Based on the resultsof the UserTest and Peer-ReviewWorkshop,many modificationswere made
to Revision 2 of the DRG, which lead to the currentversion described in detail in Volume 2 of this
report. In this section, a brief,overview of the majortechnical modifications is provided. Details on
these modificationscan be found in the guidelinesand interactivedocumentdescriptionin this report.

1. The guidelines were reorganized to reflect the comments of T&E participants. Planned
redundancyin Revisior,_2 was eliminated in favor of layering, resulting in an approximately40
percentreduction in the numberof guidelines.

2. Individualguidelines were extensively edited, andterminologywas mademore consistent.

3. Proceduresfor the use of the DRG were developed andare described in detail in Volume 2.

4. A Review Planning Utility in the interactive document was developed to support guideline
selection for specific reviews. The functionselection screenprovides entryto the planningutility
as described in Section 5.

5. A GuidelineMaintenancefunctionwas developed to supportNRC modificationandupdateof the
guidelines as described in Section 5.

6. A detailedglossary was developed.
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7. DKG WEAKNF.&SESAND A METHOI3OLOGY FOR FURTHER GUIDELINE
DEVELOPMENT

In this section, several topics relatedto furtherDRG developmentare discussed:

• DRG weaknesses (Section 7.1), and

• Guidance developmentmethodology and criteriaby which new guidelines can be added
to the DRG (Section 7.2).

7.1 DI_G Weaknesses

This section describes HSI design areas that requireadditionaleffort to better supportthe design
reviews. The topics were prioritizedbased on: (1) significance of the topic to crew performance and
safety, (2) anticipatednear-termneed, and(3) availabilityof existing criteria if further developmentwas
not pursued by the NRC. Since these factors were judgmentally applied, only two priorities were
assigned:

• Priority 1 - an importantarea, needed in the nearterm, with little interim guidance.
• Priority2 - remainingtopics.

Weaknesses and gaps in the DRG guidance were identified and prioritizedbased upon multiple
sources, including:

• An identificationof gaps between identified HSI technology and the guidance available
in the DRG,

• The results of the testing program,and

• The results of the peer-reviewworkshop.

A listing of the identifiedand prioritizedweaknesses and gaps is presented in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1. GuidelinePriorities
i| I i i i |, ill

PRIORITY I PRIORITY 2

Alarm Systems Knowledge-BasedSystems & Aids

GraphicalPresentationof NPP Concepts Flat Panel Display Characteristics

Computer-BasedProcedures Visual Display Hardware Characteristics

Automation InterfaceMethodologies New InputDevices & Soft Controls

Interface Management Computer-BasedWorkstationIntegration

Large-Screen Displays Computer-BasedCR Layout & Environment

Advanced-ConventionalIntegration Test & Maintenanceof Digital Systems
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Alarm Systems

The humanfactors issues of NIP alarmsystemshave been persistent. Recentefforts to improve
these systems have incorporatedalarm filtering and prioritizationtechniques and more sophisticated
methods of alarm display (see O'Hara, Brown, and Kim, 1991, for a review of human factors issues
associatedwith advancedalarmsystems). Review guidance on advanced alarm system characteristicsis
needed.

Graphical Presentation of NIP Concepts, Status, Information, and Data - Priority 1

A vast numberof graphic display techniquesfor representingplant/system status, information,
and numerical data are available. In order to make the most effective use of these screen design
techniques, researchis neededon the effects thatvarious graphicdata display techniqueshave on operator
perceptionand assimilationof information. Specificareas wherefurtherguidelinedevelopmentis needed
are"

* Display requirementfor crew (as a group)and individualoperatorsituationawareness.

, Displays supportingvarious levels of abstractionand ecological interface design.

• Display formats (e.g., mimic diagrams, trend displays, flowcharts, simulated meters,
surface charts, segmentedcolumnhistograms).

• Display elements using highlighting, spatial relationships, and animation (see Tullis,
1988, for a detailed discussion).

• The integrationof display format and graphic techniquessuch as displays that integrate
multipleformats.

• Integrationof controls into displays (such as on-s_reenor soft controls).

• The dynamic characteristics of displays.

• Integrationof workstationdisplays with large-screen displays.

Also of interest in this area is video and displaycustomization(operatorcapabilityto re-formatdisplays).

Computer-Based Procedures - Priority 1

Procedures(especiallyEOPs) play a very importantrole in NPP safety. In several ACR designs,
proceduresare provided in computerizedform. In some cases, the computerizationis simple and merely
representsa VDU version of paperprocedures. In other cases, the procedures are fully integratedwith
the plant data management systems. Guidancefor the review of the computerizationof proceduresand
for the integrationof procedureswith plant data are needed.
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Automation Interface Monitoring and Control Methodologies - Priority 1

Advancedreactordesigns will likely involve more sophisticatedinteractions between operators
and automated systems than currentlyexists (see IAEA, 1991). This will include task sharing, task
trading, and sequence automation;e.g., at certain points the automatedprocess stops until the operator
authorizes the system to proceed. Thus, the operator plays a more active "monitoring" role than is
traditionallythe case with automatedprocesses. Guidelinesfor these types of human-system interaction
are not availableand need to be developed.

Interface Management and Navigational Strategies - Priority 1

Managing the interfaceof a computer-basedworkstationcan impose significantworkloadon the
operator not related to the primary task of monitoring and supervising the process control system.
Typical interface managementtasks include:

s Display paging vs. framing,
• User-system dialogue,
• Navigationbetween displays,
• Display selection,
• Navigationwithin displayhierarchies (such as seeking the next level display),
• Window control/management,and
• Display controlssuch as pan, zoom, scroll.

These "secondary"tasks will compete for cognitive resources which would be better allocated to the
primary task. Further research is needed on the balance between workstation flexibility and the
impositionof interfacemanagementworkloadon operators.

Large-Screen Displays- Priority I

Large-screen displays are a significant design feature in most advancedreactor designs. The
DRGprovides someguidancefor the review of physical aspectsof large screendisplays. However, these
guidelines fail to address the specific NPP usage of such displays as devices to provide critical plant
information,to serve as a focal point of crew situationawareness (the group view display concept), to
allocate informationto large-screen and workstation-baseddisplays, and to control/integratedisplays on
a large screen and workstations.

Integration of Advanced Technology into Conventional Control Rooms - Priority 1

As plants age and equipment is replaced, the opportunity to replace systems with digital
technology increases. As a result, the CR becomes an increasing mix of conventional and advanced
technology. The introductionof digital technology into a conventional CR can pose safety issues since
the operator'stasks and methodsof interactingwith the system change andoperatorswill now need to
cope with both types of interfacessimultaneously. Guidelines for the review of this integrationare
needed.
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Knowledge-Based Systems and Intelligent Operator Aids - Priority 2

Operatorsin future CRs will be providedwith many differenttypes of intelligent aids. Despite
the emergenceof many books on the subject, the availabilityof validatedhumanfactors guidelines for
these systems is limited, as is industryexperiencewith their use in actual systems.

Flat Panel Display Otaracteristtcs - Priority 2

Flat panel displayshave been identifiedas a potentialdisplay technologyfor use in advancedNPP
CRs of the future. Among these flat panel displays are light emittingdiodes, plasma displays, thin film
electroluminescence,electrochromics,electrophoretics,and liquid crystals. Accordingto manufacturer
specifications, flat panel technology appears to be compatible with requirementsof the human visual
system (e.g., in terms of contrast andviewing angles). However, little human factors guidance exists
on these technologies, at least within the primarydocuments surveyed (for example, the "American
National Standard for HFE of Visual Display Workstations" (HFS, 1988) does not address flat panel
displays, and the measurementof display resolutionfor color CRTs is not developed).

VDU Hardware Characteristics - Priority 2

Humanfactors guidelines lackedmany of the VDU variables which impactspecific aspectsof the
readabilityand legibility (see Snyder and Bogle, 1989, for a detailed discussion). Specific areas where
additionalguidelines are needed include:

* The measurementof raster modulationfor color displays,
s Determinationof appropriatemaximumcharacterand backgroundcontrastratio,
s Determinationof polarity recommendations,
s A requirementfor luminanceuniformity (acceptablevariation in luminance),
* Selection andspecificationof suitablecolor coding metrics and color spaces,
• Character, line, and word spacingfor emissive displays, and
• Flicker sensitivity.

New Input Devices, Soft Switches, and Multifunction DisplaysControls - Priority 2

While many guidelines exist for the more traditionalmethodsof interactingwith VDUs (i.e.,
displacementkeyboards), guidance is sparse for some of the more recentlydeveloped inputapproaches,
such as membranekeyboards, headmovementcontrollers,glove controllers,and multidegree-of-freedom
(> 3) handcontroilers. While more guidance was found for other devices (e.g., mice, light pens, touch
inputdevices), it is not as completeas that for displacementkeyboards. Since keyboardshave been the
primaryinputdevices for computers,this is not surprising. However, with the recent advances made in
display and computingtechnology, graphic displays are becoming more accessible. With the benefits
associated with graphic (direct manipulation)user interfaces, new methods for interacting with these
displays are being explored and human factors guidelines for these new inputdevices are needed.

Computer-Based Workstation Integration- Priority 2

This topic addressesthe integrationof alarms, VDUs, indicators,soft controls, andhard controls,
into workstation consoles. This topic is not covered in the DRG. The guidance provided in NUREG-
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0700 is oriented toward conventionalhardware and, therefore, is not completely appropriateto more
compact, seated-operator,virtual workstations.

Computer-Based Control Room Layout and Environment - Priority 2

This area addressesthe integrationof computer-basedworkstations,supervisor's consoles, and
large screen displays into a supportivework environmentfor crew tasks. Ambientlighting systems and
environmental considerations for computer-based CRs need to be reviewed by the NRC. Like
workstation integration (discussed above), this topic is not covered in the DRG, and the guidance
provided in NUREG-0700 is oriented toward conventionalhardware.

_o Test and Maintenance of Digital Systems - Priority 2

Digital systemsoffer newopportunitiesboth to eliminatepast humanerrorsandcreatenewhuman
errors that are not well understoodby the human factors community. This area requiresdevelopment
of review guidance to support staff evaluationsof interfacesandproceduresfor test andmaintenanceof
digitalsystems.

7.2 Guideline Develoon,ent Methodolo2v

In the selection of primary source documentsto serve as the technicalbasis for the DRG, a high
prioritywas given to assure thevalidityof the guidelines (as discussed in Section4). A similarapproach
shouldbe followed for furtherguideline inclusion. However, since the developmentof furtherguidance
will likely involve (1) documentsbelow the classification of primaryand (2) new data collection and
research, the concepts will have to be applieddifferently.

-

When developinghumanfactors guidelines andacceptancecriteria, it is generally most efficient,
in termsof resources, to incorporaterelevantsections of other acceptableexisting guidelines whenever
possible. However, due to the high rateof innovationwithin HSI technologies, newer issues of human
performancemay not be addressedby existing human factors guidelines. In addition, existing human
factors guidelines may not addressissues that are specific to NPP operation. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop additionalguidance and acceptance criteriafrom a variety of methodological approaches,
including:

• Primary and secondarysource documents,
• Tertiary source documents,
• Basic literature,
• Industryexperience,
• Original research.

The basic methodology is illustratedin Figure7.1. Once an areaneeding guidance is identified,
the potential source materialfor guidance developmentis addressed. In Figure 7.1, the sourcesarelisted
in orderof decreasingcost-effectiveness. (Note in Figure 7.1 that potential source documentsin the first
two boxes are contained in the HFE Source Document Database described in Section 4 of this report.)
The guidance developermay proceed throughthe flow chart in the orderproposed. However, it should
be noted that a set of guidelines for a topic area may requirea combinationof some or all of these
sources (e.g., development of guidance for advancedalarm systems is utilizing all sources).
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Figure 7.1. Guidelines and acceptancecriteria development methodology



The meaningof the terms primary,secondary, andtertiary source documentscorrespondsto the
classificationdescribed in Section 4. Primarysource documentsare guidelines documentswith interna!
and external validity, while secondary source documents possess either internalor external validity.
Tertiary documents are typical HFE handbooks and texts, rather than guideline documents, and lack
demonstratedinternalor externalvalidity. Handbooks and texts, however, represent a compilationof
human factors knowledge for specific topics, and guidelines can be derived from these documents with
relatively little effort (compared with the final three sources).

In areas of guideline developmentthat cannotbe addressedfrom primary,secondaryor tertiary
sources, more labor-intensiveapproachesmay be followed. Guidelinedevelopers may compile results
frombasic literaturesuchas articlesfrom refereedtechnicaljournals, reportsfromresearchorganizations,
and papersfrom technical conferences. A meta-analysisof these sourcesshouldbe performedto provide
a technical basis for review guidance.

Industryexperience is a valuable source for identifyinghuman performanceissues and tested
design solutions that are of particular interest to a specific domain (e.g., NPP operation). This
informationmay be obtained from sources such as published case studies and surveys/interviewswith
knowledgeabledomainexperts. Although this informationmaylack a rigorousexperimentalbasis, itdoes
have the benefits of high relevance and high face validity.

The most resource-intensivemethod is originalresearchwhich may beappropriatewhen sufficient
guidance does not exist in the sources describedabove or when additionalexperimentationis desired to
providesupportingevidence. Independentresearchhas the advantageof being focusedon specific issues
of interest. Interpretationof results for the problem domain (e.g., NPP operation) is more straight-
forward for this type of research than for general research. Independent research, therefore, has both
high relevance and an experimental basis.

Once the source methodology is executed, a draft set of guidelines should be developed, which
would be evaluated according to the criteria in Section 4. The guidelines should contain the specific
acceptance criteria to be used by the NRC reviewer and the technical basis on which the guideline was
formulated. This will provide the basis for evaluating the internal validity of the guidelines. The type
of technical basis will vary depending on the source material. Evaluation of the guidance and its technical
basis should be made by a peer-review panel of subject matter experts. This panel will evaluate:

s Internalvalidity of the guidance,
* Tailoring of the guideline to NPPs, and
* Appropriatenessof the guideline to NRC safety reviews.

Peer review will constitutethe external validation of the guidelines.

By incorporation of additional guidance in this way, the DRG can maintain the validity of its
technical content.
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Appendix A
Prototype Interactive Document Description

Section5 discussedthedevelopmentof the prototypeinteractiveDesign Review Guideline (DRG).
This appendixwill briefly describe the prototype'sdatabasestructure,functions, and interfaces.

A.I Database Descrlntion

As discussed in Section 5, the prototype was developed on an Apple MaclntoshTM and the
guidelines are stored in a HyperCardTM (Version 2.1) databasefile (called a stack). Each guideline is
representedas a single record (called a card)and includes 10 fields (called containers).

1. Section Field - containsthe numericsequence numberandtitle for the GuidelineSection
(e.g., Section 1. InformationDisplay).

2. Sub-Section Field - containsthe numeric sequence number and title for the Guideline
Subsection(e.g., 1.1 GeneralDisplay Guidelines).

3. Area Field - containsthe numericsequencenumberandtitle for the GuidelineArea (e.g.,
1.2.7 Flowcharts).

4. Subarea Field - a fourth-level field (e.g., 1.2.X.X). The DRG does not contain these
currently.

5. Guideline Name Field - contains the numeric sequence numberand title of the current
DRG.

6. Guideline Field - containsthe text of the currentDRG.

7. Additional Information Field - provides additional information needed to interpret or
apply the currentDRG (not all Guidelinescontaininformationin the Commentsfield).

8. Source Field- contains the primary source document from which the guideline was
developed.

9. Comment Field - initially blank, but provides a place for the reviewer to enter
informationrelated to evaluationof the currentguideline.

10. Search Term Field - stores termsto be searchedfor;new terms can be added(see Section
• 5.4).

Each field is limited to 30,000 characters. Thus, for the DRG application, there is no practical
limitation on the amount of information or reviewer-specific notes (comments) that can be stored.
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A.2 Functions and Human System Interfacee fH$1s)

This section provides a descriptionof how the interactivedocument'sdatabasesare presentedto
the reviewer and the functions available. For ease of reading, all figures are located at the end of this
section. A User's Manualhas been developed for reviewers using the interactiveDRG.

Figure A.I provides the overall structureof the DRG software displays. Reference to some
individual screens presentedas figures in this section are provided. The guidelines are first accessed
through a master stack. Upon startup,an opening screen is displayed (see Figure A.2). The master is
a reserved stack to "control" the guidelines; reviews cannotbe performed using it. It can be modified
only throughthe DRG's maintenancefunctions. To begin a review, a working copy of the master stack
must be created. This is accomplished through the Guideline Maintenancescreen (see Figure A.3).
When the Create Working Copy button is activated, the reviewer is asked to name the working stack,
e.g., the nameof the review to be performed.

Upon startup of the working copy of the DRG, an opening screen is displayed (see Figure A.2).
The reviewer then activates the Click Here to Proceed. The Function Selection screen is presented
(Figure A.4), giving access to the four main modules necessary to conduct a review: Planning, HSI
Review, Report, and Maintenance. System help is available in all modules.

The Planning module is accessed by clicking on the Planning button. It allows the reviewer to
select which guideline topics will be reviewed. The HSI Review module is accessed by clicking on HSI
Review. It contains all the functions for reviewing and evaluating an HSI system. The report module
is accessed by pressing Report, allowing the reviewer to structure and print reports that summarize the
results of the review. When one of these buttons is clicked on the Function Selection screen, the DRG
displays the main screen for the selected module. In addition to these three modules, a Clear All
Evaluations button is available on the Function Selection screen that will remove all evaluations from
the guidelines and essentially put the working stack in an original, untouched condition. The main
function modules are briefly described below.

Planning: Selecting the Appropriate Guidelines

Selecting the Planning button on the Function Selection Screen presents the Planning Screen
(Figure A.5) that shows the hierarchical Table of Contents in the large window. The reviewer can move
throu_]hthe list using the scroll bar on the right of the window. On initial entry to the Planning Module,
all sections of the DRG are included in the working stack. Sections can be excluded from review by first
clicking on the titles and then clicking on the Exclude Section button. The same button toggles between
the Exclude Section and Include Section functions, depending on the statusof the selected title. As a
planning aid, the Browse Section button opens a window listing the titles and text of the individual
guidelines in the currentlyhighlighted section(s) (Figure A.6). This window is closed by clicking on it.

The Include All button re-includes all excluded items and effectively resets the Table of Contents
List. The Accept and Process button initially requests a confirmation, then processes the inclu-
sion/exclusion status of all guideline sections. It suppresses navigation in the working copy to excluded
guidelines and prohibits using these guidelines during a review. Excluded guidelines can only be accessed
via the context index and search functions.
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The Function Selection button exits the Planning function and returns to the Function Selection
Screen (Figure A.4).

HSI Review

Selecting the HSI Review button on the Function Selection Screen presents the HSI Review
Screen (Figure A.7). The screen is divided into two main sections: the upper section displays the
guidelines and related information (described below), and the lower section provides reviewer support
functions (described below). Buttons in these sections are described below. Some button functions can
also be accomplished by keyboard inputs (e.g., pressing the left arrow key to move to the previous
guideline). These are shown in Table A. 1.

Table A. 1. Keyboard Options for Navigation and Evaluation Functions

TYPE OF KEYBOARD

FUNCTION Function Keys No Function Keys t

OK FI Option-t

Discrepancy F2 Option-2

Return F3 Option-3

Not Applicable (N/A) F4 Option-4

Next Guideline F5 Option-5 or Right Arrow
?

Previous Guideline F6 Option-6 or Left Arrow

Top of Section F7 Option-7 or Up Arrow

Next Section F8 Option-8 or Down Arrow

l On keyboards without function keys, the functions can be accomplished using the keystrokes
shown in the table. Note that Macintosh keyboards have an "option" key, so, for example,
depressing the "option" and "5" keys will display the next guideline. Alternatively, depressing
the right arrow key has the same effect.

The upper area contains two zones. The Guideline zone (at the left of the screen) displays the
hierarchical context, the title, and the text of the guideline. The Additional Information zone (at the right
of the screen) has a window that provides further information, clarification, or examples related to the
guideline. The Source button will display the name of the source document.

The reviewer support section (the lower part of the screen) is divided into three zones:
: navigation, guideline evaluat!on, and document support. The navigation zone contains buttons for moving

around within the DRG document. The guideline evaluation zone contains the evaluation buttons and the
reviewer's comments window. The document support zone (located across the bottom of the screen)
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contains buttons that invoke functions frequently used during a review: Table of Contents, Index,
Glossary, andSearch. Each of the three zones is further described below.

The navigation zone contains those functions that are used for moving aroundthe DRG. The
Next GL/Prev GL (next guideline and previous guideline) buttons cause the next guideline/previous
guideline to be displayed. If the Next GL button is activated while the last guideline in the section is
being displayed, a beep will soundto alert the reviewerand the first guideline in the next section of the
documentwill be displayed. If the Prey GL button is activated while the first guideline in the section
is beingdisplayed, the last guideline in the previoussection will be displayedanda beep will sound. The
Top of Section button causes the firstguideline of the currentsection to be displayed. The Next Section
buttoncauses the first guidelineof the sectionfollowing the currentsection to be displayed. The Retrace
Steps button retraces the reviewer's path through the guidelines. (Note that this is different from Prey
GL, which backs through the guidelines in the order in which they appearin the document (e.g., from
5 to 4 to 3, etc.)).

The evaluation support functions zone contains the evaluationbuttons andreviewer's comments
window. The evaluationbuttons allow the reviewer to record assessments of whether the system being
reviewed conforms to the intent of the guideline (OK) or not _iscrepancy). Additional evaluation
options are whether the guidance is not applicable(N/A) to the currentsystem or Return. The Return
button allows the reviewer to recordthat a guideline was applicablebut that insufficient informationwas
availableat the time to makean evaluation(for example,operatorinputwas required). When the Return
button is selected, a window appears that allows the reviewer to indicate the reasonfor returningto the
guideline, by choosing from a pre-<lefinedlist. Guidelinesclassified as Returncan be reviewed later by
using the Review Returns button. The reviewer selects the category of Return items from the same
screen used for selecting reasons to classify an item as Return, and this category is displayedunderthe
Evaluationwindow. All the guidelines classified in the Returncategory are collected. The Next button
is used to move through the subset of selected items. The Next buttonappearson the screen (next to the
Review Returns button) only when Returns are being reviewed. The reviewer can appendcomments
in the Reviewer Commentswindow. These comments are stored with the guideline andcan be printed
in an evaluation reportsummary.

The document support functions zone includesTable of Contents, Index, Glossary, and Search
functions. The Table of Contents button causes a pop-up scrollable window to open on the screen
(Figure A.8). Selection of a section displays the first guideline of the selected topic in the guidelinearea
of the HSI Review Screen. The scroll bar at the right of the Table of Contents screen is used to move
through the topics list. Clicking on the instructionbox returnsto the HSI Review screen at the point
where the Table of Contents buttonwas activated.

I

Clicking the Context Index button displays the Context Index screen (Figure A.9). To the left
of an index term is a numberthat indicates the numberof times the term appears. The Index Term list
can be moved through using the Line Up/Line Down, Page Up/Page Down buttons, or by clicking on
the Set Term button, then enteringthe desired indexterm into the dialogue box andclickingOK. When
a word in the Index Term List is selected, all occurrences of that word in guideline titles or text are
displayed in a window, and can be scrolledusing the Line Up/Line Down, Page Up/Page Down buttons.
This index is essentially a ",KeyWord in Context" (KWIC)display: each line in the window displeys
the selected word in the center along with the surroundingtext (before and after the selected word) as
it appearsin the guideline. Clicking on a line of text causes the associated guideline to be displayed in
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theguidelines areaof the HSI Review screen. The Return to Guideline button will return the reviewer
to the HSI Review screen at the point where the Context Index button was activated.

A generic Human Factors Engineeringglossary is accessible by activating the Glossary button
(Figure A.10). The glossary itself is displayed as an alphabeticallist in the Glossary Term scrollable
window to the left of the Glossaryscreen. Clicking the Enter Term button presents a dialogue window
in which the reviewer can enterthe desired term. On clicking the OK button, the Glossary Termwindow
displays the desired term and the Definition window displays the term's definition. If a single letter is
entered, the Glossary Term window display moves to the first word beginning with that letter. If the
desired term is displayed in the GlossaryTerm window, clicking on the word displays the definition in
the Definition window. Definitions can be stored temporarily in the "Definition Holder" by clicking
the Add to Holder button. The Save buttonwill save the currentcontentsof the holder to a file, via a
dialogue box in which the reviewer entersa file namefor the contentsof the Definition Holderandclicks
OK. The Print button will print the contents of the Definition Holder, andthe Clear button will empty
the Definition Holder.

In addition, certainglossary definitionscan be accessed without leaving the HSI Review screen.
The underlinedterms in the DRG section of the HSI Review screen indicatehypertext links to glossary
definitions (see Figure A.7). Clicking on any of these tellns will cause the glossary definition for that
term to be displayed in the AdditionalInformationwindow on the HSI Review screen.

The Search buttonon the HSI Review screen presents the dialoguebox where the reviewer can
enter a desired searchterm and, afterpressingthe Return key or clicking the OK button, the guidelines
and additional informationfields will be searched for the next occurrenceof that term. The associated

guideline will then be displayed. The term last searched for is displayed to the right of the Search
button.

At the lower right cornerof the HSI Review screenare the Function Selection, Help, and Quit
buttons. Function Selection returns to the Function Selection Screen. When the Help button is
activated, the reviewercan point to any field or buttonand click, anda descriptionof the field or button
will be displayed. Pressing the Quit button exits the DRG.

Preparing a Report

Pressing the Report Preparation buttonon the Function Selection screen presents the Report
Preparationscreen (Figure A. 11). The screen displays the numberof guidelines currentlyevaluated as
"OK,""Discrepancy," "Not.Applicable," "Incomplete"(i.e., not yet evaluated),or marked "Return"for
later review. The reviewer may choose to includeany or all of these evaluationcategories in the report
by clicking the Include or Omit check boxes associated with each category. The Report Preparation
Screenalso indicates the numberof guidelines currentlyincludedand excluded that were selected in the
Planning Module.

Clicking the Build Report button generates the specified report. The ReportSummaryscreen
is displayed (Figure A.12). The report can include all guidelines or only one, depending on the
evaluationcategories selected for inclusion. The guidelines in the reportappearin the upper window.
The list can be navigatedusing the Page Up, Page Down, Top, and Bottom navigationbuttonsat the
lower right of the screen.
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The Export Summary buttonwill printthe reportto a text file; a standarddialogue box permits
the reviewer to name the export file and select the save location. The Print Summary button
automaticallysendsthe reportto the selectedprinter,and the Report Specification buttonreturnsto the
Report PreparationScreento permitmodificationof selected evaluationcategories.

DRG Maintenance

A maintenancemodulewas developedto output structuredguidelines or glossary text files. These
files can be edited using word processing software, and then read back into HyperCard. A table of
contents and context index is generated. Upon request, hypertext links are automatically established
between the guidelines text and tables, figures, and glossary items (see Figure A.3).

System Help

On-line help is availablefrom all screens usingthe Help button. Whenpressed, the help window
is displayed and the reviewer is given instructions. While system help is activated, the reviewer can point
to anything on the screen and the help window describes the purpose of that section of the screen and
indicates how selected functions operate. Help is also available in a User's Manual (both on-line and
hardcopy format).
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